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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to produce a taxonomy for sharing economy platforms 

based on existing sharing economy business models. The study included a number of 

sharing economy and collaborative consumption platforms from a wide range of 

industries that were analyzed through coding procedures. Secondary data was 

obtained from the companies’ official websites and renowned press with information 

regarding their business model. The first parameter derived from the Service-

Dominant Logic was to measure co-creation levels of the company and through 

analyzing the data, we discovered a second parameter to distinguish between each 

company, which was control.  

 

The thesis contributes with the taxonomy produced based on co-creation and control 

level of the firm. The taxonomy revealed three distinguishable categories of sharing 

economy and collaborative consumption platforms. The first category was “P2P 

Service” platforms, which were characterized by their high levels of co-creation and 

low to medium control levels. The second category was “P2P Resources”, where co-

creation levels were low and control levels were accordingly low. The last category 

that emerged was “B2C Resources”, which had no co-creation but high levels of 

control due to company ownership of assets. The third category is what characterizes 

collaborative consumption firms, while the first two, to a large extent, represent sharing 

economy platforms. 

 

We went further to summarize the similarities and differences among the three 

categories and compared the pros and cons of each category.  We examined the 

categories through the lense of platform business and the level of openness and 

control on the platform.  

 

Practical implication was proposed to help managers in startups and existing 

businesses in the sharing economy to transit into experience-oriented, peer-to-peer 

platforms who actively co-create value with the customer and improve their 

experiences. 
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Introduction  
The sharing economy phenomena has emerged in recent years and rapidly become 

a global phenomenon of the 21st century which provides temporary access to 

otherwise underutilized resources (Gregory & Halff, 2017). The idea is to connect 

people who possess underutilized assets with people in the need of these assets 

either through short-term rental or a service performed by the owner of the assets 

(Cusumano, 2015). The sharing economy phenomenon has been viewed as an 

umbrella term representing a variety of sharing and consumption practices in different 

forms across diverse industries (Marton, Constantiou, & Lagoudakos, 2017) (Hamari, 

Sjöklint, & Ukkonen, 2016),  ranging from peer-to-peer network of short-term rental 

and service provision to B2C rental.  

 

The number of sharing economy startups has grown unprecedentedly (Marton, 

Constantiou, & Lagoudakos, 2017), with traditional firms trying to embed elements of 

sharing economy into their business models (Cusumano, 2015), either through launch 

of new ventures (DriveNow), acquisition (Zipcar), or partnership (Marriott), to keep up 

with the challenge. The market is thus filled by companies with a “sharing economy” 

label undiscriminatingly (Marton, Constantiou, & Lagoudakos, 2017) and there lacks 

a coherent way to properly distinguish them.   

 

Previous studies have had scholars studying the phenomena from various angles: 

impact on an industry level (Zervas , Proserpio , & Byers , 2017) (Trivett, 2013), its 

public relation (Gregory & Halff, 2017), motivation of the participants (Hamari, Sjöklint, 

& Ukkonen, 2016), impact on sustainability (Heinrichs, 2013) (Martin, 2016), 

regulatory concerns (Malhotra & Alstyne, 2014) (Cannon & Summers, 2014) (Miller, 

2016) and multiple other topics. There have also been case studies on successful 

startups in particular industries such as Airbnb (Zervas , Proserpio , & Byers , 2017) 

and Uber (Wallsten, 2015) (Cramer & Krueger, 2016), measuring their impact on the 

industry level. From our literature search, we have yet not seen a great number of 

studies conducted at organizational levels that can help us understand the sharing 

economy business models in the sharing economy phenomenon. Thus, we have 
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become motivated to contribute to the academic world by looking into this particular 

field. 

 

Problem statement 

The problem we have identified is that there lacks an overall understanding of the 

sharing economy platforms, due to the increasing number of platforms and wide range 

of characteristics of them. In order to understand the phenomenon better, it makes 

sense to analyze existing sharing economy companies from different industries, in 

order to learn more about how they differ from one another and how some companies 

resemble others.  Combined with the insufficient research in business model of the 

sharing economy platforms, it becomes natural for us to analyze a sample of 

companies by their business models.  This leads to the following main question:  

 

How can we understand the existing business models of sharing economy platforms? 

 

Our research objective is threefold: 1) We would like to provide an overview of the 

current sharing economy market in terms of business models; 2) We aim to develop a 

taxonomy of sharing economy platforms based on commonalities and differences of 

their business models; 3) We try to identify the distinctive characteristics of each 

category in the taxonomy. 
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Sharing Economy and Collaborative 

Consumption 

Since the emergence of the phenomenon of the sharing economy, the words “sharing 

economy”, “collaborative consumption” and “peer-to-peer sharing” have been used by 

scholars and press to understand, discuss and predict the phenomenon, including 

labeling firms operating in this field. Through our literature review, we have come to 

the realization that this relatively new phenomenon (sharing economy) still lacks a 

widely-accepted theoretical framework (or perhaps not needed), evidenced by the title 

of one article by Rachel Botsman (2013) - “The sharing economy lacks a shared 

definition” (BOTSMAN, The Sharing Economy Lacks A Shared Definition, 2013). 

However, for “collaborative consumption”, the situation is better. Although different 

opinions on the exact definition exist, they share two common characteristics: 1. 

People involvement and participation in acknowledged; 2. The concept centers on 

access over ownership to goods and services (resources) (BOTSMAN, The Sharing 

Economy Lacks A Shared Definition, 2013) (Belk, 2014) (Hamari, Sjöklint, & Ukkonen, 

2016). 

 

The divergence has not only occurred in the definition, but also in the relationship of 

the two terminologies. While some publications have used the two interchangeably 

(Sundararajan, 2013), Hamari et.al (2016) have treated collaborative consumption as 

a subcategory of sharing economy, given the similarities shared by the two terms 

(Hamari, Sjöklint, & Ukkonen, 2016). 

 

Alternatively, Rachel Botsman (2015), defines “sharing economy” and “collaborative 

consumption” differently. She clarifies the scope of each terminology separately, which 

best summarizes and meets our understanding of the phenomenon at the current 

stage (BOTSMAN, Defining the sharing economy: what is collaborative consumption 

and what isnt, 2015). 

 

In her definition of Sharing Economy - “An economic system based on sharing 

underused assets or services, for free or for a fee, directly from individuals” 
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(BOTSMAN, Defining the sharing economy: what is collaborative consumption and 

what isnt, 2015), the scope is clearly constrained to “individuals” - Peer to Peer, thus 

excluding the B2C type of rental platforms. Correspondingly, “Collaborative 

Consumption” is used to describe the more B2C-oriented businesses models, implied 

by its definition “The reinvention of traditional market behaviors—renting, lending, 

swapping, sharing, bartering, gifting—through technology, taking place in ways and 

on a scale not possible before the internet” (BOTSMAN, Defining the sharing economy: 

what is collaborative consumption and what isnt, 2015).  

 

Adopting this view on the phenomenon allows us to clearly categorize firms operating 

in the field, e.g. Airbnb, Uber and Couchsurfing can now be attributed to sharing 

economy platforms, while firms like DriveNow and MsParis fall into the scope of 

Collaborative Consumption. Still, there are instances that a platform offers hybrid 

services of both categories, such as GoMore, providing peer-to-peer ridesharing/car 

rental as well as “B2C” type of car leasing. 

 

For the scope of this research, we decide to include both sharing economy and 

collaborative consumption platforms although these platforms have distinctively 

different business models, they still share some common characteristics, such as 

technology-enabled nature, heavy reliance on a user base of large number, and the 

increased utilization of assets. For our purpose of the research is to discover the 

differences among these platforms, we intend not to exclude any potential perspective 

caused by constraining the scope of only one type of business.  
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Theoretical Framework 
Service-Dominant Logic  

The service-dominant logic proposed by Vargo and Lusch (2004) was a continuation 

of the evolution of marketing thought that can be dated back to the beginning of 1950s, 

when the views of resources started to change (Zimmermann, 1951) (Penrose, 1959).  

Throughout 1950s to 1980s, the emphasis on customer fulfillment and satisfaction led 

to a shift towards value-in-use (Vargo & Lusch, Evolving to a New Dominant Logic for 

Marketing, 2004). Since the 1980s, a new dominant logic has emerged, which viewed 

marketing as a continual process and with operant resources at the center. Vargo and 

Lusch first proposed the term “Service- Dominant Logic” in 2004 in their paper 

summarizing prior research in the field. They found that the focus is shifting from 

tangible asset to intangible asset, from producer to consumer, from the good 

exchanged to the process of exchange and from operand resources to operant 

resources. Based on the fundamental premises presented, they concluded that the 

appropriate unit of exchange should be “the application of competences, or 

specialized human knowledge and skills, for and to the benefit of the receiver” (Vargo 

& Lusch, Evolving to a New Dominant Logic for Marketing, 2004). 

 

In 2006, in responding to the feedbacks and commentaries they had received, Vargo 

and Lusch clarified the definition of service as “the application of specialized 

competences (operant resources - knowledge and skills), through deeds, processes, 

and performances for the benefit of another entity or the entity itself” (Lusch & Vargo, 

2006). They further claimed that one fundamental subject matter of the S-D theory is 

that humans exchange service (rather than goods) for service, in order to improve their 

well-being (Vargo & Lusch, Service-dominant logic: What it is, what it is not, what it 

might be, 2006).  The S-D logic was believed to have potential implications not just for 

the marketing field, but also for theories at organizational (FP 9), economic and 

societal levels (Vargo & Lusch, Service-dominant logic: What it is, what it is not, what 

it might be, 2006), which has eventually become true. 

 

Beyond that, the theory also asserts that value is determined and created through 

participation of customers. Consumer involvement should therefore be fully utilized in 
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order to customize offerings and to meet individual needs (Vargo & Lusch, Evolving to 

a New Dominant Logic for Marketing, 2004). Hence value creation is shifting from 

separated processes of firm and customer to a continual process that includes 

customers and producers by co-creating value through customized offerings (Vargo & 

Lusch, Service-dominant logic: continuing the evolution, 2008). Furthermore, the S-D 

logic acknowledges the phenomenological/ experiential nature of value as expressed 

in FP 10 (Vargo & Lusch, Service-dominant logic: continuing the evolution, 2008), 

discussed below in further details.  

 

The sharing economy firms we see today, to a large extent, can be referred to as 

service-oriented platforms in various ways. First, they offer intangible, customized 

service to their customers. Tangible goods function as the appliance of and part of the 

service offering, such as the vehicle for an Uber ride or the apartment for an Airbnb 

stay. Second, these firms or platforms play a role of resource integrator. Third, given 

to the advancement in technology, interactions between firms and customers as well 

as between customers and other customers are made easier than before. Hence co-

creation of value has become one of the characteristics shared by all these platforms. 

Last but not least, the emphasis of sharing economy platforms is shifting from “service” 

to “experience”, evidenced by the wording in their advertising and naming of a new 

service type as “experience” (Couchsurfing and Airbnb). For all the above listed 

reasons, we have found the service-dominant logic as an appropriate lense for us to 

study the sharing economy phenomenon, especially the value co-creation aspect.  

 

This section will elaborate on the service dominant logic (S-D logic) and its 

foundational premises with regards to which parts will be used in our research and 

how they will be used in relation to the sharing economy.  
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Goods-Dominant Logic and Service-Dominant Logic 

When we are trying to understand the Service-Dominant logic (S-D Logic), it is helpful 

to take its counterpart into consideration which is the Goods-dominant logic (G-D 

Logic). The traditional thinking of exchange involves tangible goods that have 

emerged from the industrial era, where manufacturing was the foundation of 

businesses. The difference between the goods-dominant logic, compared to the 

service-dominant logic explicitly lies on operand resources and operant resources 

(Vargo & Lusch, Evolving to a New Dominant Logic for Marketing, 2004). Operand 

resource has its roots in the goods-dominant logic, where tangible goods are 

embedded with value before delivery to the consumer. The Operant resources are the 

intangible goods, such as the specialized knowledge and skills derived from 

experience, which are applied to act on operand and other operant resources (Vargo 

& Lusch, Evolving to a New Dominant Logic for Marketing, 2004). 

 

In the era of goods manufacturing, it was believed that value is created in the 

manufacturing process of a physical product that is exchanged from the producer to 

the consumer. Value is hence created by the company and embedded in tangible 

goods that could be distributed. Vargo and Lusch proposed “Service-Dominant Logic”, 

consisting of ten fundamental premises which better illustrate the new dominant Logic， 

in which “service” is defined as “The application of specialized competences 

(knowledge and skills) through deeds, processes, and performances for the benefit of 

another entity or the entity itself” (Vargo & Lusch, Evolving to a New Dominant Logic 

for Marketing, 2004). 

 

The mindset of the service-dominant logic is to include all types of marketing offerings, 

by including tangible goods as well as intangibles. This changes marketing’s role 

within a company from simply having a functional purpose, to becoming the leading 

philosophy of an organization that is controlled by the market (Vargo & Lusch, Evolving 

to a New Dominant Logic for Marketing, 2004). The ideology states an incremental 

performance is essential to a company’s survival. It is seen upon as a cyclical learning 

process, with the goal of improving operant resources. The company knows if it is 

producing better outcomes through the feedbacks gained from the marketplace, 
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represented by financial performance. The objective with S-D logic is to identify and 

develop the company’s core competencies, identify potential customers that could 

benefit from these competencies and grow relationships that involve the customer in 

co-creating to meet own needs (Vargo & Lusch, Evolving to a New Dominant Logic for 

Marketing, 2004). 

 

The S-D Logic shifts from a goods-centered view to an increasingly consumer-oriented 

view and focuses on the consumer perception of value. This means diving deeper into 

the relationship with the customer by collaborating and learning from the customers 

and adapting to their individual needs. Value is determined by the customer through 

usage and the customer’s role becomes co-creator of value (Vargo & Lusch, Service-

dominant logic: continuing the evolution, 2008). 
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The 10 foundational premises 

In their original paper “Evolving to a New Dominant Logic for Marketing”, Vargo and 

Lusch introduced 8 foundational premises, on which the SD logic is based and 

represents the fundamental framework for the S-D philosophy. Later on they revised 

the premises, by changing the wording of the premises due to confusion among 

readers, as well as adding two additional premises (Vargo & Lusch, Service-dominant 

logic: What it is, what it is not, what it might be, 2006) (Vargo & Lusch, Service-

dominant logic: continuing the evolution, 2008), as presented below in Table 3.1.  

 

Fundamental 
Premises 

 

FP1 Service is the fundamental basis of exchange 

FP2 Indirect exchange masks the fundamental basis of exchange 

FP3 Goods are a distribution mechanism for service provision 

FP4 Operant resources are the fundamental source of competitive 

advantage 

FP5 All economies are service economies 

FP6 The customer is always a co-creator of value 

FP7 The enterprise cannot deliver value, but only offer value 

propositions 

FP8 A service-centered view is inherently customer oriented and 

relational 

FP9 All social and economic actors are resource integrators 

FP10 Value is always uniquely and phenomenologically determined 

by the beneficiary 

 
Table 1 Ten Fundamental Premises 

 

Service centered orientation 

The first five premises focus more on clarifying service as the unit of exchange and 

the shift from operand resources to operant resources (Vargo & Lusch, Evolving to a 

New Dominant Logic for Marketing, 2004). It is the underlying concept behind sharing 
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economy platforms and their emergence to the market. Sharing economy platforms 

are most often customer oriented and multi-sided markets that needs participation 

from each side, before fully realizing their potential. Each platform can have varying 

dependencies based on which industry they are operating in. Some are more reliant 

on the providers within the platform, before they can attract the customers and some 

have more balanced dependencies from both parties. Sharing economy platforms do 

not offer products to their customer, but focus on exchanging service between the 

different parties involved. The provider of the service most likely has underused assets, 

which can be put into use in order to earn money and at the same time provide a 

service for a customer that is seeking that particular kind of service.  

 

The same pattern can be found on collaborative consumption platforms where the 

platform does not simply offer access to certain assets but rather focus on providing a 

complete service or experience in combination of the resources and additional 

services built around them to make the overall experience more attractive. 

 

However, they will not be the primary focus of this paper, due to the objective of the 

analysis. The analysis will dive deeper into the remaining fundamental premises that 

focus on value co-creation and roles of customer and provider. These will be treated 

as potential perspectives to categorize the sharing economy and collaborative 

platforms. In the following section, the first five premises will be introduced shortly, 

before moving on to the remaining ones.  

 

FP1-FP5 Overview 

The first foundational premise implies that service is exchanged for service, which is 

one of the core concepts of S-D Logic (Vargo & Lusch, Service-dominant logic: 

continuing the evolution, 2008). It is argued that people specialize in each of their own 

skills, but that they are not always equally beneficial to themselves as others. 

Therefore, if several people have each of their own specialization, it can result in them 

using each of their expertise in exchange for one another's expertise. This is when the 

exchange takes place (Vargo & Lusch, Evolving to a New Dominant Logic for 

Marketing, 2004). 
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The second foundational premise, “Indirect exchange masks the fundamental basis of 

exchange”, claims that exchange has progressed from being a one-to-one trade of 

skills, to the more indirect exchange of skills through the more hierarchical and/or 

bureaucratic organizations that have been developed in modern times (Vargo & Lusch, 

Evolving to a New Dominant Logic for Marketing, 2004). As a consequence of this, the 

customer as a direct trading partner has become almost non-existent. Because of all 

this, the exchange itself became masked (Vargo & Lusch, Evolving to a New Dominant 

Logic for Marketing, 2004). 

 

Coming to the third premise, it states: “Goods are a distribution mechanism for service 

provision” (Vargo & Lusch, Evolving to a New Dominant Logic for Marketing, 2004). 

Contradictory to the G-D Logic, the S-D Logic holds that products have no value when 

they are exchanged to the customer. Goods only become valuable when they are first 

utilized for their purposes. That is when they start to provide a service for the consumer, 

which is why the tangible good is merely a mechanism for providing the designated 

service (Vargo & Lusch, Evolving to a New Dominant Logic for Marketing, 2004).  

 

With the clarification earlier of how operand and operant resources are distinguished, 

the fourth premise is introduced. Knowledge, which is an operant resource, is the 

foundation for firms to gain a competitive advantage and the key to economic growth. 

Knowledge develops to skills and techniques, which are used for gaining competitive 

advantages (Vargo & Lusch, Evolving to a New Dominant Logic for Marketing, 2004).  

 

Lastly, the fifth premise states: “All economies are service economies” (Vargo & Lusch, 

Evolving to a New Dominant Logic for Marketing, 2004). Since economic exchange 

process is the application of mental and physical skills, where manufactured goods 

are a mechanism within, it conclusively means that all economies in reality are service 

economies. 
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Value co-creation and FP6 to FP10 

The value creation is the focus of this paper since the sharing economies and 

collaborative consumption firms differ largely on how value is created and who gets 

involved in the value creation process. The S-D Logic provides an appropriate 

perspective for us to examine the phenomenon. By examining how value is created 

on each platform, it might be possible to distinguish how these companies differ from 

that perspective. 

 

FP6 (The customer is always a co- creator of value) 
Value creation is referred to as an interactional process in the service-dominant logic, 

where the consumer is involved in creating value. The traditional view sees the 

consumer and the business as two separate entities that operate independently, 

where the consumer is the user of the goods and the firm is the one that produces and 

distributes these goods. In the S-D logic, the manufacturing is merely an intermediary 

process in the production of value. The goods provide services for the customer, with 

the help from the customer itself. Furthermore, the customer needs to learn how to 

use the product, maintain it, repair it and finally adapt it to the individual need for usage. 

The customer has thus taken over the processes of marketing, consuming and value 

creation and become an operant resource, meaning a co-creator, rather than an 

operand resource where the customer is the target (Vargo & Lusch, Evolving to a New 

Dominant Logic for Marketing, 2004) (Vargo & Lusch, Service-dominant logic: 

continuing the evolution, 2008).  However, this notion turns out to be useful enough to 

analyze the sharing economy/CC platforms as it views all value as co-created by 

customers and providers thus making the platforms indistinguishable from the value 

creation perspective.  

 

FP7 (The enterprise cannot deliver value, but only offer value propositions) 
Under S-D Logic, the enterprise no longer creates value, but leaves it to the hands of 

the receiver of the service to create and perceive value (Vargo & Lusch, Evolving to a 

New Dominant Logic for Marketing, 2004), since the value is not embedded in the 

products any more  (Vargo & Lusch, Service-dominant logic: continuing the evolution, 

2008). 
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This view can be applied in analysis of collaborative consumption firms since the 

platform on itself provides value propositions. However, it is not directly applicable on 

sharing economy platforms as the platform no longer provides value propositions on 

its own. Instead, the enterprise delivers the means of operation, by providing a 

platform, which in this case is part of the value proposition that is offered. In most 

cases, the individual provider of the service collaborates with the firm to provide value 

propositions. The S-D logic alone is not sufficient in examining sharing economy 

platforms in terms of distinguishing the roles of the enterprise and the individual 

providers. 

 

FP8 (A service-centered view is inherently customer oriented and relational) 
The traditional view on this separates the customer from the firm as mentioned earlier. 

However, the S-D logic separates itself from the G-D logic by viewing the firm and 

customer as part of an interactive process that takes place, with the purpose of 

creating value. Value is thus determined by the one that benefits from the service, 

which makes the S-D logic fundamentally customer oriented (Vargo & Lusch, Service-

dominant logic: continuing the evolution, 2008). The same can be seen as the 

practices in the world of the sharing economy, where the platforms are in constant 

interaction with the users and the outcome is determined by the users. Without its 

customers and their feedbacks on the sharing economy platforms, it would weaken 

the value propositions that firms offered. The two sided platforms are highly reliant on 

the customers and the feedbacks they place when using the services.  

 

FP9 (All social and economic actors are resource integrators) 
The parties that are involved in value creation are also referred to as resource-

integrators, whose function is to promote exchange (Lusch, Vargo, & O'Brien, 2007). 

The individuals involved in the exchange relationships are referred to as “economic 

and social actors” (Lusch, Vargo, & O'Brien, 2007). All economic units contribute by 

being resource integrators to the company’s network. The network is one of the most 

useful tools to utilize in the industry of sharing economy. The actors are the providers 
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of the service and furthermore also the beneficiaries of that particular service, who are 

seen as the resource integrators.   

 

FP10 (Value is always uniquely and phenomenologically determined by the 
beneficiary) 
The last premise of the S-D logic, focuses on the beneficiary of the service, which is 

the customer. The premise states that value is always determined by the beneficiary, 

in each of its own unique experience (Vargo & Lusch, Service-dominant logic: 

continuing the evolution, 2008). Value is therefore an individual perception, from one 

customer to another. One customer might favor certain aspects and usages for a 

specific service, where another customer might feel completely differently about the 

service most likely due to having other needs and purposes of the usage. This is 

similar to the eighth premise, which stated that value is determined by the beneficiary 

of the service (Vargo & Lusch, Service-dominant logic: continuing the evolution, 2008). 
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Value creation sphere model 

While service dominant logic provides us a theoretical foundation to examine the 

sharing economy phenomenon, it also has certain drawbacks as we have pointed 

already. In particular, the SDL lacks an explicit definition of value creation and its 

process and fails to specify the roles played by the service provider and customer in 

the consumption process (Grönroos & Voima, 2013), especially in the case of Sharing 

Economy firms as defined in this research. This is especially important for us in order 

to better understand the underlying differences among sharing economy and 

collaborative consumption businesses as these platforms not only provide varying 

forms of services, but also have different actors involved in the transaction process. 

For that, we have found the value creation spheres as part of the service logic 

proposed by Gronroos and Voima (2013) to be most appropriate. While sharing the 

same fundamental view, namely that value is created through the customer’s 

consumption process, with the S-D Logic, this service logic developed by Gronroos 

and Voima extends the SDL on two major aspects: 1. Definition of value creation 2. 

Roles of provider and customer, leading to the development of value creation spheres, 

based on which actions of providers and customers can be categorized (Grönroos & 

Voima, 2013).  

 

Definition of value creation 

The SD Logic, although recognizing value to be perceived and determined by the 

consumer on the basis of “value-in-use”, treats value creation as a process in which 

both the firm and customer collaborate and interact to co-create value. This is 

evidenced by the arguments that “the customer is continuing the marketing, 

consumption, and value creation and delivery process” and “value obtained in 

conjunction with market exchange...always involves a unique combination of 

resources and an idiosyncratic determination of value” (Vargo & Lusch, Evolving to a 

New Dominant Logic for Marketing, 2004) (Vargo & Lusch, Service-dominant logic: 

continuing the evolution, 2008). This definition has been interpreted by Gronroos and 

Voima (2013) as an “all-encompassing process”, which contradicts the concept of 

“value-in-use” as claimed. Instead, Gronroos and Voima adopts the perspective that 

defines value creation as “the customer’s creation of value-in-use during usage” 
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(Grönroos & Voima, 2013). Accordingly, value is created through the customer’s 

experiences with resources or processes (Grönroos & Voima, 2013). Such resources 

or processes are regarded as potential value, or expected value-in-use, produced and 

delivered by the service provider. However, this definition has not excluded the 

possibility of the two parties interacting with each other during either the production or 

the value creation process. When the customer participates in the firm’s production 

process, he/she becomes a co-producer of the resources or processes and when the 

firm interacts with the customer and possibly influences customer’s experiences 

during the value creation process, the value creation process is considered value co-

creation (Grönroos, Service Logic revisited: who creates value? And who co-creates?, 

2008) (Grönroos & Voima, Critical service logic: making sense of value creation and 

co-creation , 2013). 

 

Roles of provider and customer 
Following the above described perspective, the roles of the different actors seem more 

clear than S-D Logic. In a value creation process, customer creates value thus is the 

value creator (Grönroos, Service Logic revisited: who creates value? And who co-

creates?, 2008) (Grönroos & Voima, Critical service logic: making sense of value 

creation and co-creation , 2013). If the firm does not involve in this process, it is a 

value facilitator delivering potential value; if otherwise the firm interacts with the 

customer during the value creation process, the firm becomes a co-creator of value-

in-use (Grönroos, Service Logic revisited: who creates value? And who co-creates?, 

2008) (Grönroos & Voima, Critical service logic: making sense of value creation and 

co-creation , 2013). Likewise, if the customer is invited to participate in the production 

process, he/she becomes a co-producer of the potential value (Grönroos, Service 

Logic revisited: who creates value? And who co-creates?, 2008) (Grönroos & Voima, 

Critical service logic: making sense of value creation and co-creation , 2013). 

Gronroos and Voima (2013) have developed the value creation spheres which 

illustrate the different processes and roles of the actors in each sphere (Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 1 Value creation spheres 

(Grönroos & Voima, Critical service logic: making sense of value creation and co-creation , 2013)  

 

The value creation spheres are found by us to be a more appropriate lense to examine 

sharing economy platforms in the perspective of value creation and roles of actors 

involved in the process than the original S-D Logic, mostly attributing to its distinction 

between the definition of three different spheres and the roles of the actors involved. 

In the world of sharing economy, users often have two-fold roles: they are customers 

in some instances and providers in some others. Meanwhile, the platform itself is at 

all times a value facilitator because it either provides the potential value or offers the 

infrastructure allowing the two parties to interact and exchange potential value. 

Sometimes the firm also facilitates the value creation process, thus becomes a value 

co-creator alongside with the individual provider of the service.  

 

Adopting the value creation spheres gives us the ability to separate the two roles of 

the users and categorize them based on their roles in the value creation process. For 

some sharing economy platforms, where users produce the essential part of the 

service provision with the infrastructure or supporting services provided by the firm, 
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e.g. Airbnb.com or Uber.com, the user offering the service and the firm together 

produce the potential value, thus combined they are considered the producer in the 

scope of this research. Likewise, the user receiving the service is the customer and 

value creator in this service instance.  

 

If the provider gets directly involved in the customer’s consumption experience, e.g. 

the hosts on couchsurfing.com share their home with the traveler and inevitably 

influence the traveler’s experiences of the stay or in the case of an Uber ride, the 

driver’s skill is an integral part of the transportation service and has a great impact on 

the customer’s perception of the quality. The provider eventually becomes the co-

creator of the value and the process belongs to the Joint Sphere.  

 

As for collaborative consumption firms, the situation is more straightforward where the 

firm in most cases is the value facilitator and customer is the value creator, such as 

the customer takes a DriveNow vehicle, drives to the destination and leaves the car in 

the parking lot, the customer is considered to have created the value independently 

thus it belongs to the Customer Sphere.  

 

Given to the rise of Internet and information technology, all sharing economy and 

collaborative consumption platforms provide online and/or mobile access to facilitate 

processes such as payment and communication. In the scope of our research, passive 

interactions between the customer and the website or mobile application during value 

creation are not considered direct interaction as these have become part of the basic 

infrastructure and provide little help in distinguishing and categorizing these 

businesses. Thus, customer creating value with the help of firm’s web or mobile 

application does not make the platform a value co-creator unless customer uses the 

application to communicate with the service provider, the service personnel or other 

parties, in a dialogical manner. 

 

The producer sphere is not of interest to this research as it does not involve value 

creation.  
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Methodology 
Research Philosophy 

Research philosophy is defined by Saunders et.al. (2009) as “the development of 

knowledge and the nature of that knowledge” and it contains the assumptions of how 

the researchers view the world (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). There are two 

major perspectives of research philosophy: ontology and epistemology. Ontology is 

about “nature of reality and existence”, while the latter is about the ways of “enquiring 

into the nature of the world” (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Lowe, 2009). A correct 

understanding and an appropriate adoption of the research philosophy not only will 

influence the research strategy and research method (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 

2009), but will also improve the quality of the research, and increase creativity of the 

researchers. (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Lowe, 2009). 

 

Under ontological assumption, objectivism represents the position that social entities 

exist in a reality external to social actors (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). This 

view fits the position of this research better as it is the existing business models within 

the sharing economy that we are aiming to analyze, rather than the influence caused 

on them by social actors.  For the same reason, subjectivist view does not fit here 

because it holds the position that “social phenomena are created from the perceptions 

and consequent actions of social actors” (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009), which 

is not the focus of this research.  

 

This research aims at producing a framework for categorizing sharing economy and 

collaborative consumption platforms based on their business models. That being said, 

it is a set of firms in a social phenomenon we are observing and studying with the goal 

to generalize the findings to all companies as part of the phenomenon. Result of the 

analysis should be factual based regardless of the social actors involved. Therefore, 

from the epistemological perspective, we have adopted the philosophy of positivism 

as it refers to “‘working with an observable social reality and that the end product of 

such research can be law-like generalizations similar to those produced by the 

physical and natural scientists” (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009), fitting perfectly 

with our position. 
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Research Approach 

This research is expected to find out the differences among sharing platforms through 

analyzing and comparing business models of such platforms. To reach that goal, the 

Service-Dominant Logic has been adopted as the theoretical framework to examine 

the firms, implying a deductive approach for the research (Saunders, Lewis, & 

Thornhill, 2009). However, the research does not aim at examining existing theories 

or concepts hence it is not entirely a deductive study. With a goal to develop a 

framework that can be generalized to sharing platforms in a larger scale, the research 

also needs to adopt an inductive approach, in which data is analyzed to let theory 

emerge (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). Thus, we have adopted a combined 

approach of both induction and deduction where deduction has roots in the theoretical 

framework adopted and induction fits the purpose of the research.  

 

Research Design 

Research design serves as the plan of how the research will answer the question 

(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). This research is an exploratory study as it aims 

to assess a phenomenon in an understudied perspective and seek new insights 

(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). Following on that purpose, it is most appropriate 

to collect and analyze qualitative secondary data and existing cases in order to 

compare the sharing platforms on different perspectives and to develop a taxonomy 

for such platforms.  

 

Data Collection 

Among the four major types of qualitative data collection methods (Interviewing, 

observing, collecting and examining, feeling) (Yin, 2011), collecting and examining is 

found to be most suitable to serve the purpose of the research as well as the 

capabilities of the researchers. 

 

While the research aims at studying sharing platforms from diverse industries located 

in different geo locations, it becomes obvious that interviewing is not viable given the 

time and resources limit. For the same reason, observing is not an impractical method, 
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and also observing would not produce the data required to examine the companies 

since the study is not focusing on human actors but rather business practices in the 

sharing economy phenomena. Feeling as data collection method is to some extent 

contradictory with the research philosophy of this study as we are taking a positivism 

position focusing on the fact behind the data and feeling clearly does not serve that 

goal.  Meanwhile, collecting, which involves compiling or accumulating of document, 

artifacts and archival records, can produce data that are not directly observable 

including how firms conduct business and interact with their customers (Yin, 2011),  

fulfilling the need of this research. 

 

Given the abundance of such documents and records, collecting might become a time-

consuming process (Yin, 2011). Therefore, we shall only collect and examine data 

related to business perspective of the firms and exclude those involving personal 

attitude, bias, praise or criticism about a firm. Even if such information is an inevitably 

part of the data collected, they shall be analyzed under the purpose only to figure out 

how business is conducted without being influenced by the position of the original 

author. This should reduce the time required for collecting data while improving the 

quality of the data and reliability. 

 

Quality of our source of secondary data has also come into our consideration. While 

Internet and search engine have made information more accessible, they may also 

draw a question mark on the quality of the data. Therefore, we have decided to collect 

data only from “reliable” sources, such as the firm’s official website, widely recognized 

media and press (Forbes.com; techcrunch.com; gartner.com and so forth), case study, 

reputed blogs, and previously conducted interviews. 

 

Sampling of cases 

The research design should also put its focus onto what data should be collected for 

the study. Given the large number of sharing economy platforms in the field, it is 

impractical to analyze all of them. Therefore, it is most appropriate to use purposive 

sampling, where the samples are chosen in a deliberate manner in order to yield the 

best results for the topic that is studied (Yin, 2011).  
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To guarantee the result framework to be generalizable to the rest of firms in the 

phenomenon, it is required that the sample cases must be from a variety of industries. 

Within each industry, the samples should include the most representative and 

influential platforms which can cover the majority of the services currently available in 

industry. The combination of broad industry and representative platforms will help us 

gain a broad understanding of how they differ from one another and the traits which 

they share, leading to the discovery of a pattern. 

 

Having that said, we selected 15 sharing companies from 6 industries as listed below:  

 

Transportation: Uber, GoMore, DriveNow; 

Accommodation: Airbnb, Couchsurfing; 

Skills: Fiverr, Udemy, Toursbylocals; 

Finance: Kickstarter, Gofundme, Zopa; 

Goods: Neighborgoods, ShareGrid; 

Clothing: Lamasmona, MsParis; 

 

Target companies from the same industry are as distinct as possible, either offering 

different services or with different operation purposes, e.g. in the Accommodation 

sector, Airbnb is for profit and Couchsurfing has been not-for-profit until its recent 

dramatic change, which gives them quite different business models. Comparing 

distinct companies will reveal the differences among them and thus hopefully produce 

valid findings. However, if after analyzing the 15 companies no significant pattern can 

be identified, additional companies shall be picked and analyzed. 

 

As for each company, the triangulation method will be adopted to collect data to 

increase validity of the data. Meaning for each company, data need to be collected 

from at least three sources and these three sources shall have different origins (Yin, 

2011).  
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The level of data collection creates an overview of what type of data that should be 

collected and on what level it is collected. The broader levels of data collection most 

often have a single unit that should be examined, while on the narrower level there 

are multiple entities (Yin, 2011). In this study, the main topic is the business models of 

sharing economy and collaborative consumption platforms while the broader level is 

at the firm level, as the goal is to compare these platforms. Meanwhile, on the narrower 

level, it is the specific elements of the firm’s business model, such as value proposition, 

revenue stream, risk, customer relationship and so forth. The comparison will be 

conducted on the narrower levels with the goal to discover meaningful differences 

among the firms. If a pattern does not emerge, it can help shed light on if there is a 

mismatch between the narrower levels of data with the broader levels or if additional 

elements need to be examined. 

 

Data Analysis 

When having collected enough data with regards to each of the company’s business 

models, it is time to disassemble the data and examine it more closely. To analyze the 

qualitative data collected, we have adopted the template analysis method, starting with 

codes that are predetermined, which can be amended or added as the analysis 

proceeds (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009).  

 

To start with, we will select 2-4 companies as the initial coding.  The procedure of 

coding is to take each sentence from the original data that represents the company’s 

way of doing business and summarize it with phrases that characterize certain aspect 

of the business model. The phrases will be grouped under categories which represent 

the aspect of the business model, referred to as the “code”. After coding the first few 

companies, we shall compare the codes and consolidate them into a template which 

will be used to code the rest of the companies. Throughout the analysis process, 

existing codes can be amended and additional codes can be added to the template to 

fit all companies. 

 

Next step is to aggregate the coding results for each company and compare the result 

across companies. The comparison is done based on the code, e.g. value proposition 
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of all compared will be compared and revenue models of all companies will be 

compared and so forth. The goal is to discover a code through this comparison, where 

it will be a determining factor that, with certain pattern, differentiates the companies 

from one another.  

 

Value co-creation level, derived from the Service-Dominant Logic, will be evaluated 

for all companies after the business model and their way of operation will be fully 

understood. The scores given to co-creation level will be a relative measure to all the 

companies, where they will be compared to one another in order to define if they have 

a low-, medium-, or high co-creation levels. The second perspective, which will emerge 

throughout the analysis will also be given a relative score by comparing with each 

company included in the study. Depending on what the second perspective will be, it 

will either be given a low/medium/high score or a numerical value in order to effectively 

measure it.  

The end result of the analysis phase shall be a taxonomy consisting of the firm’s co-

creation level and the newly discovered dimension.  

 

 
Validity & Reliability 

Validity 
Validity “is concerned with whether the findings are really about what they appear to 

be about” (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). One way to improve validity is to only 

collect secondary data about the business perspectives of targeted firms, meaning 

that articles describing the business perspectives of the firms on a factual basis shall 

have a higher priority than articles either praising or criticizing the firm. Although it 

might not be possible to completely avoid articles with attitudes of the author, the 

researcher should focus on the factual aspect of the articles rather than the attitude 

towards the company during coding.  

 

To further improve the validity of the collected data, triangulation method has been 

adopted for this research, as mentioned previously. By collecting data from multiple 

sources and origins, the possibility that these data sources refer to the same fact is 
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enhanced (Yin, 2011). This ensures the data to be factually correct and minimizes the 

possibility of gathering data that is either biased or manipulated. The triangulation 

method is merely not only about gathering data from three different sources, but from 

three different types of sources that are not connected to each other through a mutual 

source, if possible (Yin, 2011). This could be in the case of comparing data from the 

official websites with press articles or previously conducted interviews. Furthermore, 

if there is a mismatch between the collected data and the researchers’ previous 

observations and understandings of the firm, a more specific search for related data 

shall be conducted to clarify the facts. 

 

The template analysis also contributed to a better validity. By adopting the same 

template, the researchers were aware of what facts they were looking for and all 

companies were analyzed on the same perspectives of their business model.  

 

Reliability 
Reliability “refers to the extent to which your data collection techniques or analysis 

procedures will yield consistent findings” (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). In order 

to improve reliability, we have taken following measures. 

 

When developing the coding template, we both coded a couple of companies each 

(Uber, Gomore, Airbnb, Couchsurfing) and did a comparison of the results after, in 

order to develop a baseline for coding guidelines (see Appendix C, the picture took 

while developing the template). From the comparison, it was found that although the 

abbreviated phrase differed, they generally fell into the same “keyword” and reflected 

the same facts. For instance, when it came to a statement regarding Uber’s revenue 

model, one coded it as “taking a cut from each ride” while the other summarized it to 

be “transaction fee based” and they both fell into the code of “revenue for the firm”. 

The result has assured us that the reliability is guaranteed as it is the fact behind the 

data being searched for. In addition, this comparison also allowed us to discuss and 

reach mutual understanding of the data analysis process. 
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When all companies were coded and the results aggregated, we went through each 

other’s coding result to improve reliability. This cross check gave us the opportunity to 

clarify and discuss any discrepancies in the coding until mutual agreement was 

reached. The refined result was then “transformed” from the excel file into tables on 

the final document.  

 

The last part of the analysis phase was to score the firms on their co-creation level as 

well as the new emerged parameter. Again, we conducted this scoring process 

together. Not only did we have to agree on the score given to each firm, but this 

process additionally required us once again to explain the coding result to back the 

decision. This increased the reliability of both the scores given to the company and 

the coding result.   
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Analysis 
The analysis section will start with presenting the coding result for each of companies 

following a brief introduction of the company. The main business model aspects that 

have been looked into are value propositions, revenue model, control, and risk 

reduction as they are the most frequent categories from the coding process and 

comparison among the firms. Based on Service-Dominant Logic, co-creation levels 

have been evaluated for each company as the first parameter of the taxonomy.  

 

Second part of the chapter will aggregate the results and compare them, which will 

lead to the emergence of the new parameter. The most distinctive parameter emerged 

from the analysis is the level of control the firms have implemented on their platforms, 

which is evaluated on three aspects, availability, price and quality. Each control aspect 

has been given a score between 0 and 10 in order to determine how controlled the 

individual aspect of the company’s business model is. The score is a relative measure 

meaning that company with the strictest control is marked as 10 while platform with 

loosen control will end up with 0. At the end, the three scores on each individual aspect 

of a firm will be averaged to generate the overall control level of the firm.  

 

Subsequently we will present the models built on co-creation and control level of the 

firms, 4 in total. The first 3 models will represent each control aspect to see how 

companies differ from each other in regards to the aspect being looked at. The final 

model will demonstrate the overall control level of the firms in relation to their co-

creation levels.  

 

The chapter ends with the three categories identified from the last model and the 

characteristics of each category. 
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Business Models of sharing economy platforms 
This section will dive into all 15 sharing economy platforms that have been chosen for 

the analysis of the project. Each company’s major business model aspects, including 

value propositions, revenue model, control, and risk reduction. The co-creation level 

and control levels will be determined and explained which can be found in Appendix 

B. 

 

Uber 

Founded in California, in 2009, Uber is one of the first companies recognized as a 

sharing economy platform. Uber is now operating in over 500 cities worldwide and has 

completed over two Billion rides (Tepper, 2016). Among the four types of services 

listed on its website (Economy, Premium, Accessibility and Carpool), the former three 

are identical from a business model perspective, more close to the traditional taxi 

services while Carpool falls into the ride sharing concept. Therefore, we treat Uber as 

two instances and examine their business model separately in this research: we will 

use “Uber Regular” to represent the first three services and use “Uber Carpool” to 

represent the last one.  

 

 

Uber Regular 
Uber Regular is similar to the taxi services; customers can request a ride through the 

app and the drivers can take the order and see the location of the customer through 

the app.  Price of the ride is determined and calculated by Uber so when the riders 

publishes their request, they are notified with the price. In periods of high demand, 

Uber adopts a surge pricing model which increases the price automatically. 

  

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of the 
firm 

Provider Value 
proposition  

Customer value 
proposition 

Marketplace connecting 

people needing a reliable ride 

w. people wanting to earn 

money driving their vehicle 

Extra income w. 

flexible work hours 

Low prices – 

short waiting 

time 
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Insurance coverage 

Minimized downtime 

 

24/7 availability 

of rides, tracking 

and feedback 

Verification & Screening 

system 

Surge pricing model: 

increase the price 

during periods of 

high demands. 

 

 Easy payment 

procedure 

Revenue Revenue model of the firm Revenue model for the provider 

Transaction-fee-based model: 

fee varies based on city and 

vehicle type; there is no 

standard percentage 

published by the company 

 

Trip fare comprises of a base fare, time 

and distance rates and a booking fee. 

Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for drivers Risk reduction for customers 

All payments are cashless 

through the app, reducing risk 

for both parties.  

 

All payments are cashless through the 

app, reducing risk for both parties.  

 

 

Table 2Uber Regular 
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Uber Carpool 
Uber Carpool allows the driver to share their ride with the riders and the cost of the 

ride. Unlike Uber Regular where the drivers are treating it as a part-time or full-time 

job, Uber Carpool is more for people who are going on the same direction to share 

cost. Price of the ride is determined and calculated by Uber so when the riders 

publishes their request, they are notified with the price. In periods of high demand, 

Uber adopts a surge pricing model which increases the price automatically.  

 

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of the 
firm 

Provider Value 
proposition  

Customer value 
proposition 

Peer-to-peer marketplace 

for ridesharing 

Match with riders in 

same direction 

Lower cost than 

Uber Regular 

  Verification & Screening 

system 

Share costs by 

adding only a few 

minutes. 

Insurance Surge Pricing Model 

Revenue Revenue model of the firm Revenue model for the provider 

Transaction-fee-based 

model:  

Fee varies based on city 

and vehicle type, thus there 

is no standard percentage 

published by the company. 

 

Trip fare based on total time and distance: 

surge pricing model: increases the price 

during periods of high demands. 

Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for drivers Risk reduction for customers 

All payments are cashless 

through the app, reducing 

risk for both parties.  

All payments are cashless through the 

app, reducing risk for both parties. 

 
Table 3 Uber Carpool 
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GoMore  

GoMore was first founded in 2005 in Denmark and has now expanded with services 

including peer-to-peer car rental, ridesharing and car leasing. The company aims at 

turning transportation to be fun and environmental-friendly (GoMore). GoMore 

ridesharing is similar to Uber Carpooling in some perspectives while different in some 

others, hence it has been selected to get a broader view on the transportation industry. 

Again, we have separated GoMore can rental, GoMore ridesharing, and GoMore Car 

leasing due to the distinct difference in business model of the three services. 

 

GoMore Car Rental 
GoMore Car rental is a marketplace for peer-to-peer car rental. Owners can rent out 

their otherwise idle car to make some extra income and renters can rent a car 

whenever needed. The owner sets the availability and price of the car and gets to 

decide whether to accept certain renter’s request or not.  

 

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of the 
firm 

Provider Value 
proposition  

Customer value 
proposition 

Peer-to-peer car rental 

marketplace 

Rent idle car and 

earn money 

Cheaper (and more 

fun) than traditional 

car rental and car-

sharing groups. 

Recommendation & rating 

system 

No setup fee or 

subscription. You 

only pay when 

your car is rented. 

No establishment 

fee or subscription; 

only pay for rental 

fee 

The renter's driver's license 

is checked along with the 

vehicle condition. The rental 

contract is signed by both 

parties. 

Owner sets price 

and availability; 

Owner decides 

who's renting their 

car. 

 Roadside 

assistance and 

customer support 

Revenue Revenue model of the firm Revenue model for the provider 
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Transaction-fee-based 

model: 

service fee from each car 

rental (varies based on car 

models and price) 

 

Car rental fee 

 

Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for drivers Risk reduction for customers 

All rentals include car and 

liability insurance by 

Protector. Any damage does 

not affect your existing car 

insurance. 

All rentals include insurance, personal 

insurance not affected 

 

Owner confirms the booking 

and the renter receive exact 

address and pickup 

instructions. 

 

Prior damages can be registered on 

website 

Renter fills up tank when 

returning car 

Renter can cancel up to 3 hours prior to 

booking 
 

Table 4 GoMore Car Rental 
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GoMore Ridesharing 
As mentioned earlier, Gomore ridesharing is similar to Uber Carpooling in the sense 

that they are both peer-to-peer and the drivers do not make a living on driving, but 

merely share their trip to save the cost. What is different from Uber Carpooling is that 

drivers using Gomore can set their own price and riders can propose an alternative 

route and price, giving more autonomy to the users.  

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition 
of the firm 

Provider Value proposition  Customer value 
proposition 

Marketplace for 

Peer-to-peer 

ridesharing 

Sell your trips and save 

money 

Save money 

Easy Booking and 

Payment System 

Non-tax eligible earning 

when ridesharing 

Instant bookings 

ID verification and 

rating system 

Driver determines ride price; 

rides are automatically 

recommended to passengers 

 Driver can offer 

alternative 

routes 

Revenue Revenue model of 
the firm 

Revenue model for the provider 

Transaction fee 

based Model: 12.5% 

of the ride price 

Ride price and cancellation fees 

Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for 
drivers 

Risk reduction for customers 

Cancellation fee 

when cancelled 

within 24 hours. 

Free cancellation up to 24 hours 

Driver confirms the 

booking. 

Online payments are paid 24 hours after the 

ride. Your payment is automatically cancelled if 

the ride is not completed. 
 

Table 5 GoMore Ridesharing 
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GoMore Leasing 
GoMore car leasing is like traditional leasing services where the customer pays a 

monthly fee and drive the that they desire. An additional benefit for the customer is 

that they can choose to rent out the car they leased on Gomore when it is idle, to cover 

part of the leasing price. 

 

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of the firm Customer value 
proposition 

B2C Car leasing Possibility to rent out car 

to others. 

 

Get brand new car for low fee per month. 

24.000 km/year and 

insurance included in 

leasing price. 

No pre-payment 

Revenue Revenue model of the firm Revenue model for the 
provider 

Monthly leasing fee based on car model Possibility to rent out the 

car for 225 kr. per day 
0,80 kr. per km. over 24,000 km 

 Deposit (2 x leasing fee) paid in beginning 

Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for drivers Risk reduction for 
customers 

When leasing is about to expire, it should 

be handed over for a check access to tax 

information for approval. 

Including insurance and 

service 

Leaser cannot end agreement before the 

12 months’ have passed 

Leaser should be 23 

years old at minimum. 
Table 6 GoMore Leasing 
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After coding GoMore car leasing, it appeared to us that it has not much difference from 

traditional car leasing companies except for its operation online. According to the 

definition adopted in chapter 2, a collaborative consumption firm must reinvent the 

traditional business model and market behaviors in a way that otherwise would not be 

possible without the help of technology. GoMore car leasing does not qualify for that 

definition as it has no innovation in the car leasing business model hence it will not be 

considered as a collaborative consumption firm in this study.  

 

 

DriveNow 

DriveNow is a joint venture between BMW Group and SIXT, offering car sharing/rental 

service charged by minutes. The company is current operating in more than 10 cities 

in Europe. Unlike the previous two selected companies, DriveNow offers essentially a 

“B2C” rental rather than “P2P”. All vehicles (BMW i3) are provided by DriveNow and 

rented by individuals. Renters can easily pick up an idle car on the street and leave it 

at their destination when arrived. Renters must drive the car themselves and all regular 

interactions with the company are done through the app provided by DriveNow. 

 

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of 
the firm 

Customer value proposition 

Car sharing mobility 

concept by BMW, MINI 

and SIXT 

 

 

Locate available cars on streets through app 

Cheap transportation, full flexibility; No 

monthly charges, subscriptions or yearly fees 

 Access and lock cars through cards or app 

All cost (insurance, cleaning, parking, 

charging) included in rental fee 

Revenue Revenue model of the firm 

Rental fee 

Registration fee 
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Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for customers 

Insurance included 

 User verification 

 

Table 7 DriveNow 

Airbnb 

Airbnb is a two-sided sharing economy platform that connects providers, who has 

property or partial property to rent out with users who are looking for a place to stay 

for holidays. The platform is bringing challenges to the hotel industry, where renters 

seek to find more competitive priced accommodation and at the same time have a 

local experience of the place they are visiting. The providers can determine what part 

of the property they want to rent out, when and the price of the rental. It can be shared 

property, a single room or a whole flat/house. Depending on whether the host is 

present during the stay, the co-creation level varies.  

 

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of the 
firm 

Provider Value 
proposition  

Customer 
value 
proposition 

Global marketplace for 

P2P rental 

Earn extra income 

whenever you want 

Unique travel 

experiences 

 

Two-way rating system 

Share experiences and 

expertise 

Access to local 

communities 

Verified IDs Determine own rental 

price & receive pricing 

recommendations 

 Lower price 

than hotels 

Revenue Revenue model of the 
firm 

Revenue model for the provider 

Transaction-fee-based 

model: 3% service fee for 

hosts and 6-12% 

Rental price charged 
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reservation fee for 

customers 

Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for 
provider 

Risk reduction for customers 

Calls recorded for security 

purposes 

Verified hosts 

 

Decline unwanted 

customers 

 

24/7 customer service 

Verified identification of the 

guests 

Transaction through the platform 

$1 million insurance 
 

Table 8 Airbnb 
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Couchsurfing 

Couchsurfing was introduced as a means for travelers that are budget conscious when 

on the road or for people that just want to meet new people and share experiences 

with them. It is a two-sided platform that connects hosts with travelers. All hosting on 

the platform are provided for free and hosts are not allowed to require monetary reward 

from the guests. The platform changed from its non-profit status to a for-profit 

organization in 2011 (Marton, Constantiou, & Lagoudakos, 2017).  

 

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of the firm Provider Value 
proposition  

Customer value 
proposition 

Hospitality platform 

coordinating peer-to-peer, 

short-term, and free-of-charge 

accommodation 

Share home with 

travelers and Make 

new friends 

Free place to 

stay 

Host present during stay Host decides when 

to host 

Meet local 

people 

 and fellow 

travelers 

Feedback and rating system  Explore cities 

and organize 

events 

Revenue Revenue model of the firm Revenue model for the provider 

Freemium model: $20 annual 

fee for verification and no ads 

Non-monetary rewards 

Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for drivers Risk reduction for customers 

Member profiles reviewed References are checked 

 Communication through 

couchsurfing platform 

Communication through couchsurfing 

platform 

Address verification of the host 
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Table 9 CouchSurfing 

Fiverr 

Fiverr is a marketplace for freelance services that one can buy in a wide range of 

categories. Freelance services are offered by specialists in each of their own field, 

where they have the possibility of taking orders from customers and deliver a piece of 

work earn money at the same time. The prices can range from $5 all the way up to 

$500.  

 

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of 
the firm 

Provider Value 
proposition  

Customer value 
proposition 

Marketplace for digital 

service 

Seller can provide 

different packages at 

different prices 

Hire talented people 

for customized work 

at affordable prices 

 

Only registered users 

trade 

Additional services will 

earn more income 

Reputation system 

for comparing 

Rating system Good ratings will bring 

more customers and 

new sellers are 

promoted on the site 

 Buyers rate 

experiences and 

leave feedback 

No participation fee Fiver academy for 

beginners to learn 

 

Find talent 

Set your own schedule 

 

Revenue Revenue model of 
the firm 

Revenue model for the provider 

Transaction-fee-based 

model:  

$1 for purchases under 

$20 and 5% on 

purchases above $20 

Fee for the freelance work 
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Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for 
drivers 

Risk reduction for customers 

Users pay Fiver in 

advance. 

Provider receives payment after completion 

Safe communication 

and payment system 

Safe communication and payment system 

 

Privacy protection 

Privacy protection 

Anti-fraud and data 

security system 

Anti-fraud and data security system 

 

Table 10 Fiverr 

 
Udemy 

Udemy is a portal where specialists offer courses that they have certain skillsets in. It 

is aimed at people that either want to expand new capabilities or develop on top of 

current capabilities in order to perform better. Private persons can sign up to take 

courses or companies can sign up to customize courses for their employees. The 

courses can be free of charge or charge a tuition, which is set by the course provider.  

 

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of 
the firm 

Provider Value 
proposition  

Customer value 
proposition 

Global marketplace 

for teaching and 

learning online 

Monetize your 

expertise with global 

reach 

Learn new skills and 

achieve goals, skills 

development, career 

orientation 

Free customer 

service, payment 

processing and 

hosting 

 

Teach any topic you 

like 

 

Expert instructors 
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Firms can customize 

courses create own 

content for its 

employees 

Course design tools to 

create course and 

learn from instructor 

community 

 Course reviews to help 

understand the course 

and give feedback 

Instructors decide 

when to teach and 

how to with their own 

terms 

Platform gives quality 

guidelines and reviews 

the course 

Revenue Revenue model of 
the firm 

Revenue model for the provider 

Transaction-fee-

based model:  

3% of course fee is 

payment processing 

fee 

 

50% of course fee if 

Udemy is promoting it 

 

Course fee (set by instructor) 

 

 

Subscription model 

for company 

customized courses: 

$5 per user for team 

prices (between 5-20) 
 

Table 11 Udemy 

 

 

 

Toursbylocals 

ToursByLocals is a company that connects private tour guides with travelers all over 

the world. The aim is to connect local people with much knowledge about the country, 

with curious travelers that want to have unique travel experiences. Through 
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collaboration with the tour guides they offer customized packages for clients who want 

to explore the countries, which they provide services for.  

 

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of 
the firm 

Provider Value 
proposition  

Customer value 
proposition 

Marketplace connecting 

travelers with guides 

 

Allow guides offer 

private at-your-own-

pace tours 

 

Private customized 

tours for travelers 

 

Rating system 

 

 

 

Market tours to 

travelers and online 

booking system 

 

Local experiences 

 

 

 

 

Guides determine their 

work availability 

 

 Each tour vetted 

before posting 

 

Guides set price and 

can publish pre-defined 

tours 

 

Revenue Revenue model of the 
firm 

Revenue model for the provider 

Transaction-fee-based 

model: 20% of tour 

price 

Tour fees 

 

Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for 
drivers 

Risk reduction for customers 

24/7 emergency hotline Guides undergoes selection process and 

subject to ongoing quality measures 

 Thorough background checks on guides 
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Refund policy to protect 

guides from 

cancellations 

Customer comments and ratings by travelers 

 

Table 12 ToursbyLocals 

Kickstarter 

Kickstarter is the world's largest crowdfunding platform. Creators can publish their 

projects on the platform and raise the money required to realize the projects. 

Kickstarter was turned into a Benefit Corporation in 2015 to better align with their 

mission - “help creative projects to life and bring positive impact on society”. Creators 

when initiating a fund raising, must specify the goal (in terms of amount of money) and 

the deadline of the campaign. If the campaign does not meet the goal within the 

deadline, the campaign is considered not successful. Since its launch in 2009, over 

100 thousand projects have successfully raised funds and 13 million people have 

backed at least a project. Since capital is also considered as one’s assets, it well fits 

the definition of sharing economy in this paper. 

 

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of 
the firm 

Provider Value 
proposition  

Customer value 
proposition 

Crowdfunding platform 

with positive impact on 

society 

 

 

Insight to creative 

process & rewards 

from project creator. 

Large number of 

backers and 

successful funded 

projects 

Not for backers who 

pursue reliable 

financial returns 

Complete project 

control & 100% 

ownership 

 Help market your 

product with landing 

pages, photos, videos 

and updates 
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Help creators with 

resources, support and 

promotion 

Revenue Revenue model of the 
firm 

Revenue model for the provider 

Transaction-fee-based 

Model: 

- 5% fee on funds 

collected. 

-  3-5% payment 

processing fees.  

- No fees if funding is 

unsuccessful 

Psychic benefits/non-monetary 

Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for 
drivers 

Risk reduction for customers 

No refunds, transaction 

between backers and 

creators directly 

Pledgers are not going after reliable financial 

returns 

Backers can choose 

creators that share 

much information about 

the process 

Creator is responsible 

for completing project 

Platform keeps 

monitoring activity for 

fraudulent purposes 

Unsuccessful projects 

don’t receive funding; 

refunded to backers 
 

Table 13 Kickstarter 
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GoFundMe 

GoFundMe is a peer-to-peer fundraising platform, focusing on support on lives. 

Anyone could start a fundraising campaign on the platform for any purposes related 

to their life, ranging from medical support, education, sports team operation, to 

donations. Unlike Kickstarter, GoFundMe does not require fundraiser to set any goal 

or deadline when they create the campaigns. 

The platform has positioned itself to focus on social and charity purposes and the 

donors do not receive any monetary or economic benefits.  

 

Value 
proposition 

Value 
proposition 
of the firm 

Provider 
Value 
proposition  

Customer value proposition 

#1 social 

fundraising 

platform: 

People 

have raised 

more 

money on 

GoFundMe 

than 

anywhere 

else. 

 

100% free 

of charge 

for donors 

Easy to raise money online 

Personalization of fundraising page and 

sharing it 

Non-

monetary 

rewards 

No deadline or goals and Keep every 

donation you receive 

 Donations go directly to you and withdraw 

money any time 

Donations are considered personal gifts (tax 

advantage) 
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Revenue Revenue 
model of 
the firm 

Revenue model for the provider 

Transaction 

fee based 

model: 

7.9% + 

$0.30 per 

donation 

 

Non-monetary  

 

Risk 
Reduction 

Risk 
reduction 
for drivers 

Risk reduction for customers 

Safe 

payment 

encryption 

technology 

Safe payment encryption technology 

 

Table 14 GoFundMe 

 

 
Zopa 

The personal lending peer-to-peer platform Zopa is for people that needs a loan, but 

have trouble with receiving it from traditional banks due to their untraditional ways of 

earning an income. The lenders provide the money and earn an interest rate off the 

loan, which can vary depending on how risky and credit-worthy the loaners are. The 

lender's money is spread out among different loans to reduce risk, if some decide not 

to pay up what they owe. Loan borrowers have this possibility if they have been denied 

by other banks, but still are able to provide the means for repaying a loan.  
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Although Zopa seems more like a sharing economy platform at first glance, especially 

when it claims itself as a peer-to-peer platform, it comes to our notice that investors 

on Zopa do not directly select borrowers on their own behalf. Instead, they invest their 

money to the platform and the platform spreads it out to a range of borrowers to reduce 

the risk. From that perspective, the platform is functioning as a middleman rather than 

just facilitator of the transaction. It is in fact more close to a traditional bank only just 

reaching different groups of customer enabled by technology. Therefore, we have 

defined Zopa as a collaborative consumption firm.  

 

 

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of 
the firm 

Provider Value 
proposition  

Customer value 
proposition 

Matching borrowers 

and lenders directly 

Get better rate of 

return on loans 

For credit worthy 

people who earn 

money in new ways to 

take loans 

Low rate loan with 

high rate of return 

Withdraw monthly 

repayments and it is 

possible to sell 

outstanding loans 

Simple online 

application 

233,000 people helped 

so far & Investors 

have lent 2.21 billion 

Lenders choose rates 

and lengths of loan 

and select markets 

 Money paid directly 

into account. 

Free to lend any 

amount between 10 - 

25,000 

Revenue Revenue model of 
the firm 

Revenue model for the provider 

Transaction fee based 

model: 

Returns on the loan: Returns 2.9%-6.1% 
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1% fee for selling 

loans (Classic and 

Plus products) 

 Borrowers 0.5% of 

loan amount, lenders a 

0.5% annual service 

fee. 

4.75% rate while waiting for money to be lent 

out. 6-7% return per year. 

Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for 
drivers 

Risk reduction for customers 

Investment is spread 

out/ Loan split into 

smaller amounts 

(Micro loans): 

reduce risk & more 

stable returns 

No hidden charges 

Credit checking on 

borrowers and 

monitoring of loans 

Privacy protection: Only nicknames used if you 

haven't done business together 

Zopa takes care of 

missed payments 

Sells insurance protection to borrowers. 

 

Table 15 Zopa 
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Neighborgoods 

Neighborgoods is a P2P platform that seeks to connect local communities by sharing 

tools that can be used for private purposes at home. Users of the platform can set up 

their local communities through the website and offer items that they either want to 

loan out for free or charge an amount that is specified by themselves. Borrowers that 

are seeking specific items that are not currently available can set up a wish list in order 

for others to see which items that there is a need for locally. The aim is to reduce waste 

by utilizing items in an efficient manner, instead of communities spending large 

amounts of money on the same items that are not being utilized 100% of the time.  

 

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of 
the firm 

Provider Value 
proposition  

Customer value 
proposition 

A community that helps 

you save money and 

resource 

Get more value out 

of unused tools. 

Borrow things from 

friends and 

neighbors and save 

money 

A marketplace to share 

tools among neighbors & 

connect neighbors 

Help others and 

reduce stress and 

increase happiness. 

Add stuff to wish list 

so people nearby 

can see it. 

  Less waste and 

production 

Decide how to share 

item w. Neighbors 

(for free or for a fee) 

Peer-to-peer conflict 

resolution system 

You set the rules for 

your items 

Verification system 

- peer rating system 

Build stronger 

communities 

Revenue Revenue model of the 
firm 

Revenue model for the provider 

Freemium model: Rental price (deposit) 
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Platform is free of 

charge. No transaction 

fees. Optional $4.99 fee 

for verification 

Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for 
drivers 

Risk reduction for customers 

Borrower Clean if dirty, 

replace if broken. 

Neighbors rate each other and flag 

accounts. 

Home address is never 

shared. 

Panic button if someone 

doesn't hold up their end 

of the deal. 
 

Table 16 Neighborgoods 
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ShareGrid 

ShareGrid is a platform for audio and video enthusiasts that are looking to rent 

expensive and quality camera and video gear for either private or professional use. 

The platform connects camera and video owners that want to profit off their equipment 

that is idle at times with the renters. The providers set their own price and availability 

for customers to rent it. The platform offers insurance in order for both parties to have 

a pleasant experience with using the services.  

 

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of the 
firm 

Provider Value 
proposition  

Customer value 
proposition 

Peer-to-peer camera 

rental marketplace 

Make money off of 

idle gear 

Cheaper rental: Prices 

30-50% lower than 

rental houses 

Membership and service 

is free 

Free listing and 

concierge service 

Buy insurance for 

rental and contact 

owner for requesting 

item. 

Review system Full control of 

rental (set dates, 

denial, cancel) 

Request extended 

rental if necessary by 

the owner. 

 Member undergoes id 

checks, phone verification 

and bank level ID 

verification 

Set own meeting 

place, public 

places etc. 

ShareGrid Hubs for 

meetup places. 

Revenue Revenue model of the 
firm 

Revenue model for the provider 

Transaction-fee-based 

model:  

15% commission on every 

transaction. 5% 

85% of rental charges for provider 
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processing fee to renter 

per transaction. 

Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for 
drivers 

Risk reduction for customers 

100% replacement value 

of equipment 

Fill out claim form and contact insurance 

provider if equipment is damaged 

- Multiple user 

verifications. 

- 0.2% chance of a claim 

- Trust indicators, such as 

reviews, social links, 

check sheets, photos. 

Insurance amount defined by coverage 

amount and duration 

 

Table 17 ShareGrid 
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Lamasmona 

Lamas Mona is a Spain-based online dress rental store for people who are willing to 

rent dresses for special events rather than buying. By renting dresses, the customers 

save money and do not use up their personal space for clothes that are not utilized so 

often.  

Furthermore, people with underutilized garments can choose to rent or sell the 

garments through the platform. LamasMona is both a sharing economy platform and 

a collaborative consumption firm due to the dual lines of business. 

 

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of 
the firm 

Provider Value 
proposition  

Customer value 
proposition 

Online dress rental 

store 

Make underutilized 

garments profitable 

Wear latest dresses 

and accessories at 

lower prices； 

Rent outfits for different 

occasions and reserve 

beforehand 

Default rental 4 days 

(can be prolonged) 

 

Possibility to try 

dresses on at home or 

in store 

 Rent entire styling or 

just the accessories 

Style advice in shop, 

through phone or web 

chat 

Revenue Revenue model of the 
firm 

Revenue model for the provider 

Rental price model for 

B2C rental:  35% extra 

if prolonged 

Owners get 35% of rental price 
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 Transaction-fee-based 

model for peer-to-peer 

rental:  

65% of rental price; 

20% commission if 

dress sold through the 

platform 

Owner gets 80% of selling price 

Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for 
drivers 

Risk reduction for customers 

Company covers 

damages 

Optional insurance: Insurance 20% of rent 

price 
 

Table 18 Lamas Mona 
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MsParis 

MsParis is an online dress rental platform founded and operating in China. Essentially 

its service offering is similar to that of Lamas Mona, except MsParis does not allow 

individuals to rent out their own dresses. Besides rental of particular dresses or daily 

clothing, the platform also offers subscription service to its customers. Upon paying a 

monthly fee, customers can rent up to three dress at the same time without having to 

pay for the dress or cloth separately. The subscription model brings more convenience 

to the customer while establishing predictable cash flow to the company. While Lamas 

Mona offers both B2C and P2P rental, MsParis only provides B2C rental hence 

considered as a collaborative consumption firms according to our definition.  

 

Value 
proposition 

Value proposition of the 
firm 

Customer value proposition 

B2C fashion platform 

offering dress and purse 

rental 

Allow women to pick from a selection of 

designer dresses 

Professional styling advice 

from our stylist 

Affordable price 

  

Besides designer dress, 

also include rental of daily 

clothing 

Revenue Revenue model of the firm 

 Subscription model: 

1. up to 3 dresses simultaneously, unlimited switching, 880/month 

with 500 deposit 

2. one dress simultaneously, unlimited switching, 380/month with 

300 deposit 

 Rental fee model: rental fee of the dress/cloth 

Risk 
Reduction 

Risk reduction for 
drivers 

Risk reduction for customers 
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Deposit required; deposit 

is released when dress 

returned 

Return using the same box that is sent to 

you 

Return shipping cost is covered in the 

rent 

Free return or swap 
 

Table 19 MsParis 

Cross-case comparison 
After coding and analyzing each company, comparisons on each “perspective” (value 

proposition, revenue, safety) are made across all target companies to better 

understand the differences among them: 

 

Value proposition 

The coding results reveal that most of the studied platforms have a value proposition 

belonging to one of the two generic types: peer-to-peer marketplace or B2C rental, 

corresponding to the definition of “sharing economy” and “collaborative consumption” 

firms presented in Chapter 2. Although the unit of exchange on the platform varies 

depending on the core business of the platform, being skills, service, capital, 

knowledge or physical products, the way how these units are being exchanged 

resemble one another.  

 

We have further breakdown the value proposition into company value proposition, 

provider value proposition (for peer-to-peer marketplaces) and customer value 

proposition. While the customer value proposition varies a lot depending on the 

business of the platform and is impractical to compare, provider value proposition 

generally falls into two categories: economic benefits or psychical benefits. The 

providers on the platforms either are looking for monetary returns (such as Airbnb, 

Uber, Zopa) or are participating for other causes, such as meeting people and making 

friends and the fulfillment after helping people (CouchSurfing, GoFundMe, 

Kickstarter).  
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Revenue 

Revenue model adopted by the platforms are aligned with the platform value 

proposition and provider value proposition. For firms with a marketplace value 

proposition, they most likely adopt a transaction-fee-based model where they cut a 

certain percentage off each transaction made, unless either the service is free 

(Couchsurfing) or the platform does not facilitate transactions (Neighborgoods); in 

those two cases, the platform adopts a freemium model where the basic service is 

free but users can choose to pay for premium services such as ID verification or 

removal of advertisements.  

 

At the same time, for peer-to-peer platforms where individual providers are the owners 

of the unit of exchange, we have also specified provider revenue. Similar to “Provider 

value proposition”, for providers who are going for economic benefits, they normally 

charge a fee for their services or rental of their items while for providers who are 

seeking for psychical benefits, they receive a sense of joy or form relationships to 

people instead.  

 

For all B2C rental platforms, the companies charge a rental fee for the items listed on 

the platform. 

 

 

Risk Reduction 

All platforms have implemented various measures to reduce potential risk of 

conducting transactions on the platform, including verification systems at different 

level, review/rating system, insurance, deposit, and so forth. It is hard to compare the 

platforms from this perspective because it varies a lot based on the type of business 

the platform is in and on the value of the unit being exchanged on the platforms.  

 

After comparing the above aspects of the firm’s business models, it occurs that 

although these firms operate in different industries, they resemble each other a lot with 

regards to their business model. Their value proposition and revenue model generally 

fall into two major types as explained above. Their risk reduction measures vary a lot, 
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but do not possess any pattern except for close relation to the nature of their core 

business. Therefore, none of the above the perspectives have made it possible to 

differentiate the platforms with a pattern. However, during the analysis and 

comparison, a new perspective emerged, the control level of the platform. Control on 

the platform is very much related to the way how a platform is designed and operated 

and it does vary a lot among the platforms. To further analyze and compare control 

level of the platforms, we examine it from three perspectives: control on availability, 

control on price and control on quality.  

 

Control 

Each company has different levels on control regarding the three apparent aspects in 

their business models. And such difference can be witnessed both on firms with the 

same industry and on firms from different industries. Hence the relation of control is 

not that much related to their industry and core business like risk reduction is, making 

it more appropriate for a framework that needs to be generalizable to the sharing 

economy. Some companies had created a flexible platform for individual providers to 

determine their own availability (Couchsurfing, Airbnb) while others had more strict 

rules with regards to availability (Fiverr, DriveNow). Control varies between price, 

where some companies gave users of the platform more freedom to set prices on their 

own (ShareGrid, GoMore), while other companies had tighter regulations where price 

was controlled solely by the company (Uber, Couchsurfing). Lastly, the control degree 

on quality varied among all companies, where some had introduced significantly more 

parameters to control the quality on the platform compared to others.  

 

Control on availability is connected with and affected by the value proposition of the 

platform. Peer-to-peer marketplaces have less control on availability than B2C rental 

platforms. Peer-to-peer platforms rely on individual providers to provide unit of 

exchanges to the rest of the participants. Therefore, they need to attract the providers 

by lowering the barrier for them to join the platform, often resulting in less control on 

availability. Meanwhile, B2C rental platforms are the only provider on their platform, 

representing complete control.  
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Control of price shows a similar pattern with control on availability: those who have 

less control on availability tend to have lower control on price as well with some 

exceptions. Uber sets prices for all the rides on its platform while GoMore let the 

drivers determine the price, but the two services are essentially the same with regards 

to value proposition and revenue model.  

 

Control on quality is not quite the same: a company could have very low control on 

availability and price but have a much higher control on quality. It seems related to 

how important the company sees quality of the service and how well they can ensure 

it. While control on availability and price control have shown some general patterns 

from the analysis result, their quality level is much spread out. 

 

After comparing the coding result on all aspects, it seems most logical to use the 

control level of the platforms as the second parameter of the taxonomy. First, the result 

is scattered, meaning the platforms are doing it differently. Second, while the result is 

varying, they are related to the business model and way of operation hence can reflect 

the hidden difference in the firm’s business model which value proposition and 

revenue model fail to do. Last but not least, level of control, especially on quality, has 

an impact on how the customer perceives value and experience the consumption 

phase, making it relevant to value creation which is the core perspective of this 

research. 

 

 

 

Model Generation 

Having identified the two parameters to be used for the model, the next step was to 

determine how much weight each company has put on co-creation and all the aspects 

of control.  

 

As explained in methodology chapter, the firm’s co-creation level with be assigned a 

value of low, medium or high. As for control, numeric value is more appropriate as 

there are three aspects of it and numeric values will make it easier to calculate the 
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overall control level later. Each aspect of control level will be assigned a number 

between 0-10 to reflect its relative position among all companies, i.e. the strictest 

platform will have a score of 10 and the most flexible platform will have a score of 0. 

 

In the following section, the firm’s co-creation and control scores will be summarized 

and presented in the tables. The results from the tables will be used to generate four 

different charts, in which the companies will be positioned based on each aspect of 

their level of control and compare them to their level of co-creation in order to see if 

any patterns will emerge from this. The availability-, price- and quality control will have 

each of their own chart where they are compared to the company’s level of co-creation 

and the final chart will display the overall control levels compared to co-creation. The 

aim is to see if the companies are able to be categorized based on their way of 

conducting business and thus reach a conclusion to how sharing economy companies 

operate and how they can be distinguished from each other.  

 

 

Co-creation 

Co-creation was measured by the definition used in the co-creation sphere paper 

introduced in the theory section. The level of co-creation depends on the level of 

involvement from the company, either directly or through an individual provider when 

it is a peer-to-peer platform. If a provider is present during the consumption process 

by for example providing a service like Uber, the level of co-creation will be high, 

whereas if the platform is merely a facilitator for access to goods where people rent 

items to each other, the level of co-creation will thus be low. The co-creation levels for 

all companies have been listed in the following table. Detailed explanation of each 

firm’s co-creation level can be found in Appendix B. 
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Company Co-creation level 

Uber regular High 

Uber carpooling High 

GoMore Rental Low 

GoMore ridesharing High 

DriveNow Low 

Airbnb Medium 

Couchsurfing High 

Fiverr Low 

Udemy Low-medium 

Toursbylocals High 

Kickstarter Medium 

Gofundme Low 

Zopa Low 

Neighborgoods Low 

ShareGrid Low 

Lamasmona Low 

MsParis Low 

 

Table 20 Co-creation Level Summary 

 

 

Control 

The level of control on each of the three parameters is determined by relative 

assessment, where each company would be compared with another in order to 

generate a more accurate score of the varying degrees of control. When having 

numbered each aspect of control, the three scores will be averaged to derive a score 

for the overall control of the firm. The explanation for each numerical value for control 

parameters are all explained more in detail in appendix B. 
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Company Availability 
control 

Price control Quality control Overall 

Uber Regular 0  10 6 5,33 

Uber carpooling 0 10 6 5,33 

GoMore rental 0 0 8 2,66 

GoMore 
ridesharing 

0 0 4 1,33 

DriveNow 10 10 7 9 

Airbnb 0 4 4 2,66 

Couchsurfing 0 10 2 4 

Fiverr 4 5 8 5,66 

Udemy 1 0 8 3 

Toursbylocals 2 1 7 3,33 

Kickstarter 1 1 4 2 

Gofundme 0 0 1 0,33 

Zopa 2 8 9 6,33 

Neighborgoods 0 0 6 2 

ShareGrid 0 1 5 2 

Lamasmona 6 8 10 7 

MsParis 10 10 10 10 
 

Table 21 Control Level Summary 

 
With the table ready, we have plotted four models with a Y axis to represent the co-

creation level and a X axis to represent its level of control on availability, price, quality 

and overall, respectively. Firms are positioned in the model according to the values in 

the above tables.  
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Availability 

 
 

 
Figure 2 Availability/Co-creation Model 

The model reveals a very distinct pattern between P2P platforms and B2C platforms: 

Platforms that are peer-to-peer based in general have very low control on availability 

while B2C rental platforms have much higher control. In other words, P2P platforms 

encourage individual providers to participate on their platforms who will benefit and 

attract more participants from the buyer side onto the platform, causing a positive 

network effect that in turn attracts more users and allows the platform to scale rapidly. 

One exception here is Fiverr.com, while being a P2P platform, its availability control 

appears higher than other P2P platforms because Fiverr has rules in place so that 

when the freelancer accepts the job, he/she must meet certain requirement in terms 

of delivery and response time. However, they are still free to determine their general 

availability. Therefore, Fiverr has scored higher than other P2P platforms but lower 

than the B2C rental platforms.  

 

 

Meanwhile, for B2C rental platforms, the control on availability is much higher, close 

to 10, simply due to the fact that they are the sole providers of the assets on the 

platform.  
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Another observation can be made here is the connection between a firm’s co-creation 

level and availability control level. B2C rental firms, all have high control level with very 

low co-creation level, positioned in the lower right corner of the chart. As for P2P 

platforms, the co-creation level varies. Most of the P2P platforms that exchange 

access resources have low co-creation level while the P2P platforms that resemble 

services are high in co-creation. These “service oriented” platforms share one 

common characteristic that there is always a provider involved in the consumption 

phase, leading to the high co-creation level. While Fiverr is considered by some a 

“digital service” platform, it is more similar to a trading platform where the customer 

purchases a piece of freelance work. Although co-production is intensive on Fiverr, 

value co-creation is actually not much. When an order is completed, customer will take 

the design work and use it without further involvement from the designer.  

 

Last but not the least, no firm has fell into the upper right corner of the model, where 

it is for high co-creation and high control on availability. For a firm to achieve high co-

creation level, it requires involvement from the provider, either the platform or the 

individual provider. In the case where the platform is the provider, it will be a huge 

human resource required to get involved in all the consumption experiences, to some 

extent against the sharing economy spirit and impractical. When the individual 

provider comes into play, high co-creation is possible but then the platform must lower 

its control on availability to attract more providers. Hence we believe no firms shall fall 

into that corner, even with more companies in the sample. 
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Price 

 
 

 
Figure 31 Price/Co-creation Model 

 

The above model illustrates how companies are positioned in the model which 

compares firm’s co-creation level to its price control level. Comparing to the availability 

model, the price model is more spread out. While collaborative consumption firms still 

remain in the lower right corner, which represents a low co-creation and high price 

control level, the sharing economy sites show a more diversified result.  

 

The sharing economy sites can have varying degree of price control, regardless of 

their co-creation level. GoMore Ridesharing and Uber are the best example here. The 

two companies have almost identical business model, especially a transaction-based-

fee revenue model, but they have completely different pricing strategy: GoMore allows 

the driver to set the price while Uber set the price for all rides on its platform.  

 

Another group with significant difference is Kickstarter, Gofundme and Zopa. The 

former two have little control on price and Zopa has applied strict rules. This difference 

is related to the nature of their business. While providers on Kickstarter and Gofundme 

are not expecting stable or even no return, lenders on Zopa have explicit expectation 
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on their return of investment. Hence Zopa has to set according rules on its loan plans 

so that it can meet that expectation. 

 

Also, it has been noticed that for the majority of P2P platform which have low control 

on availability also have low control on price setting. It follows the same logic that these 

firms want to attract more participants and resources hence the price control is also 

lowered, just like availability.  

 

Price control of sharing economy platforms, based on the analysis, is related to the 

nature of the business and the company’s pricing strategy without necessary 

connection to its co-creation level. Collaborative consumption sites, in contrary, all 

have high control on price setting. On average, collaborative consumption platforms 

have higher control on price than sharing economy platforms do. This is largely due to 

the fact that they own assets, which they provide for services.  
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Quality 

 
 

 
Figure 4 Quality/Co-creation Model 

 

The general observation here is that firms strive for higher quality and it is higher than 

availability and price control. The firms have varying control on quality, which could 

also be due to the nature of the business and the importance of it in some businesses 

in order to attract customers. The collaborative consumption businesses have again 

high control on quality, mainly because their rental model puts them in charge of 

everything and it is therefore easier to uphold a quality standard, when you control all 

the assets. Quality check is less important for businesses like Gofundme, since it is a 

charity donation platform, where it is not really necessary to conduct a check on 

someone when the money is sent. The activity ends after the money has been sent. 

In business settings that require transactions and interactions back and forth it requires 

more quality controls, since it can be a determining factor for people to use a service. 

Good reputations are helpful in businesses that require lots of interaction within the 

business and will attract customers eventually.  
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Overall 

 
 

 
Figure 5 Overall Control/Co-creation Model 

 

Looking at the overall model where all control levels have been taken into 

consideration, it can be seen that all the centralized companies have low co-creation 

but high control in all aspects. Sharing economy platforms tend to have lower control 

levels, but can vary with their co-creation levels.  

 

Some of these differences are due to the unit of exchange of the sharing economy 

platforms. For example, the ones in low co-creation and low control are generally the 

P2P platforms that exchange an access to goods. It is underutilized goods that are 

exchanged for short periods of time in exchange for money mostly. The customer does 

not interact with the provider during the consumption phase thus the co-creation level 

remains low. Also for the P2P platform to attract more participants, they inevitably 

have to sacrifice control on availability or control or both.  

 

The sharing economy platforms that have higher co-creation levels, but low-medium 

overall control are mostly reliant on individual providers for them to provide services 

and co-create values with customers.  These services require the presence of the 
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provider during the consumption phase, such as driving, tour guiding and so forth, 

hence the co-creation level is always high. Again, the peer-to-peer nature has 

undermined their ability to control all aspects of the platform.  

 

B2C rental platforms, while acting as the provider on the platform, have complete 

control on the availability and price of the offering, leading to standard and consistent 

service qualities. But the co-creation is always low because the customer does not 

need to interact with the platform during consumption, due to its rental nature. 

 

Another observable fact is that no platforms result in the upper right corner with high 

co-creation and high control simultaneously, similar to the “availability model”. While 

we have seen in previous models that firms can have high co-creation and high control 

on price or quality at the same time, availability constraint is the main reason why it is 

not viable for sharing economy platforms to achieve high co-creation levels and high 

control. On top of the explanation we have given under the availability mode, even if 

a company decides to adopt a high co-creation and high (availability) control model in 

which it has enough employees to interact with the customer and improve their 

experiences, the company will face some challenges from companies adopting a low 

availability control model. The latter type of company will be able to expand much 

faster and to larger geographical areas before the double-high companies could and 

eventually outcompete them. Therefore, the high co-creation and high control model 

is not a viable model for companies to adopt. If a company wants to pursue high co-

creation levels, it will have to give up some aspect of control, especially with 

availability.  
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Taxonomy 

 
According to the overall model, sharing economy and collaborative consumption firms 

can be categorized into three main categories: 

 

 

 
Figure 6 Taxonomy 

 

 

1. “P2P Services”:  These platforms have medium to high co-creation level and low 

to medium control on the activities on the platforms. The characteristics of this 

category are two-fold: first, the platform facilitates peer-to-peer transaction or 

activities; second, the unit of exchange on the platform are services with embedded 

experiences, leading to high co-creation. Peer-to-peer based nature requires the 

platform to loosen its control on the activities in order to attract more participants and 

transactions. And the experiences that being exchanged or purchased often lead to 

higher value co-creation level since the provider will be an inevitable part of the 

experience. 
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Airbnb, in our opinions, belongs to this category, despite its lower co-creation level 

compared to other P2P services platforms. The reason why Airbnb has received a 

medium score for its co-creation level is that there are different types of rental on the 

platform. A traveler choosing to rent a full apartment or just a room, will experience 

different co-creation levels. If the traveler rents a full apartment and there is no host 

present, then there is no value co-creation and when otherwise he shares the 

apartment with the host, the co-creation level will be high. With Airbnb’s launch of the 

new “experience” service, which is obviously a high co-creation type of service, the 

company has demonstrated its willingness to improve the user’s overall travel 

experience. Therefore, we have included Airbnb into Category 1 as a “P2P service 

platform”. 

 

Example of this category outside the selected firm scope include Sidecar.com, 

Vayable.com, HomeDine.com among others.  

 

2. “P2P Resources”: Firms in this category have a low co-creation level and low 

control on the platform. Compared with the previous category, firms in this category 

are also peer-to-peer based, but differ in their unit of exchange. Instead of 

experiences, it is ownership or access to resources/goods or services that are being 

exchanged on this category of platforms. Exchanging access to goods implies that the 

provider and the customer cannot access at the same time. Hence during the 

consumption stage, it is the only the customer who uses the goods or services and 

creates the value. Thus co-creation in this category is low, unless in some rare cases 

the consumer has to reach out to the provider to seek for guidance, help or 

support.  Similarly, control on these firms are made low due to their peer-to-peer 

nature. 

 

Fiverr has been classified into this category despite the fact that it is called a 

marketplace for digital services. The main differentiator is that the services being 

exchanged on Fiverr, has no “experiences” embedded in them, as compared to 

services in the previous category. As explained earlier in this chapter, work delivered 

on Fiverr is not consumed until the order is completed hence the provider does not 
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involve in the consumption. We prefer to view it as “a transfer of ownership of resource 

(skill)”, hence resulted in this category. 

 

Companies that could fit into this category include: Zaarly.com, Yerdle.com, 

JustPark.com, Yooowe.com, Spinlister.com. 

 

3. “B2C Resources”: Platforms that have low co-creation and high control belong to 

this category. They lean towards traditional companies, only more digitalized than the 

traditional companies, which is why they are considered collaborative consumption 

firms. These companies are characterized by being centralized by a company and 

give consumers access to assets that are owned by the company itself. The company 

does no co-creation, but controls everything that goes on with all aspects from 

availability, price and quality checks. Quality checks can differ from each type of 

company and the way they choose to operate, but prices and availability is almost 

always completely controlled by the company itself. The companies resemble 

traditional companies a lot, but have drawn inspiration from sharing economy and 

collaborative consumption. The goal is to create a network of users that all utilize the 

same assets when feeling the need for it, instead of buying individual stuff for one time 

purposes. Traditional sharing economy platforms works as facilitators who work with 

value providers, while collaborative consumption companies are the value providers 

itself.  

 

Zopa, appeared as peer-to-peer platform, has been identified as collaborative 

consumption firm in this research, as explained earlier in this chapter. Lenders and 

borrowers on Zopa do not conduct transactions directly but rather Zopa has an 

algorithm to distribute the lender’s money to a range of borrowers to lower the risk. 

Hence we consider it as a (C2) B2C platform for resources, which belongs to Category 

3. 

 

Further example of firms belonging to this category include Bycyklen.dk, Goget.com, 

zipcar.com. 
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Discussion 
Majority of existing sharing economy literatures have centered their research on the 

individual level (Hamari, Sjöklint, & Ukkonen, 2016), on the sharing economy 

phenomenon level (Gregory & Halff, 2017) (Heinrichs, 2013), as well as on the 

challenges brought to the industry (Zervas , Proserpio , & Byers , 2017) (Cramer & 

Krueger, 2016) (Wallsten, 2015). Our research is established on an organizational 

level in the sharing economy phenomenon, with a focus on the business model of 

these organizations. Through the development of the taxonomy, we discovered that 

sharing economy is not a monolithic enterprise but with variations when it comes to 

business models, which could contribute to explain the divergent definition and 

understanding of sharing economy firms.  With the taxonomy, we hope to establish a 

framework for analyzing sharing economy firms and for categorizing them by both 

academics and practitioners working in the field.  

 

The taxonomy has also discovered many interesting aspects of sharing economy firms 

that worth examining. The models reveal that even for firms within the same industry, 

they can have varying attitudes towards price and quality control. It could be of interest 

to other scholars to apply the taxonomy on one particular industry and explore the 

reasons behind the difference in their choice of control level. Existing firms and future 

startups could also review their own position in the model and taxonomy and compare 

with that of their competitors. Furthermore, by studying the historical change of 

position in the taxonomy of successful firms such as Uber and Airbnb, one could 

possibly discover some practical patterns of how to develop a sharing economy startup 

into a billion-dollar-valuation firm.   

 

The taxonomy has provided a new lense to distinguish sharing economy and 

collaborative consumption platforms in the two perspectives of co-creation and control.  

It allows to categorize these firms based on their business model and way of operation, 

regardless of the industry they are in. Furthermore, it is made possible to identify 

other fundamental differences among the categories, which will be presented below. 
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Shifting among categories 

As discussed in the previous chapter, Airbnb’s case has demonstrated that a 

company’s service offering could vary between high co-creation and low co-creation 

depending on certain factors.  Although it is the same accommodation service that 

traveler is seeking for, a host in the apartment will determine the co-creation level and 

thus affect the traveler’s experience. When Airbnb was first launched, the founders 

listed a couple of airbeds in their apartment (THOMPSON, 2013), which had a high 

co-creation level. As the platform grew, some hosts started to rent out their entire 

property, which was similar to the hotel business and lowered the co-creation level. 

The platform has also implemented filters to make it easier for travelers to select the 

rental type of their preference. The two types of services are essentially identical from 

the firm’s business model perspective; however co-creation level varies. 

 

Recently, Airbnb has introduced their “experience” service where travelers can book 

a variety of local activities as part of their travel plans, which is clearly a high co-

creation service. The company has furthermore announced its plan to expand into 

other services, such as car booking, grocery delivery and restaurant reservation 

(Kokalitcheva, 2016), all of which are centered around and to enhance tourism 

experiences. If we take a wider perspective and treat a traveler's travel and vacation 

as a whole, Airbnb is clearly interacting with the traveler at various aspects or points 

of the travel by offering different types of services to improve travel experiences, 

raising the co-creation level furthermore. This leads us to conclude that a platform 

could by offering a portfolio of related services, which might have different co-creation 

levels, to let its customers receive an overall high-creation experiences. Such firms 

shall be positioned into category 1 of the taxonomy.   

 

Sharing economy businesses can also have multiple lines of services, which are 

alternative to one another, rather than complementing each other like in Airbnb’s 

situation. GoMore, funded in 2005 as a platform facilitating ridesharing, which had high 

co-creation in earlier analysis, launched in early 2014 its P2P car rental service of low 

co-creation level. Later in 2014, GoMore introduced car leasing where customer could 

lease a car for 12-36 months on monthly payments. Similar to DriveNow, GoMore car 
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leasing is a centralized service with high control and low co-creation. Although leasing 

customer could choose to rent out the leased car on the platform (oresundstartups, 

2014), the chance that a leasing customer will rent in another car or take a ridesharing 

in one particular travel can be expected to be rather low and vice versa. Therefore, 

the three services appear as alternative options when customer is seeking for 

transportation solution. Compared to Airbnb, GoMore’s service lines do not constitute 

a more comprehensive transportation experience thus do not increase the company’s 

overall co-creation level. As a result, such companies shall be evaluated on a service 

level and it is possible that each service belongs to a specific category in the case of 

GoMore. Accordingly, companies with multiple lines of services that are alternative 

options to one another do not improve their overall co-creation level and shall be 

represented by the individual services.  

 

Future aspect of a company can also shift the company’s position in the model with 

regards to co-creation and control. Uber is currently on the high co-creation category, 

but has potential to develop a new business belonging to Category 3, with their launch 

of the pilot project of autonomous vehicles that could potentially become the core 

business of Uber in the future. If the autonomous vehicle service matures, they will no 

longer require drivers and thus will end up with no co-creation, but full control over the 

assets in regards to price, availability and quality. It is also possible that the company 

decides to operate both type of services thus remain in both Category 1 and 3. 
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Platform or not? 

Although the word “platform” has been used widely when describing these focal firms 

both in and outside this research, a significant difference can be identified between 

the left hand side and the right hand side of the model in relation to the question 

whether they can be considered as platform.  

 

In “Platform Revolution”, Parker et.al (2016) defines platform business as “a new 

business model that uses technology to connect people, organizations, and resources 

in an interactive ecosystem” (Parker, Alstyne, & Choudary, 2016). Viewing from that 

perspective, only Category 1 and 2 shall be treated as platforms as they provide 

infrastructure, facilitate the transactions among the users and create an ecosystem in 

which value is created and exchanged. Meanwhile, firms in Category 3 act as the sole 

provider of the potential value being exchanged and get directly involved in the 

transactions. Their business model and revenue model are more similar to the 

traditional pipeline business with technology as the infrastructure and channel to reach 

the customers.  

 

One advantage held by platform businesses over pipeline businesses is their ability to 

aggregate external resources and expose new supplies to the (Parker, Alstyne, & 

Choudary, 2016). Again, firms belonging to Category 3 do not seem to possess such 

advantage, since they can only utilize resources and assets within the firm. The 

advantage they have compared to traditional rental companies is the convenience of 

transaction, which improves the overall quality of their service offering. Such 

advantage is brought by the advancement and adoption of technology, rather than 

dramatic change of their business model. Hence, we claim that it is more appropriate 

to view companies in category 3 from a digitalization perspective rather than a platform 

perspective. That could be an interesting topic to be studied in future research of this 

category.  

 

Last but not least, platforms are capable of scaling rapidly and harvesting network 

effects generated along with the growth (Parker, Alstyne, & Choudary, 2016). 

Companies in Category 1 and 2 have low control on availability, giving them the 
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potential to attract large number of providers which in turn will attract customers, if 

designed properly. The growing number of participants will benefit both side of the 

platform since it brings more demand and supply - network effects happening. The 

firm can monetize the network effects as the majority of these firms have a transaction 

fee-based revenue model and the rest can charge access fee (verified membership). 

In contrast, ability of firms in category 3 to rapidly scale up is limited by the number of 

their resources or assets, especially for companies like DriveNow, where the upfront 

investment is very high due to the assets they provide. Newly joined customer of such 

firms does not directly benefit existing customers in the way how network effect works. 

Instead, the increased number of customer base brings supply economics of scale to 

the company (Parker, Alstyne, & Choudary, 2016), which in turn will lower the price 

and enrich selection of service offerings.  

 

To conclude, firms belong to Category 1 and 2 qualify as platform businesses and 

firms in Category 3 are more similar to traditional pipeline businesses, perhaps a form 

of digitalization of the pipeline businesses, which could be reviewed and examined in 

further research.  
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Control and Openness 

 
Advancement in technology, especially internet and mobile technology, has brought 

the possibility for firms to both loosen and tighten control on individual participants 

(Tilson, Lyytinen, & Sørensen, 2010), as evidenced in the analysis result of control 

level presented in the previous chapter.  On one hand, the large number of distributed 

individual providers that are connected to the platform through Internet and mobile 

devices do seem to increase the difficulty for firms to exert control on them. 

Simultaneously on the other hand, the ubiquitous character of Internet and mobile 

technology has enabled firms to apply the same rules on all participants and 

transactions ongoing on the platform. Although some industries, such as the financial 

industry, do have higher requirement on control when compared to other industries, it 

can also be witnessed that within the same industry, different levels of control can 

exist (GoFundMe, Kickstarter, Zopa). The varying result of control levels in the model 

suggests that the level of control adopted by a firm is more related to its willingness 

and strategic choice than its business model or industry.  

 

Based on our findings, GoFundMe has greatest openness of all the focal companies. 

Besides, it removes campaigns under certain situations and the platform has almost 

no control at all. Anyone can raise money for almost any purposes, either for 

themselves or for someone else. The platform does not track how the money will be 

spent after the campaign is completed. Receivers are not obligated to update donors 

on how they spend the money. GoFundMe claims itself to be the world’s largest social 

fundraising platform with over 25 million donors and $3billion raised since its launch 

in 2010 (GoFundMe). GoFundMe’s case demonstrates that when the providers on a 

platform do not have that strong incentives, compared with that on Kickstarter and 

Zopa, the platform could choose to open up and lower the barrier in order to attract 

participants. Lack of curation on the platform also brings certain drawbacks. For 

example, if a startup team is seeking for large amount of funding through crowdfunding 

platforms, it is more likely they will go to Kickstarter rather than GoFundMe as the 

backers of Kickstarter are more likely to be interested in this type of projects.  Also, a 

person who is more skeptical will probably choose to donate through some other 
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charity where the money can be tracked rather than GoFundMe so that he can make 

sure the money is spent to meet the purpose. 

 

The next group of firms vary between complete openness to complete control. Tilson 

et al. proposed that platforms can implement a set of control points in an ecosystem, 

which will influence and determine the behaviors and constraints for other elements in 

the system (Tilson, Lyytinen, & Sørensen, 2010). This proposal corresponds to the 

mechanisms adopted by the platforms in this research where each mechanism can 

be viewed as a control point. One mechanism that they all have in common is a peer-

to-peer review and rating system, which will help regulate behavior of the participants 

and improve service/content quality and experiences over long time. Another example 

is the insurance policy and deposit requirement imposed by ShareGrid.com. On one 

hand, the insurance policy will help mitigate concerns of the gear owner and 

encourage them to list their gears for rent and on the other hand the deposit will remind 

the renter to treat the gear with caution, which will lower the possibility of incidents and 

over time give the owner more confidence in renting their gears. There are many more 

features adopted by these platforms, such as ID verification, quality check, reference 

and background check, just to name a few, all with the purpose to provide high-quality 

content and experience on the platform. The price for improving quality is relatively 

smaller user base caused by the raised entry barrier and quality requirement. To strike 

for a balance between complete openness and complete control appears to be the 

choice of most platforms in and outside of our study (Parker, Alstyne, & Choudary, 

2016). Such balance is related to the number of control points adopted by the 

platforms.  

 

The last category is the companies with close to complete control. These firms create 

network of users who receive access to assets or services of the same standard. 

Standardization of the offering implies there is only one provider in the play, the firm, 

and allows the firm to easily control quality. For example, MsParis and Lamas Mona 

clean the clothes when they are returned and repackage them before shipping out to 

the next customer. DriveNow offers the same type of vehicle across all cities and by 

applying the standard procedure provides the exact same service every time for its 
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customers. Standardized services of the same quality standard lead to unified price of 

such services, which is why DriveNow can apply a price-per-minute mechanism and 

MS Paris can offer subscription service to its users. 

 

However, the capability of the firm to control its service quality is also affected by its 

business model. In the case of DriveNow, it is impossible for the company to check 

the vehicle after each rental; instead, the renter is encouraged to inspect the car before 

entering and driving it and to report to the company if there is any unregistered 

damage. If cars were to be driven back to a centralized location like a traditional car 

rental company, it would be easier for DriveNow to keep complete track of quality like 

Lamas Mona and Ms Paris. DriveNow’s current business model certainly brings more 

convenience to renters while, at the same time, hands over some of the responsibilities 

and risks to the users.  

 

Another advantage of controlling service quality is that it is easier for the company to 

establish and maintain a consistent brand image and positioning in the market. 

DriveNow is able to advocate its service as environmentally friendly and emission free 

with its fleet of electric cars and Lamas Mona and Ms Paris can appear as a high-end 

brand, attributed to their selection of designer and luxury dresses. None of this would 

be achievable if they had a peer-to-peer network of supply. 

 

The disadvantages with the high control business model are lower availability and 

narrower selections for their customers and lower speed for the platform to expand 

and scale up. It is a fact that DriveNow only offers BMW’s i3 model while the variety 

of car models on GoMore car rental is much greater. Furthermore, DriveNow is only 

operating in city area of Copenhagen out of entire Denmark, so it will be impossible 

for a DriveNow customer to travel to another city of Denmark and use DriveNow’s 

service while GoMore car rental is widespread out in the country and available in most 

cities according to our search. The same goes for MsParis regarding their variety of 

clothes where the dress selection will be limited due to their resources. If they had a 

P2P line of business for dress rental like what Lamas Mona had, the selection would 

automatically increase.  
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Some scholars have also noticed that maturing platforms tend to evolve to greater 

openness (Parker, Alstyne, & Choudary, 2016). Based on the focal firms in this 

research, conflicting results have been seen. According to a case study conducted by 

Marton et al. (2017), CouchSurfing started off as a complete open platform where its 

platform was even collaboratively coded by contributors and community members 

(Marton, Constantiou, & Lagoudakos, 2017). But in 2011, management team of the 

platform decided to change the company to a for-profit organization. They changed 

the revenue model to a “freemium” model and even started selling advertisement on 

the website which was believed to contradict the open spirit of the platform  (Marton, 

Constantiou, & Lagoudakos, 2017). Meanwhile, Uber was founded as a peer-to-peer 

ridesharing platform where all drivers and vehicles are considered external resource 

to the company. However, with their plan to develop autonomous vehicles and 

perhaps utilize them in their future service, Uber will inevitably move towards higher 

control of vehicles on the platform. Our observation reveals again that a company’s 

choice of openness/control is related to its strategic decision. It would be interesting if 

future research could look into the history and future development plans of more 

companies to verify this point. 
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Practical implications 

It is among our initial goals with this research to provide implications for existing firms 

in the sharing economy field, future entrepreneurs who would launch their startups in 

the field of sharing economy and traditional pipeline businesses that seek competitive 

advantage or cope with the challenge through embedding elements from sharing 

economy.  

 

It is difficult to find a universal measure to compare the sharing companies in our study, 

partly due to the fact that they operate in a variety of industries and with different 

status. Besides that, these firms have a varying geographical scope - some are 

worldwide while some are only regional, making the user base and valuation 

comparison not so valuable either. Furthermore, these firms are still relatively young 

in a company’s life cycle and are going through continuous changes hence it is too 

early to conclude which are successful and which are not.  

 

Having said that, one has to admit that Uber, Airbnb, Kickstarter are the most 

renowned companies in sharing economy. This is also supported by a comparison of 

the number of search result on Google.com using the company’s name as the search 

keyword. The complete table of number of search result can be found in Appendix D. 

Simply concluded, these three firms are the most exposed and mentioned sharing 

economy firm out of the samples we selected. If a startup or established company has 

the vision to become one of the most internationally recognized digital platforms or in 

pursue of such development, following are some recommendations they should 

consider.  

 

All three companies have a medium to high co-creation level in Category 1, especially 

with Airbnb whose recent developments will strengthen co-creation levels even 

further. Therefore, our first piece of recommendation is that a firm should seek to co-

create values with its customers rather than just providing access to goods or services. 

One way to achieve this goal could be to implement additional interaction points in the 

consumption process. Following the suggestion from Gronrros and Voima, firms could 

enhance their co-creation levels by actively interacting with the customer in the 
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consumption phase (Grönroos & Voima, Critical service logic: making sense of value 

creation and co-creation , 2013). However, these interaction points should be carefully 

designed so that they become a natural part of the service and will not undermine the 

customer experience.  

 

Another way to increase co-creation could be what Airbnb has done: launch multiple 

lines of services that are complementary for each, so that when a customer is attracted 

to one service, it is easier for them to adopt another related service offered by the 

same firm. Such immersed experience will improve the customer’s overall experience 

and increase the value created, which in turn will encourage the customers to choose 

this firm over other competitors in their next consumption. Over time, the firm will not 

only accumulate and enlarge its customer base but also gradually build an ecosystem 

of its own, which found to be essential for service platforms (Tan, Saito, Lister, & Tan, 

2016).  

 

To enhance value creation, the firms, from the management team to frontline staff, 

need to adopt a S-D logic perspective and design the system and service so that value 

is created in a joint sphere between the provider and the customer, this allows the firm 

to engage in customer’s value creation process and affect the consumption 

experience positively (Grönroos & Voima, Critical service logic: making sense of value 

creation and co-creation , 2013). From our analysis result, it is identifiable that no firm 

has ended up in the high co-creation and high overall control section of the model. 

Therefore, for firms that are targeting for high co-creation, they will have to sacrifice 

on control, or at least certain aspects of it.  

 

Unless the firm has a high demand to control its service quality at a high and consistent 

level, we would recommend startup to adopt the P2P model rather than B2C 

model.  Launching a Category 3 type of business requires much larger amount of 

upfront investment, which is usually difficult for a startup to acquire. Inviting individual 

providers and integrating outside resources will allow the platform to grow and scale 

up rapidly at a lower cost and risk. Furthermore, Category 1 and 2 type of firms could 

monetize the network effects that come along with the rapid expansion through a 
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transaction-fee or freemium revenue model.  It implies to lower the control and 

constraints on availability in order to attract participants to the platform while the 

control on price and quality could be determined based on the type of business and 

company strategy. Over time, as a startup matures, it can choose to adopt new types 

of services as complement or alternative to the existing service. With the accumulated 

resources and competencies, the costs and risks of launching a B2C type of service 

will be bearable, as demonstrated in the Uber autonomous vehicle pilot project.  

 

Last but not least, each entrepreneur or startup team needs to judge which particular 

industry and services they would pursue and find the most suitable category and 

business model based on that.  
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Future Research 

The taxonomy has reached our initial goal to distinguish and category platforms with 

a “sharing” label. Now instead of calling themselves sharing platforms, they also have 

a possibility to refer to the three categories in our taxonomy, which will instantly 

present a description of their business model, including co-creation level, which refers 

the unit of exchange on the platform to be either services or access to resources, their 

sharing nature, whether P2P or B2C and their control level which is related to other 

aspects of their business model and operation.  

  

There are some potential topics that could be further studied under this path. Our 

current sample cases are selected from a diverse range of industries. One direction 

could be to focus on one particular industry, apply the model, and dive deeper into the 

reasons behind the different choices of the firms. Another direction could be on the 

individual firm level where the researchers analyze the historical development of a firm 

and observe its shifting of location or categories in the model.  
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Conclusion 
This research was intrigued by the fact that sharing economy is developing into a 

global phenomenon without commonly acknowledged understanding of what 

constitutes a sharing economy platform, neither in the academic world nor in the 

business world. Even worse, the majority of digital service providers label themselves 

as sharing economy platforms while they may not even qualify for platform, leaving 

sharing economy aside. Therefore, our aim with this research was to categorize these 

service providers based on their business models.  

 

We adopted the Service-Dominant Logic as the theoretical framework and 

supplemented it with the value creation spheres. (Grönroos & Voima, Critical service 

logic: making sense of value creation and co-creation , 2013). The S-D Logic has 

provided value co-creation as one perspective to analyze the firms. Collecting and 

coding secondary data related to the business model of these companies led to the 

comparison of their business models. Eventually, it was found that “control” is the one 

common factor in all business models that yet presented a large variation among the 

firms.  

 

Using value co-creation and control level of the focal firms, models were generated 

which illustrate the differences among them. Subsequently, three categories of digital 

service providers were identified. The result of this research has contributed to the 

academic and business world a taxonomy to categorize and distinguish sharing 

economy and collaborative consumption firms.  

 

By further looking into some particular cases, it was found that firms could shift among 

the categories or change their position in the model as they develop new service 

offerings. From Airbnb’s recent launch of their experience service and other tourism 

related services, we noticed that when a firm has multiple services that are 

supplementary to each other, its overall co-creation level increases over time. 

Meanwhile, for firms with services that are alternative, these services do not affect 

each other’s co-creation level hence do not increase the firm’s overall co-creation 

level.  
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A firm’s openness and control level is found to be decided, to a large extent, by the 

company’s strategic decision. Most category 1 and category 2 firms are found to be 

between complete openness and complete control. The level of control can be 

adjusted by adding or removing control points on the platform. Category 3 firms in 

general have higher control, close to complete control. 

 

Based on the analysis and discussion results, we were able to provide some practical 

recommendations to the entrepreneurs who want to step in the sharing economy 

sector. It is recommended to adopt a category 1 model if possible, i.e. a peer-to-peer 

experience platform, as the most renowned firms are from this category and have 

medium to high co-creation level. As a result of that, startups must adopt S-D logic 

perspective to increase their co-creation with the customer and to improve their 

experiences. Another advantage for companies to launch a peer-to-peer service at its 

early stage is the lower upfront investment and risks associated. Firms can choose to 

launch category 3 type of services when they have more resources and better 

competency.  

 

This research is a cross-sectional research hence has not gone further into each 

company’s historical change with regards to the model, which could be looked into in 

future researches. Additionally, the sample cases were selected from a variety of 

industries, hence the results lack industry-specific findings, which could be another 

interesting topic for other researchers to study further.  
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APPENDIX A – Coding  
GoMore Ridesharing 

Texts Source 
Value Proposition 
(for the firm) 

Revenue 
Stream (for 
the firm) 

Provider 
revenue 

Provider value 
proposition 

Customer 
Value 
proposition 

Risk 
reduction 
provider 

Risk 
reduction 
user 

Our goal is to help you 
arrange fun and 
environmentally friendly 
transport, using ridesharing 
and peer-to-peer car rental. 

GoMore.dk 

Peer-to-peer 
ridesharing       

Sell your rides on GoMore 
among thousands of 
community members. Rides 
will be recommended to 
users going in the same 
direction. GoMore.dk    

Sell your trips, 
rides 
recommended to 
users    

Passengers book online and 
pay through GoMore or 
request to pay cash at 
arrival. You'll be notified 
through an e-mail or sms.  GoMore.dk 

Easy 
booking/payment 
system       

Enjoy the ride. You're both 
saving money and meeting 
new people GoMore.dk 

Save money, 
meet new people       

Receive payment online on 
your GoMore account or 
cash at arrival. Your 
ridesharing is not eligible for 
tax. GoMore.dk    

Non-tax eligible 
earning when 
carpooling    

Drivers and riders verify their 
ID through social networks GoMore.dk Id verification       

Drivers choose ride price on 
ride creation. There are no 
additional fees for the 
passenger GoMore.dk   

Driver 
determines 
ride price 

Driver 
determines ride 
price    

The GoMore service fee 
amounts to 10% of the 
driver's income from 
bookings paid online GoMore.dk  

10% 
transaction 
fee      

Drivers can offer partial route 
bookings. Passengers asks 
for an alternative route and 
price, and the drivers must 
accept the request GoMore.dk     

Driver can 
offer 
alternative 
routes   

Driver and passenger can 
rate each other after the ride. 
The same goes for cancelled 
rides GoMore.dk Rating system       

Drivers choose when to have 
their positive GoMore 
account balance paid into 
their bank accounts GoMore.dk    Flexible payout    

Cancellations should be 
avoided if possible. 
Passengers can cancel up to 
24 hours before departure 
without paying cancellation 
fee: GoMore.dk       

Free 
cancellation 
up to 24 
hours 

More than 24 hours prior to 
departure 0%, 3-24 hours 
before departure 50%, Less 
than 3 hours before 
departure 100% GoMore.dk   

Cancelation 
fees     

Rides marked with 'Instant' 
are available for immediate 
booking without waiting for 
driver confirmation      

Instant 
bookings   
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GoMore Rental 

 
Gomore Car rental         

Our goal is to help you arrange fun and 
environmentally friendly transport, using 
ridesharing and peer-to-peer car rental. 

GoMore.dk 

peer-to-peer car 
rental       

Owner selects the rental price and car 
availability GoMore.dk    

Owner 
sets price 
and 
availabilit
y    

Owner confirms the booking and the renter 
receive exact address and pickup 
instructions. GoMore.dk    

Owner 
confirms 
booking 
before 
rental    

The renter's driver's license is checked along 
with the vehicle condition. The rental 
contract is signed by both parties. GoMore.dk 

License 
check/rental 
contract       

Renters refill the tank and return the car. 
Owner and renter can then recommend each 
other GoMore.dk 

Recommendatio
n system     

Car returned 
w. full tank  

Rent it out and earn up to 20.000 kr. each 
year. Insurance is included and you choose 
who's renting your car GoMore.dk   

Renta
l fees 

Insurance 
included    

No setup fee or ongoing subscription. You 
only pay when you rent a car. GoMore.dk     

No 
establishmen
t fee or 
subscription.    

All rentals include insurance so that your 
existing insurance is not affected if an 
accident should happen. GoMore.dk 

All rentals 
include 
insurance, 
personal 
insurance not 
affected       

We have a safe community with rating 
system and extended member profiles GoMore.dk Rating system       

We record data on rental cars, and cars are 
evaluated by the renter after each rental GoMore.dk     

Evaluation of 
rental cars   

The cars mileage and fuel status is noted in 
the rental contract when beginning rental. 
The car should be returned with the same 
fuel as when picked up.  GoMore.dk      

Km is noted 
and gas 
should be 
filled when 
returned  

The renter is responsible for filling up the 
right type of fuel on the car. GoMore.dk      

Renter has 
responsibilit
y of filling up 
right fuel  

Known damages can be registered online 
under the car details or be specified on the 
rental contract when renting out. GoMore.dk       

Prior 
damages 
registere
d 

Renter should furthermore be 23 years or 
older and have had a driver's license for 
more than 3 years.  GoMore.dk      

Renter at 
least 23 
years’ old  

If you want to cancel a booking, you shall do 
it under your booking list on your GoMore 
account. Rental can be cancelled up to 3 
hours prior to the rental time.  GoMore.dk     

Renter can 
cancel up to 
3 hours prior 
to booking   

All rentals include nationwide roadside 
assistance and unrivalled customer support.      

Roadside 
assistance 
and customer 
support   

To make the platform available GoMore 
charge a service fee of the price of each car 
rental. The amount of the service fee will 

https://gomore.dk/c
ars/18289/rentals/7
21142/options  

servic
e fee 
from      
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always appear on the website, and the 
amount paid automatically out of the rental 
price. 

each 
car 
rental 

         

additional source 

http://we-
economy.net/case-
stories/gomore.htm
l        

 

https://www.samlin
o.dk/blog/gomore-
udlejning-hvad-du-
skal-vide        

 

 

Uber Regular 

Texts Source 

Value 
Proposition 
(for the 
firm) 

Revenue 
Stream (for 
the firm) 

Provider 
revenue 

Provider 
value 
proposition 

Customer 
Value 
proposition 

Risk 
reduction 
provider 

Uber Regular        

we’re proud to connect people who 
need a reliable ride with people 
looking to earn money driving their 
car. Uber.com 

connect 
people who 
need a 
reliable ride 
with people 
looking to 
earn money 
driving their 
car      

Uber fare estimation is based on a 
base fare, the amount of time in a 
vehicle, the cost per mile and 
distance and the booking fee all 
comprising the total price for the 
fare. 

http://www.ridesharingdriver.com/how-
much-does-uber-cost-uber-fare-
estimator/   

Cost 
structure: 
Base fare, 
miles, time 
and 
booking 
fee.     

Offer 24/7 availability, all days a 
year. Choose your own location 
and track the arrival of your driver 
in the meantime. Rate your driver 
afterwards through feedback. Uber.com     

24/7 
availability, 
tracking and 
feedback  

Request airport rides with on-
demand services and have enough 
room for luggage with vehicle 
options Uber.com     

On-demand 
airport 
service w. 
luggage 
space  

Minimum fare prices for shorter 
rides in certain areas Uber.com   

Minimum 
fare price 
for short 
distance    

Launch of autonomous vehicles to 
offer safer rides Uber.com     

Safer rides 
w. 
autonomous 
vehicles  

The driver can track the exact 
location of the customer and reach 
his exact location. Uber.com    

Accurate 
customer 
tracking   

Payment handled by Uber Uber.com 

Uber 
payment 
system      

Price is lower than taxi companies 

http://nextjuggernaut.com/blog/how-
uber-works-business-model-revenue-
uber-insights/     Low prices  

Reduced waiting time Uber.com     
Short 
waiting time  

Flexible working schedules, can 
shift to part time.  Uber.com    

Flexible 
work hours   

Easy payment procedure Uber.com    

Easy 
payment 
procedure 

Easy 
payment 
procedure  
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Additional source of income Uber.com    
Extra 
income   

Surge pricing techniques that vary 
depending on the demand Uber.com    

Surge 
pricing 
model   

Cashless payment Uber.com       

User friendly app Uber.com       

After every trip, you’ll see exactly 
how much you earned and 
comprehensive summaries of your 
day’s total. Earnings automatically 
transfer to your bank account 
every week, or you can cash out 
instantly up to 5 times a day. Uber.com    

Earnings 
transfer 
once a 
week   

Ratings are a two-way street. 
Riders and drivers rate each other 
after every trip to ensure that only 
respectful, courteous people are 
allowed on the Uber platform Uber.com 

rating 
system      

The driver app will often send you 
new trip requests when you 
approach your rider’s destination to 
help you make the most of your 
time behind the wheel.     

Minimized 
downtime   

When you drive with Uber, you get 
24/7 driver support and insurance 
coverage. And all riders are 
verified with their personal 
information and phone number, so 
you’ll know who you’re picking up 
and so will we.     

Insurance 
coverage 
24/7 drive 
support   

All riders must create an account 
and provide their name, email 
address, and phone number before 
they can request a ride. So when 
you accept a request, you’ll know 
who you’re picking up and so will 
we.  

Verification 
system      

Your payment for the trip is 
calculated as: ((base fare + time 
rate + distance rate) * surge 
multiplier)) - Uber fee + tolls. uber.com  

Commission 
based on 
total fare 
price     

When a ride request or current trip 
is cancelled, you may be paid a 
cancellation fee. 
 
Cancellation fees are noted in your 
payment statement. Please note 
that the Uber Fee applies to the 
cancellation fee.    

cancelation 
fee in some 
situations    

Drivers using the partner app are 
charged an Uber Fee as a 
percentage of each trip fare. The 
Uber Fee varies by city and vehicle 
type and helps Uber cover costs 
such as technology, marketing and 
development of new features 
within the app. uber.com  

the fee 
percentage 
varies     

 

 

Uber Carpool 

Uber Carpool Source 
Value 
proposition firm 

Revenue stream 
firm 

Revenue 
provider 

Value 
proposition 
provider 

Customer value 
proposition  

Share your Uber car and driver with other riders, and you’ll 
share the cost. So everyone gets a guaranteed fare that’s the 
cheapest Uber option. Uber.com 

cheapest Uber 
option by 
sharing rides 
and costs      

Select supercool at the bottom of your screen. Once 
you set your pickup location and destination, you’ll see 
a quoted fare in the app. Uber.com     

See quoted fare 
in app  
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We match you with riders heading in the same 
direction. There’s a maximum of 2 riders per pickup. Uber.com    

Match with 
riders in same 
direction   

Hop out when you reach your destination and we’ll 
automatically charge the guaranteed fare to the credit 
card you have on file. Uber.com     

Automatically 
charging of fare 
to credit card  

The average uberpool only adds a few minutes to your 
ride Uber.com    

Only adds few 
minutes to 
ride   

UberX pays out $0.15 a minute and $0.85 a mile with a 
$1.50 pickup fee. But UberPool will pay out to the driver 
only $.10 a minute and $0.75 a mile with a $1.75 pickup 
fee. Uber.com     

lower cost than 
Uber X   

The rates are paid by the total time and distance you 
drive during the ride, with surge pricing applying to each 
UberPool fare separately (if any) Uber.com   

paid by the 
total time 
and 
distance 

Surge pricing 
model   

Drivers are responsible for their own expenses. Uber 
does offer every driver a commercial insurance policy 
with $1 millions of coverage per incident.  
 
From the time you accept a trip until the completion of 
that trip with the rider(s) exiting the vehicle, you have 
the following coverage: 
 
$1M of 3rd party liability 
$1M of uninsured or underinsured motorist injury 
Contingent comprehensive and collision insurance - so 
if you maintain comprehensive and collision insurance 
on your own personal policy, Uber’s policy will cover 
physical damage to that vehicle up to the actual cash 
value of the vehicle, for any reason, subject to a $1,000 
deductible. Uber.com    

insurance 
included   

Your payment for the trip is calculated as: ((base fare + 
time rate + distance rate) * surge multiplier)) - Uber fee 
+ tolls. uber.com  

Commission 
based on total 
fare price     

Drivers using the partner app are charged an Uber Fee 
as a percentage of each trip fare. The Uber Fee varies 
by city and vehicle type and helps Uber cover costs 
such as technology, marketing and development of new 
features within the app. uber.com  

the fee 
percentage 
varies     

 

 

DriveNow 

 

Texts Source 

Value 
Proposition (for 
the firm) 

Revenue 
Stream (for 
the firm) 

Provider 
revenue 

Provider 
value 
proposition 

Customer 
Value 
proposition 

Risk 
reduction 
provider 

Risk 
reduction 
user 

DriveNow Car sharing is the mobility 
concept for the future, powered by 
BMW i, MINI and SIXT. The Car Club 
joint venture offers its customers the 
flexible, floating use of an all-BMW-and-
MINI fleet. DriveNow Car sharing 
customers simply pick whichever model 
happens to suit the occasion, slide 
behind the wheel and use the car for as 
long as they want 

https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto 

Car sharing 
mobility 
concept by 
BMW, MINI 
and SIXT       

Use your smartphone, tablet, PC or 
phone (number to dial: 80253222; 
charges vary according to your service 
provider) to locate your favorite car and 
reserve it free of charge for 15 minutes 
in advance. 

https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto 

Reserve 
through mobile       

You can also prolong this reservation 
for up to 8 hours, if you need that, for 
the Price of DKK 1,25 per minute 
reserved. 

https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto 

Prolong up to 8 
hours w. 1,25 
DKK per 
minute Rental fee      

Seen a DriveNow car on the street? 
Check the DriveNow reader behind the 
windscreen telling you whether or not 
the car is available. 

https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto 

Check car 
reader for 
availability       
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Use your DriveNow Customer Card, 
Rejsekort or the DriveNow App to 
unlock and lock the cars, distributed all 
over the business area. 

https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto 

Access to cars 
through cards 
or app       

Ending a rental: Lock the car with your 
DriveNow Customer Card, Rejsekort or 
the DriveNow App and wait a moment 
until the status indicator goes back to 
green. It is not possible to end a rental 
outside the business area. 

https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto 

Lock car with 
customer card 
or app       

Costs for charging? Included in the 
DriveNow price. If the remaining battery 
level becomes low, the car will inform 
you that you can earn 20 bonus 
minutes, if you plug the car into a 
charging station when you leave it. You 
recharge the car by unlocking the 
charging station with the red E.ON tag 
on the charging cable located in the 
boot of the car. 

https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto 

Charging is 
included in 
price       

If the remaining battery level becomes 
low, the car will inform you that you can 
earn 20 bonus minutes, if you plug the 
car into a charging station when you 
leave it. 

https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto 

Bonus minutes 
for charging 
vehicle       

Insurance and car tax? Included in the 
DriveNow price. 

https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto 

Insurance 
included in 
price       

Paying for parking? No need when you 
use DriveNow. Every DriveNow car is 
equipped with a parking permit. So you 
can park in any public parking space 
inside the business area, without having 
to bother with parking tickets. DriveNow 
settles the parking costs directly with 
the authorities in the DriveNow cities. 
That means: No hunting your pockets 
for small change. No extra parking fees. 
Just park the car and walk away. 

https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto 

Free parking in 
operational 
area       

Rengøring er inkluderet i prisen. Husk 
dog altid at efterlade Bybilen, som du 
selv ønsker at modtage den. 

https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto 

Cleaning 
included in 
price       

Access to 400 fully electrical modern 
cars in the operational area 

https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto 

Access to 400 
vehicles in 
operational 
area       

No ongoing annual or monthly fees. 
https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto 

No monthly 
charges, 
subscriptions or 
yealy fees       

The car is reserved, in other words held 
for you at the low parking rate of 2,50 
kr/min, or for free Monday – Friday, 
00:00 – 06:00. The parking mode is also 
available outside the business area 
(normal parking conditions apply 
outside the business area and might 
require to pay for parking). 

https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto  

Parking 
fee/idle fee      

Registration: 89 kr. + 30 minutes of free 
driving 

https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto 

30 minutes of 
free driving 

Registration 
fee      

Completely flexibility with the standard 
DriveNow rate of 4,00 kr/min. Electricity, 
parking, insurance and car tax are 
included.  

https://dk.drive-
now.com/#!/howto  Rental fee      

 

 

 

Couchsurfing 

Texts Source 

Value 
Proposition 
( for the firm) 

Revenue 
Stream 
( for the 
firm) 

Provid
er 
Reven
ue 

provider 
value 
propositi
on 

Customer 
Value 
Propositio
n 

Risk 
reduction 
provider 

Risk 
reduction 
user 

Discover Amazing People 
 https://www.couchsurfing.co

m/    

meet 
new 
people    
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Couchsurfers open their homes and 
share their lives. Connect and be 
inspired. 

Find a Host 
 
Connect with hosts, and confirm your 
stay through the Couchsurfing platform. 
Your stay with hosts is free. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/     

free stay 
at the host   

Join Events 
 
Meet travelers in other cities, or in your 
own city! There's always something 
new to join. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/     

- meet 
other 
travellers 
- join 
events   

Messaging & Verification 
 
Get to know potential Hosts or Surfers 
through our messaging system. Check 
whether they have a verified payment 
method, home address, or mobile 
phone number. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/ 

- messaging 
system for 
better 
communicati
on 
Verification 
system       

Profiles & References 
 
Read what members say about 
themselves in their profiles. See what 
other Couchsurfers have said about 
their experiences with them. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/ 

- profiles: see 
what people 
say about 
themselves      

review on 
their stays 
and 
experience
s 

Community Support 
 
Member safety is our top priority, and 
our Trust and Safety team is here to 
help. Give feedback on Couchsurfers 
you’ve interacted with, and we’ll use it 
to make Couchsurfing better. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/      

- safety is 
top priotity 

- safety is 
top priotity, 
feedback 
on other 
couchsurfe
rs 

You have friends all over the world, you 
just haven't met them yet. 
 
Couchsurfing is a service that connects 
members to a global community of 
travelers. Use Couchsurfing to find a 
place to stay or share your home and 
hometown with travelers. 
 
Couchsurfers organize regular events in 
200,000 cities around the world. There's 
always something to do and new 
friends to meet. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/ 

- make new 
friends 
- a service 
that connects 
its members 
to a global 
community of 
travelers 
- organize 
events   

- share 
your 
home 
with 
travelers 

- find a 
place to 
stay   

Explore your city 
 
Next up, explore your city! Getting in 
touch with experienced Couchsurfers in 
your area is the best way to get a feel 
for how Couchsurfing works. Most cities 
have a weekly event that is usually held 
at a bar or coffee shop. Just head to 
your city's Place Page and look at the 
Events happening near you. Click 
"Join," show up and you're on your way! 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/ 

- explore the 
city and join 
the events 
( for both 
hosts and 
travelers)       

If you’re ready to embark on an 
adventure, search for the city (or cities!) 
you plan to visit and browse locals with 
couches available. Look through 
profiles and references to find people 
you might want to stay with. When you 
find a few interesting potential hosts, 
carefully review their profile and send a 
Couchrequest for the dates you’ll be 
there. We usually recommend sending 
about five Couchrequests. Make sure to 
personalize your messages and tell 
your host why you want to meet! 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/     

easy 
booking 
process   

Once you’ve explored the site and have 
been to an event or two, consider 
making your couch, spare room or air 
mattress available to travelers. Set your 
couch status under Couch Information. 
You can set it to "Not Right Now (but I 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/    

easy 
hosting 
process 
owner 
decides    
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can hang out)" if you want to be 
available as a city resource for travelers 
but are unable to host. You can set it to 
"No" if you’re not available or don’t have 
any extra space, or "Maybe/Yes" to 
show up in search results for travelers 
who are planning a trip to your area. 

when to 
host 

Be a Great Couchsurfer 
 
Whether you’re traveling the world, 
hosting travelers, or making friends 
locally, being a conscientious and 
generous Couchsurfer will enrich the 
connections you make with the people 
you meet. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/     

"couchsurf
er" spirit   

Share something 
Be it stories, songs, food or your 
favorite coffee shop, Couchsurfing is 
about sharing and connection. Be open 
to giving, receiving, and discovering the 
unexpected. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/     sharing   

Respect differences 
Help make the world smaller and 
friendlier. The diversity of people across 
the globe is a beautiful thing, so 
contribute by respecting and 
appreciating those differences, be they 
cultural or otherwise. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/     

- respect 
- diversity   

Participate 
Spend time with your host or surfer. 
Make new friends and help each other 
discover new things about the world. If 
you’re new to Couchsurfing, tap into 
your local community first. It helps to 
know people near you, so meet other 
Couchsurfers in your area by joining 
groups and events. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/     

- 
participati
on 
- make 
new 
friends 
- discover   

Be neat 
Hosts, tidy up your space before 
Couchsurfers arrive. Surfers, leave it 
better than you found it. Keep your 
things in order and always clean up 
after yourself. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/     tidiness   

Connect 
Finding a place to stay is just part of the 
Couchsurfing experience. More 
importantly, it’s about human 
connection. When you write a 
couchrequest, let hosts know why you 
think you’d enjoy each other’s company 
and what you’d like to contribute to your 
stay. When you’re there, get to know 
your host and their way of life. See what 
you learn. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/     

- 
connectio
n 
- learn   

Be reliable 
If your plans change, let your host or 
surfer know. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/     - reliability   

Trust your instincts 
When looking for other Couchsurfers, 
always carefully review their profiles 
and especially the references. 
Communicate through Couchsurfing to 
get a better sense of who they are. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/       

review 
profiles 
and 
reference 

Leave a reference 
Be sure to leave references for people 
after hosting or surfing! References 
help other members make informed 
decisions. Leave truthful references that 
describe your experience with another 
member accurately. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/ 

leave 
references 
for one 
another       

Whether traveling, attending an event, 
or joining a Hangout, take the time to 
carefully review member profiles. Read 
what members say about themselves 
and what other members have said 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/      

carefully 
review 
member 
profiles 

carefully 
review 
member 
profiles 
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about them. Give yourself the time to 
thoroughly read through all the 
information available and don’t 
compromise. If you’re uncomfortable, 
keep looking. 

and read 
references 

and read 
references 

Have A Backup Plan 
 
Know your options. If something doesn’t 
work out with your host, or if they 
misrepresented themselves or their 
home, make sure you have an alternate 
place to stay. Identify the nearest hostel 
or hotel, or have a backup host in place 
before you go. If possible, research 
your host’s neighborhood prior to 
arriving, including how to get to and 
from there on your own. If you’re 
heading to an event or joining a 
Hangout, look up the location prior to 
attending. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/       

be 
prepared 
with 
backup 
plans 

Be Informed about the culture where 
you are traveling 
 
Do your homework, and be sure you’re 
aware of cultural and religious 
differences, sensitivities, and general 
safety recommendations for each place 
that you travel. Gender roles and 
expectations can differ wildly. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/       

be 
informed 
about the 
cultural 
and 
religious 
difference 

Communicate Through Couchsurfing 
 
Never give out your phone number or 
email address to a new person until you 
meet and feel comfortable with them. 
Use only the website and mobile apps 
to communicate. Confirming trips and 
keeping all communication on 
Couchsurfing helps our Trust and 
Safety team identify issues and react 
quickly. 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/      

- 
Communic
ate 
through 
couchsurfi
ng 
- don't give 
out 
personal 
contacts 

- 
Communic
ate 
through 
couchsurfi
ng 
- don't give 
out 
personal 
contacts 

Report Negative Experiences 
 
Our Trust and Safety team is here to 
help build the safest and most trusted 
community possible. Reporting safety 
concerns to Couchsurfing helps keep 
future Couchsurfers safe. Confidentially 
report negative experiences or safety 
concerns 

https://www.couchsurfing.co
m/ 

- has a trust 
and safety 
team      

 
- report 
negative 
experience
s 

In the latest indication Silicon Valley is 
in the midst of a new technology 
bubble, CouchSurfing.org, a non-profit 
website that connects global travelers 
with locals, has opted to accept $7.6 
million in funding from Benchmark 
Capital and Omidyar Network. In 
conjunction with the funding, 
CouchSurfing will convert from its non-
profit status to that of a B Corporation. 
(The B stands for "benefit.") Benefit 
Corporations are for-profit businesses 
that define themselves as socially 
responsible to investors and 
consumers. 

https://www.forbes.com/site
s/nicoleperlroth/2011/08/24/
non-profit-couchsurfing-
raises-millions-in-
funding/#5a4a04e43e3d 

- initially non-
profit 
- converting 
to "benefit" 
Corporation       

It will also allow the start-up to begin 
profiting off its three million large 
member base. Until now, 
CouchSurfing's only revenue stream 
was its paid identification verification 
service which charges members a tiny 
fee to prove they are who they say they 
are. Hoffer insists CouchSurfing will 
continue to make its service free to 
users and is currently exploring 
alternative revenue streams. The first 
order of business, Hoffer says, will be 
"aggressive hiring" especially at the 
technical level. Until now, CouchSurfing 
has bootstrapped its 30-employee 
organization with the help of thousands 
of passionate volunteers who set up 

https://www.forbes.com/site
s/nicoleperlroth/2011/08/24/
non-profit-couchsurfing-
raises-millions-in-
funding/#5a4a04e43e3d  

- paid 
identificati
on 
verificatio
n service 
- users 
pay a 
small fee 
to verify 
their 
identificati
on      
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CouchSurfing "meet-ups" around the 
globe. 

Regardless of the reasons for the 
investment, venture capitalists are 
thrilled the organization has accepted 
their money: "CouchSurfing is the 
leader in doing what it does," says Matt 
Cohler, who led the investment for 
Benchmark and will take a board seat in 
conjunction with the funding. "Nobody 
else in the world has such a strong 
vibrant community and such a deeply 
engaged active network of people." 

https://www.forbes.com/site
s/nicoleperlroth/2011/08/24/
non-profit-couchsurfing-
raises-millions-in-
funding/#5a4a04e43e3d     

- strong 
vibrant 
communit
y 
- deeply 
engaged 
network of 
people   

It’s one of those startups that uses the 
word “community” to mean people that 
have lasting, real-world connections to 
one another, not just the new industry 
jargon for “eyeballs.” 

https://techcrunch.com/2011
/08/24/couchsurfing-raises-
7-6-m-will-users-cry-sell-
out/     

- people 
have 
lasting, 
real-world 
connectio
ns   

And its CEO Daniel Hoffer still talks a 
bit like a man running a combination of 
an ashram or an online dating service: 
“We specialize in creating meaningful 
connections.” 

https://techcrunch.com/2011
/08/24/couchsurfing-raises-
7-6-m-will-users-cry-sell-
out/ 

creating 
meaningful 
connections       

But as of today, CouchSurfing is going 
all corporate on us. B Corporate to be 
specific. The company is announcing a 
$7.6 million round of funding and its 
transition from a nonprofit to a B 
Corporation. B Corporations are a 
relatively new classification that allow 
socially responsible companies to 
function like a for-profit company, but 
they’re regularly audited by a certifying 
body that decides whether they’re living 
up to their do-gooding promises at the 
same time. 

https://techcrunch.com/2011
/08/24/couchsurfing-raises-
7-6-m-will-users-cry-sell-
out/ 

B 
Corporations 
are a 
relatively new 
classification 
that allow 
socially 
responsible 
companies to 
function like a 
for-profit 
company       

CouchSurfing was founded by Casey 
Fenton, Daniel Hoffer, Sebastien Giao 
Le Tuan and Leonardo Bassani da 
Silveira in 2003 as an online hospitality 
platform (www.couchsurfing.com) 
coordinating peer- to-peer, short-term 
and free-of-charge accommodation 
amongst its members. 

"Openness and Legitimacy 
Building in the Sharing 
Economy: An Exploratory 
Case Study about 
CouchSurfing" 

online 
hospitality 
platform 
coordinating 
peer-to-peer, 
short-term 
and free-of-
charge 
accommonda
tion       

Revenues were only generated by one-
time donations of 25$, when members 
voluntarily agreed to verify their identity. 

"Openness and Legitimacy 
Building in the Sharing 
Economy: An Exploratory 
Case Study about 
CouchSurfing"  

before: 
25$ one-
time 
donations 
for 
voluntary 
identity 
verificatio
n      

In 2014, she introduced a freemium 
business model via identity verification. 
Instead of a one-time donation of 25$, 
verification has been linked to an 
annual subscription fee of 20$. 

"Openness and Legitimacy 
Building in the Sharing 
Economy: An Exploratory 
Case Study about 
CouchSurfing"  

$20 
annual 
fee for 
indentity 
verificatio
n      

The model grants premium services to 
verified members such as no 
advertisement on the website and 
mobile app as well as being highlighted 
in search results (couchsurfing.com). 

"Openness and Legitimacy 
Building in the Sharing 
Economy: An Exploratory 
Case Study about 
CouchSurfing" 

premium 
service to 
verified 
members: 
- no ads 
- highlighted 
in search 
results       

With Couchsurfing, the host will be 
present; there are no private units to 
reserve. 

https://www.tripping.com/ind
ustry/rental-
companies/airbnb-vs-
couchsurfing 

host is 
present 
during the 
stay       

To arrange a stay through 
Couchsurfing, one must first create a 
profile. Guests contact Couchsurfers 

https://www.tripping.com/ind
ustry/rental-

no official 
listing and       
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who have indicated that they'll host 
guests to inquire about and arrange for 
their stay. Because there are no official 
listings on Couchsurfing, there is not an 
official booking and payment process, 
as there is on Airbnb.  

companies/airbnb-vs-
couchsurfing 

payment 
process 

Couchsurfing connects its members to 
a global community of travelers, helping 
them find a place to stay or share their 
home with travelers. The promise of a 
cultural exchange and meeting new 
people may be appealing, but it only 
works when there is trust in the service. 
Couchsurfing builds this trust in part via 
a series of member verifications, one of 
which entails address verification. This 
verification program ensures that the 
address a member provides in their 
Couchsurfing profile is not only a real 
address, but also inhabited by that 
member 

https://lob.com/how-it-
works/couchsurfing 

- address 
verification 
through 
sending post 
cards       

 

Airbnb 

 

Texts Source 

Value Proposition(for the 

firm) 

Revenue 

Stream (for the 

firm) 

Provider 

revenue 

Provider value 

proposition 

Founded in August of 2008 and based in San 

Francisco, California, Airbnb is a trusted community 

marketplace for people to list, discover, and book 

unique accommodations around the world — online or 

from a mobile phone or tablet. airbnb.com 

- marketplace for peer-to-peer 

acconmendation rental 
 
- online or mobile access    

Whether an apartment for a night, a castle for a week, 

or a villa for a month, Airbnb connects people to 

unique travel experiences, at any price point, in more 

than 65,000 cities and 191 countries.  airbnb.com     

And with world-class customer service and a growing 

community of users, Airbnb is the easiest way for 

people to monetize their extra space and showcase it to 

an audience of millions. airbnb.com 

aiming at providing world- 

class customer service    

With Experiences, Airbnb offers unprecedented access 

to local communities and interests, while Places lets 

people discover the hidden gems of a city as 

recommended by the people that live there.  airbnb.com     

Airbnb is people powered and the easiest way to earn a 

little extra income from extra space in a home or from 

sharing passions, interests and cities. airbnb.com    -earn extra income 

Whether it’s your first time using Airbnb or you’re one 

of our original travelers, please commit to respecting 

and including everyone in the Airbnb community. airbnb.com     

I agree to treat everyone in the Airbnb community—

regardless of their race, religion, national origin, 

ethnicity, disability, sex, gender identity, sexual 

orientation, or age—with respect, and without 

judgment or bias. airbnb.com     

Don’t have any spare space to host? You can earn 

money hosting for others as a neighborhood co-host. airbnb.com service: neighborhood co-host   

earn money as a 

neighborhood co-

host 
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Share your passion, expertise, or what’s special about 

where you live leading experiences for travelers. airbnb.com    

share passion, 

expertise, 

experiences 

From saving for home repairs to taking a dream trip, 

use the extra income to fund your passions. airbnb.com    Earn savings 

Airbnb is a young startup company located in San 

Francisco that aims to bypass expensive, impersonal 

hotels by uniting those who want to rent out living 

spaces with those who need a place to stay for a night, 

a week, or a month. Prices vary as much as the 

rentable locations, which can include private rooms, 

tree houses, private islands, whole houses, boats, and 

more. airbnb.com 

- bypass expensive, 

impersonal hotels 
- unite host and guests    

His firm’s latest and largest investment, to be 

announced Thursday, is in Airbnb, a start-up company 

in San Francisco that matches budget-conscious 

travelers with local people who are willing to rent out 

their spare bedrooms. 
 
 

http://www.nytimes.co

m/2011/05/26/technolo

gy/26ashton.html?_r=1 

- matches budget-conscious 

travelers with local people  Rental fees  

Airbnb has more than 60,000 listings, from seaside 

apartments in Barcelona, Spain, to houseboats in the 

San Francisco Bay Area. It charges a fee for each 

reservation and says its users have booked more than a 

million nights through its service. 
http://www.nytimes.co

m/2011/05/26/technolo

gy/26ashton.html?_r=1  

charge a fee for 

each reservation   

Airbnb renters will now get pricing recommendations 

for their listings as part of an update to the room-

sharing service today. 
 
It’s called Price Tips, and it creates ongoing 

suggestions for pricing creates based on several 

metrics, like demand for rooms, travel, and so on. For 

example, if there’s a conference in San Francisco, it 

will suggest the room owner to raise the prices of their 

listings. 

https://techcrunch.com

/2015/06/04/airbnb-

adds-a-pricing-

recommendation-tool-

for-renters/    

provide pricing 

recommendations 

Airbnb VP of engineering Mike Curtis said hosts that 

set a price within 5% of the suggested price, they are 

four times more likely to get the room booked. Airbnb 

unveiled the changes at its OpenAir conference today, 

where Curtis also showed some new open source tools 

that Airbnb is releasing. 

https://techcrunch.com

/2015/06/04/airbnb-

adds-a-pricing-

recommendation-tool-

for-renters/    

if hosts set within 

5% of the 

recommended 

price, it's 4 times 

more likely to rent 

out 

Airbnb’s initial response was lackluster at best. But 

after a couple of false starts, Airbnb CEO Brian 

Chesky wrote an unconditional apology that 

reaffirmed that the company understood the concerns 

and was going to do everything it could to make things 

right. He promised a $50,000 insurance guarantee for 

hosts, as well as additional safety features that were on 

the way. And a week after that apology, we’re seeing 

the fruits of their efforts. 

https://techcrunch.com

/2011/08/08/airbnb-

rolls-out-247-phone-

support-additional-

safety-features/    

$50,000 insurance 

guarantee for hosts 

Today Airbnb has announced a new 24-hour support 

hotline, giving users a safety net in case something 

goes wrong. The logistics and personnel required to 

https://techcrunch.com

/2011/08/08/airbnb-

rolls-out-247-phone-

- 24-hour support hotline 
- safety net for users    
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staff the line would have been too costly for a scrappy 

startup, but the extremely well-funded company can 

afford it, and this will do a lot to help reassure 

customers. 

support-additional-

safety-features/ 

Another important new feature to help boost safety is 

VoiceConnect, which now allows hosts to call 

potential guests to do a quick screen, without revealing 

their phone numbers. This works a bit like Google 

Voice — you initiate the call using the web interface, 

then immediately get a phone call from Airbnb, which 

routes you to the potential guest’s line. Calls are 

recorded by Airbnb for security purposes. 

https://techcrunch.com

/2011/08/08/airbnb-

rolls-out-247-phone-

support-additional-

safety-features/    

VoiceConnect: 

allow hosts to call 

guests to do a quick 

screen 

Next is an improved references system. This has been 

around for a while (as ‘recommendations’), but Airbnb 

now has better integration with Facebook that makes it 

easier for users to build up their reputation even before 

they’ve received reviews from other Airbnb users. And 

that’s important, because the service is young enough 

that many users are trying it out for the first time. 

Another addition: there are now video profiles — 

currently for hosts only — that let hosts create a video 

that’s shared as part of their listing. 

https://techcrunch.com

/2011/08/08/airbnb-

rolls-out-247-phone-

support-additional-

safety-features/    

Video profiles for 

hosts 

These launches come on the heels of a series of other 

safety features that have rolled out over the course of 

the last week. These include member verification (you 

can validate your profile by connecting it to third-party 

services like Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn) and an 

integrated ‘photobooth’ feature that makes it easier for 

members to take a snapshot of themselves (and gives 

them less of an excuse not to have one). 

https://techcrunch.com

/2011/08/08/airbnb-

rolls-out-247-phone-

support-additional-

safety-features/ 

- member verification ( FB, 

Tw, Lin, etc) 
- integrated photobooth    

Finally, in a blog post on August 5, Airbnb announced 

that it was using a tool on its new safety site that 

allows the community to vote on the changes it wants 

most. Less than five days after releasing that tool, 

Airbnb implemented the top two requests: it now 

allows hosts to mandate that all potential guests have a 

profile photo, and hosts can now decline reservations 

without that impacting where their space will appear in 

search results. The post explains that while it’s been 

possible to decline reservations before now, your 

results ranking would be negatively impacted if you 

rejected a reservation. 

https://techcrunch.com

/2011/08/08/airbnb-

rolls-out-247-phone-

support-additional-

safety-features/     

People are still getting used to the idea of services like 

Airbnb, which connect guests who wish to stay in new 

places with hosts who have accommodations to share. 

But as a peer-to-peer marketplace for people’s homes, 

Airbnb’s success still relies on ensuring that its users 

trust one another. Today, it took another step toward 

that goal, with the introduction of Verified 

Identification, which will connect users’ online and 

offline identities. 
https://techcrunch.com

/2013/04/30/airbnb-

verified-id/ 

 
- verified identification    
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Airbnb has undertaken a number of initiatives over the 

past few years to build its users’ trust and ensure their 

safety. The marketplace has a ratings system which is 

designed to allow both guests and hosts to provide 

feedback on their stay. It also allows them to act as 

references for one another, especially helpful for first-

time users. And Airbnb has implemented a $1 million 

guarantee for hosts, as well as a secure payment 

structure and 24/7 customer service. 

https://techcrunch.com

/2013/04/30/airbnb-

verified-id/ - secure payment system    

The company is now seeking to take all that a step 

further, with a new feature that will link users’ online 

identities to their real offline identities. Previously, 

users could authenticate with the system by connecting 

their Facebook or LinkedIn identity with their Airbnb 

accounts. But the new Verified Identity system will tie 

a user’s account to his or her offline identity. 

https://techcrunch.com

/2013/04/30/airbnb-

verified-id/ 

- connect user's account to 

their offline identity    

Airbnb believes that the Verified Identity system will 

not only help foster more trust between guests and 

hosts, but also help to build more community. “The 

more info you can provide to each other, the better the 

Airbnb experience,” Airbnb communications manager 

Jakob Kerr told me. “Someday we might get to point 

where you’re not staying with a stranger.” 

https://techcrunch.com

/2013/04/30/airbnb-

verified-id/ 

verified identity system: help 

foster more trust and build 

more community    

While creating a listing on Airbnb is free, there are 

fees for both guests and hosts once a reservation has 

been made. Those hosting or listing their space pay a 

3% service fee once a reservation is confirmed. Guests 

pay a 6-12% service fee upon completing the booking. 

https://www.tripping.c

om/industry/rental-

companies/airbnb-vs-

couchsurfing  

host pay 3% 

service fee and 

guests pay 6-

12% on every 

reservation   

Couchsurfing connects its members to a global 

community of travelers, helping them find a place to 

stay or share their home with travelers. The promise of 

a cultural exchange and meeting new people may be 

appealing, but it only works when there is trust in the 

service. Couchsurfing builds this trust in part via a 

series of member verifications, one of which entails 

address verification. This verification program ensures 

that the address a member provides in their 

Couchsurfing profile is not only a real address, but 

also inhabited by that member 

https://lob.com/how-it-

works/couchsurfing 

- address verification through 

sending post cards    
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Fiverr® is the world’s largest marketplace for 

digital services. A service offered on Fiverr is called 

a Gig®. 

https://support.f

iverr.com/hc/en

-

us/articles/2043

marketplace for 

digital service       
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73123-How-

Fiverr-Works 

While many Gigs start at $5, sellers have the option 

to choose their starting price point. Sellers can even 

offer multiple prices ranges by using Gig Packages. 

With Gig Packages, they can offer buyers’ different 

service packages for different prices. 

https://support.f

iverr.com/hc/en

-

us/articles/2043

73123-How-

Fiverr-Works    

seller can 

charge different 

prices by 

offering 

different 

packages.    

Only registered users can buy and sell on Fiverr. 

https://support.f

iverr.com/hc/en

-

us/articles/2043

73123-How-

Fiverr-Works 

only registered 

users can trade       

You can find the services you need by browsing the 

Fiverr catalog in different categories, or by using 

the search to find a specific service or seller. Once 

you find a Gig you like, click it for more 

information, such as a description of the service, 

portfolio or samples of work, and the prices. When 

you feel you’ve found what you need, simply 

proceed with placing your order.  

https://support.f

iverr.com/hc/en

-

us/articles/2043

73123-How-

Fiverr-Works     

- browse by 

catalog 
- search 

function   

Note: All purchases are subject to a processing fee, 

$1 on purchases up to and including $20 and 5% on 

purchases above $20. 

https://support.f

iverr.com/hc/en

-

us/articles/2043

73123-How-

Fiverr-Works  

processi

ng fee: 

1$ for 

purchase

s under 

$20 and 

5% on 

purchase

s over 

$20      

Almost anyone can find something to sell on Fiverr. 

Browse our categories and look at how other sellers 

offer their services, find where your skills can fit in, 

and then decide what's the best way for you to sell. 
 
The best sellers don’t leave room for 

misunderstandings. 
 
Make sure your seller profile is complete. 
Make sure your Gigs are well written and accurately 

describe the services your provide. 
Make sure your work samples accurately show your 

skills. 
If your buyers’ expectations are met or exceeded, 

you’ll get good rating and more business. 

https://support.f

iverr.com/hc/en

-

us/articles/2043

73123-How-

Fiverr-Works rating system   

- everyone can 

sell their skills 
- satisfied 

ratings will 

bring more 

business    

Buyers who purchase your Gig pay Fiverr in 

advance. When your order is successfully delivered 

and completed, you will receive 80% of the total 

order value. For example, if you price your service 

at $10, you will receive $8 for a completed order. 

For more information, see our Terms of Service. 

https://support.f

iverr.com/hc/en

-

us/articles/2043

73123-How-

Fiverr-Works      

users pay 

to Fiverr 

in 

advance. 

seller get 

the 

payment 

when the  
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order is 

completed 

Tip: You can boost your income by offering your 

customers extra services during the order process. 

Please don’t harass your buyers; try to understand 

what their needs are and how your skills can help 

them achieve their goals. 

https://support.f

iverr.com/hc/en

-

us/articles/2043

73123-How-

Fiverr-Works    

Provider can 

offer addtional 

services and 

earn more    

Getting To Know Your Sellers Is Easy 
Feedback and reputation are essential to the Fiverr 

marketplace. With seller ratings, levels and buyer 

feedback, we've made it simple to review, compare 

and purchase the services you need. 

https://www.fiv

err.com/trust_sa

fety?source=foo

ter     

feedback and 

reputation 

system make 

it easy to 

know the 

seller, 

compare, and 

purchase   

Seller Ratings 
After a seller completes a Gig, buyers can rate their 

experience based on criteria all made visible to you. 

https://www.fiv

err.com/trust_sa

fety?source=foo

ter     

buyers can 

rate their 

experiences   

Buyer Feedback 
Full transparency. Buyers can leave feedback on 

their interaction with sellers, and share their order 

for all to see. 

https://www.fiv

err.com/trust_sa

fety?source=foo

ter     

Buyers can 

leave 

feedbacks   

Seller Levels 
Sellers who deliver high quality work and maintain 

strong ratings can earn new levels of status that 

provide additional benefits 

https://www.fiv

err.com/trust_sa

fety?source=foo

ter Seller levels   

Sellers can 

achive higher 

level by 

delivering good 

work, which 

make it easier 

to attract new 

customers    

Buy And Sell, Worry Free 
With millions of orders taking place, Fiverr uses the 

latest high tech anti-fraud and data security 

measures to keep your transactions and data safe. 

https://www.fiv

err.com/trust_sa

fety?source=foo

ter 

anti-fraud and 

data security 

measures 
keep transactions 

and data safe       

Personal Details 
Fiverr values your privacy. Your data is secure at all 

times and we'll never share your personal 

information with third parties. 

https://www.fiv

err.com/trust_sa

fety?source=foo

ter 

personal 

details/privacy 

protected       

Safe Payments 
All transactions are conducted on the Fiverr 

platform. Whether a buyer uses a credit card, PayPal 

or other form of payment, we handle everything, 

and ensure the security of your personal details. 

https://www.fiv

err.com/trust_sa

fety?source=foo

ter 

safe transaction 

through the 

platform       

Secure Communications 
You can safely communicate and exchange files 

with any Seller on Fiverr through our secure 

messaging system 

https://www.fiv

err.com/trust_sa

fety?source=foo

ter 

communication is 

secured       

We're here to help with any issues you may have, 

with a friendly customer support team at your 

service 24/7. 

https://www.fiv

err.com/trust_sa

fety?source=foo

ter 

24/7 customer 

service       
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Today’s guest on The Future of Work Podcast is 

Micha Kaufmann, the CEO of Fiverr, which started 

off as a website where you could get any digital 

(and some physical) task done for $5. Now it has 

become a true freelance marketplace that has 

expanded well beyond that original concept. Today 

many organizations and individuals are using the 

site to both find top talent and find gigs. With the 

popularity of websites like Fiverr, Micha and I 

discuss why the gig economy is the future of work. 

https://www.for

bes.com/sites/ja

cobmorgan/201

5/11/30/why-

the-ceo-of-

fiverr-thinks-

the-future-of-

work-is-about-

the-gig-

economy/#41b8

ebbf6a91 

freelance 

marketplace    

find top talent 
find gigs ( 

services)   

Micha describes Fiverr as the “Amazon for digital 

services.” It is a full digital marketplace with 

‘sellers’ who are the freelancers and ‘buyers’ who 

are mostly small and medium sized businesses. 

Although the exact size of the gig or "freelancer" 

economy is not known, trends are showing this 

group will only increase. According to Micha, the 

changing generational workforce is a major factor 

of the growing gig economy. Through technology, 

other types of work in the gig economy, such as 

driving for Uber, or listing a rental on Airbnb, has 

brought offline activity to online. As the old 

concepts of work are being challenged, the gig and 

freelance economy is being viewed as a legitimate 

option to participate in, and build a career. We talk 

about that and much more so make sure to tune in! 

https://www.for

bes.com/sites/ja

cobmorgan/201

5/11/30/why-

the-ceo-of-

fiverr-thinks-

the-future-of-

work-is-about-

the-gig-

economy/#41b8

ebbf6a91 

"Amazon for 

digital services" 
an option to 

participate in and 

build a career       

Productizing services: Fiverr helps its sellers 

productize their services. Being your own boss is 

tough. When you also have to figure out ways to 

build your own platform from scratch, it is almost 

impossible. Fiverr sets their sellers up for success 

by overcoming three main challenges. First, they 

help you find clients through their platform and 

marketplace. They have hundreds of thousands of 

visitors a day. Second, they take away the painful 

and time consuming negotiation process. You list 

your price, people decide if they want to pay it. 

Done. Finally, they collect all the money owed to 

you on the site. You don’t have to run around 

Brooklyn courtrooms chasing your hard-earned 

dollars. You can stay at home in your pajamas and 

let Fiverr do it for you. 

https://www.for

bes.com/sites/br

ianrashid/2016/

04/06/10-

reasons-you-

should-use-

fiverr-

today/#178ec01

c5a31 

- eliminate 

negotiation 

process: sellers 

list the prices and 

offerings up front 
easy payment 

solution   

- allow the 

seller to 

productize their 

services 
- help sellers 

find customers    

Fiverr Academy: If you want to join the platform as 

a seller, but are not sure how to get started, Fiverr 

Academy is your answer. This body of content takes 

you step-by-step through different types of gigs, 

how to communicate with customers, and getting 

your listing set up in the most compelling way 

possible. And you won’t have $250,000 of debt at 

the end of this Academy. It’s offered to you at no 

cost. 

https://www.for

bes.com/sites/br

ianrashid/2016/

04/06/10-

reasons-you-

should-use-

fiverr-

today/#178ec01

c5a31    

offer free Fiverr 

Academy for 

beginners to 

learn    

No overhead costs: There is no fee to participate 

(for either seller or buyer), and there is no up-front 

investment. If you have a computer, internet 

connection, and a skill or two, you are in business, 

https://www.for

bes.com/sites/br

ianrashid/2016/

04/06/10-

no fee to 

particiate   

- set your own 

schedule 
- no up-front 

investment    
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today. Oh, and by the way, you set your own 

schedule. 

reasons-you-

should-use-

fiverr-

today/#178ec01

c5a31 

Price freedom: It used to be $5 for everything, but 

not anymore. Yes, there are still a number of $5 

listings available, but sellers are free to mark up 

their services as high as they’d like. You are in 

control. 

https://www.for

bes.com/sites/br

ianrashid/2016/

04/06/10-

reasons-you-

should-use-

fiverr-

today/#178ec01

c5a31    

set your own 

price and 

offerings    

New sellers aren’t penalized because of a lack of 

experience: Fiverr is working hard to ensure new 

sellers with limited reviews still have a chance to 

succeed. They are promoted by being displayed on 

the site in favorable locations and more than once. 

https://www.for

bes.com/sites/br

ianrashid/2016/

04/06/10-

reasons-you-

should-use-

fiverr-

today/#178ec01

c5a31    

new sellers are 

promoted by 

the site to 

ensure their 

success    

Fiverr is a community of creative individuals that 

offers a safe and fun place to easily hire talented 

people from around the world to do customized 

work at an affordable price. 

http://finder.star

tupnationcentral

.org/c/fiverr     

easily hire 

talented 

people to do 

customized 

work at an 

affordable 

price   

Millions of sellers from over 200 countries offer 

more than 2.8 million services on Fiverr, adding 

thousands of new ones each day, from the fun and 

casual to essential business services, at prices 

starting at $5. 

http://finder.star

tupnationcentral

.org/c/fiverr     

abundant 

selections 

from millions 

of sellers   

Fiverr™ is the world’s largest marketplace for 

services starting at as little as $5. The site lists close 

to a million services (called “Gigs™”) from the 

very quirky to the business essentials. Becoming a 

seller takes approximately two minutes and ordering 

a service is even faster. 

https://www.zen

desk.com/custo

mer/fiverr/ 

a marketplace for 

services 
easy to sell and 

purchase       

Fiverr is redefining the way people work online,” 

says Micha Kaufman, Fiverr’’s CEO. “It allows 

anyone to turn their skills, talents, and resources 

into income in a matter of minutes. Think of it as 

the eBay™ for the services economy.” 

https://www.zen

desk.com/custo

mer/fiverr/   

turn skills 

and 

talents 

into 

income     

“Fiverr is a social services network,” explained 

Reuben Furmanski, Head of Customer Support. “As 

a P2P marketplace, it’s all about the liquidity of 

demand and supply—putting people from all around 

the world in one place to exchange skills with 

necessities. “Making sure that everything is 

streamlined and everyone is happy is what my team 

is here for,” said Furmanski. “The communication 

tool that we’’ve chosen is Zendesk Support.” 

https://www.zen

desk.com/custo

mer/fiverr/ 

it's about the 

liquidity of 

demand and 

supply       
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The genesis of the site was purely practical, says 

Micha Kaufman, co-founder and CEO. The 

entrepreneur says he was irked by having to convert 

a chart in Microsoft Word into Excel. The task was 

too small to hire a separate employee or contractor, 

but large enough to be annoying and relatively time-

consuming. Although sites like odesk.com help 

assemble workers for projects, Mr. Kaufman wanted 

something smaller in scale. 
The "gigs," all fixed at $5, range from the silly to 

serious. Among them: sending a nice postcard from 

Paris, burning a small paper effigy of your enemy, 

offers for breakdancing lessons, Photoshopping 

monsters into your family photos, coining that 

nickname you never got in high school, balloon 

animal instruction via Skype and even the penning 

of Italian love songs.  

https://blogs.wsj

.com/digits/201

0/03/16/what-

will-people-do-

for-5-fiverr-

lets-you-find-

out/ 

wide range of 

services at $5 ( 

initially)       

To keep it simple, Fiverr removed negotiations from 

the site and decided $5 was the sweet spot for 

pricing. The micro, micro, micro economy launched 

less than a month ago and already has 5,000 gigs 

posted. The site is Israel-based but draws users 

worldwide.  
 
"It turns out," Mr. Kaufman says, "a lot of people 

out there know how to do cool stuff."  
 
Some sellers' offerings seem dramatically 

undervalued, such as the posts from a doctor who 

answers medical questions in plain English. The 

more creative gigs, like songwriting, also have 

taken Mr. Kaufman by surprise. "It went beyond our 

imaginations," he says.  
 
The site is a good match for this economy. Buyers 

are looking for cheap prices and sellers are often 

unemployed or underemployed, seeking freelance 

income. 

https://blogs.wsj

.com/digits/201

0/03/16/what-

will-people-do-

for-5-fiverr-

lets-you-find-

out/ 

-remove 

negotiations for 

micro tasks   

seeking 

freelance 

income cheap prices   

 

Udemy 

 

Udemy Source 

Value 

Proposition(for 

the firm) 

Revenue 

Stream (for 

the firm) 

Provider 

revenue 

Provider 

value 

proposition 

Customer 

Value 

proposition 

Risk 

reduction 

provider 

Risk 

reduction 

user 

Udemy is a global marketplace for learning and 

teaching online where students are mastering new 

skills and achieving their goals by learning from 

an extensive library of over 45,000 courses 

taught by expert instructors. 

https://about.ude

my.com/ 

global 

marketplace for 

learning and 

teaching online    

learn new 

skills, achieve 

goals 
- extensive 

course library 
- expert 

instructors   
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Inspire millions. Udemy gives you the tools you 

need to reach 15 millions students in over 190 

countries worldwide 

https://teach.ude

my.com/#howW

orks    

global reach 

of students    

Monetize our expertise. Udemy's top 10 

instructors have earned more than $17 million up 

to date teaching online.  

https://teach.ude

my.com/#howW

orks    

monetize 

expertise    

Share your knowledge. Teach what you know, or 

teach what you love. Udemy is here to help you 

make it happen 

https://teach.ude

my.com/#howW

orks    

help you 

teach    

Dream 
Transform from expert to instructor and get 

recognized for what you know. You can teach 

anything you like. 

https://teach.ude

my.com/#howW

orks    

teach 

anything 

you like 
transform 

from expert 

to instructor    

Create 
Utilize state-of-the-art, free-to-use course design 

tools to create your own online course. 

https://teach.ude

my.com/#howW

orks    

easy, free 

course 

design tools 

to create 

courses    

Teach 
Reach millions of students worldwide in the 

largest online learning marketplace, and deliver 

your course on any device, at any time 

https://teach.ude

my.com/#howW

orks    

- access to 

studetns 
- instructor 

decide 

when they 

want to 

teach and 

how    

Earn 
Earn serious money and build your personal 

brand, all while making a real difference in the 

lives of students. 

https://teach.ude

my.com/#howW

orks   paid courses 

- earn 

money 
- build 

personal 

brand 
- make a 

difference 

in the lives 

of studetns    

Shared Success 
Keep 97% of the revenue when you promote 

your course (3% is kept for payment processing 

fee); 50% when Udemy promotes it. 
 
Udemy handles all customer service, payment 

processing, and hosting fees, all at no cost to you! 

https://teach.ude

my.com/#howW

orks 

offers free 

customer 

service, 

payment 

processing and 

hosting 

- 3% of the 

course fee 

as payment 

processing 

fee 
- 50% of 

the course 

fee when 

Udemy 

promotes 

the course      

Flexibility 
Teach your topic in your own style, and innovate 

and experiment over time. 
 
Build your courses on your own time using free, 

easy-to-use course creation tools. 

https://teach.ude

my.com/#howW

orks    

teach in 

your own 

style 
build/teach 

on your 

own time    
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Control 
Own the rights to your content and shape your 

brand with complete control over your course. 
 
Collaborate and communicate with students on 

your terms with course management tools. 

https://teach.ude

my.com/#howW

orks    

- complete 

control over 

your course 
- Make your 

own terms 
- Own the 

rights to 

your 

contents    

Support 
Get the answers you need with 24/7 customer 

support. 
 
Share and learn best practices with a vibrant, 

innovative instructor community. 

https://teach.ude

my.com/#howW

orks    

- 24/7 

customer 

support 
- share and 

learn from 

instructor 

community    

Course Reviews are critical in helping students 

understand whether a course is the right fit for 

them and are an invaluable sources of feedback 

for instructors. These reviews need to reflect the 

authentic opinion of students in order to be 

useful. Reviews always need to be honest, 

respectful and helpful. 
https://teach.ude

my.com/course-

reviews/     

- course 

review to help 

understand the 

course and 

give feedback   

The course needs to meet our detailed list of 

quality review guidelines in order to be available 

in the marketplace. If we find that a course in the 

marketplace does not meet our quality review 

guidelines, we reserve the right to re-review the 

course. 
https://teach.ude

my.com/course-

material/     

the platform 

provides 

quality 

guidelines on 

course 

materials and 

reviews the 

quality   

Raja is one of tens of thousands of instructors 

offering classes on Udemy, an online learning 

platform aimed at professional adults who want 

to add new skills to their resumes. Classes range 

from "The Complete Java Developer Course" to 

"Body Language for Entrepreneurs." There's 

lighter fare, too, like "The Professional Guitar 

Masterclass," meant for bedroom rockers rather 

than boardroom denizens. While teachers can 

choose to upload videos and leave it at that, the 

best instructors also offer insightful responses to 

students' questions through a public chat feature. 

http://time.com/

4215787/udemy

-dennis-yang/ 

online learning 

platform    

acquire new 

skills   

On Feb. 12, Udemy will announce that more than 

10 million students have taken one of its courses. 

In the U.S., there were about 13 million students 

working toward a four-year degree during fall 

2015 semester, according to the Department of 

Education. It is another example of the rising 

popularity of online education as college costs 

have boomed in the United States. Americans 

hold $1.2 trillion in student loan debt, second 

only to mortgages in terms of consumer 

obligations. Entering the workforce deep in the 

red could be a handicap that follows graduates 

the rest of their careers, economists say. 

http://time.com/

4215787/udemy

-dennis-yang/     

cheaper than 

ordinary 

courses   
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Some observers have floated online education as 

a cheaper alternative to traditional four-year 

degrees. Struggles at some high-profile online 

colleges, like the University of Phoenix, have 

dampened those dreams. But Udemy CEO 

Dennis Yang, 42, believes online education can 

serve a different role, helping professionals long 

out of college keep up with changing workplaces. 

"Through a combination of technology, 

automation and globalization, things are 

changing quickly, but at the same time, what we 

learn in school, and how we're teaching and 

being taught in school, is the same," says Yang. 

"So traditional education is not really keeping up 

from a pace standpoint." 

http://time.com/

4215787/udemy

-dennis-yang/     

help 

professionals 

keep up with 

changing 

workplaces   

Udemy courses can be rewarding for the 

platform's instructors, too. Rob Percival, a former 

high school teacher in the United Kingdom, has 

made $6.8 million from a Udemy web 

development course that took him three months 

to build. "It got to the stage several months ago 

where I hit a million hours of viewing that 

particular month," he says. "It's a very different 

experience than the classroom. The amount of 

good you can do on this scale is staggering. It's a 

fantastic feeling knowing that it's out there, and 

while I sleep people can still learn from me." 
To be sure, Percival is an outlier. His course 

happens to be Udemy's most viewed offering. 

But the promise of monetizing their knowledge 

and experience remains an attractive lure even for 

instructors who don't turn to Udemy for their full-

time income. More than 20,000 people have 

uploaded a course to the site. 

http://time.com/

4215787/udemy

-dennis-yang/    

Monetize 

their 

knowledge 

and 

experience    

A growing number of rival services exist, from 

Coursera to Khan Academy. But Yang believes 

Udemy's strategy of targeting professional users, 

rather than serving as a replacement or 

supplement for higher education, will help it 

stand out. The company has also struck deals 

with firms from packaged food giant General 

Mills to gig economy darlings Lyft and Instacart 

to offer courses through the platform. Another 

advantage: Udemy's popularity outside the 

U.S.—about two-thirds of Udemy's users log on 

from elsewhere in the world. The company is 

embracing that by translating existing courses 

and offering new ones in local languages, as well 

as thinking differently about its approach abroad. 

http://time.com/

4215787/udemy

-dennis-yang/     

targeting 

professional 

users, rather 

than a 

replacement or 

supplement for 

higher 

education   

"Most of the problems outside the U.S. aren't 

really around affordability," says Yang, speaking 

broadly of the education field. "It's much more 

around accessibility. It's literally: We don't have 

schools, we never built out that infrastructure, we 

don't have content, we don't have instructors. 

And that's what we do." 

http://time.com/

4215787/udemy

-dennis-yang/     

accessibility to 

good content   

Some smaller MOOC-like providers are 

beginning to tailor their platforms for corporate 

http://www.clo

media.com/2014

marketplace 

model  

allows 

individuals     
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learning. Online learning platform Udemy 

launched in 2010. It allows individuals to build 

courses that are available for anyone on any 

topic. But unlike Coursera, Udacity and edX, 

Udemy operates under what Dennis Yang, the 

company’s president and chief operating officer, 

calls the marketplace model. 

/01/24/here-

come-the-

moocs/ 

to build 

courses on 

any topic 

While most courses found on the websites of the 

major MOOC providers are the work of college 

professors and are associated with their 

respective institutions, anyone can create courses 

on Udemy — college professors, individual 

experts or corporate learning professionals. 

http://www.clo

media.com/2014

/01/24/here-

come-the-

moocs/   

anyone can 

create 

courses ( not 

limited to 

college 

professors)     

Content is also different. Most courses on Udemy 

focus on skill development and career 

orientation, rather than personal enrichment or 

academia. Yang said this kind of content plays 

well to its typical user, the working professional. 

http://www.clo

media.com/2014

/01/24/here-

come-the-

moocs/     

skill 

development, 

career 

orientation   

Udemy for business         

Since the model Udemy consumer is a working 

professional, Yang said it seemed natural for the 

company to create a platform for skill building 

within companies. Its Udemy for Organizations 

platform enables firms to customize a branded 

portal of courses from the Udemy collection to 

offer to employees. 

http://www.clo

media.com/2014

/01/24/here-

come-the-

moocs/ 

enable firms to 

customize 

courses for its 

employees       

Carmichael said Udemy for Organizations was an 

easy-to-implement online learning option 

because the courses are relevant and easily 

accessible over the Internet and through mobile 

devices. 

http://www.clo

media.com/2014

/01/24/here-

come-the-

moocs/ 

- easy-to-

implement 

online learning 

option 
- relevant 

courses 
- easy access 

over the Internet       

The most engaging corporate learning platform 

available 
 
Access business-relevant  
content instantly 
 
Unlock 2,000+ high-quality professional courses 

on key topics 

https://business.

udemy.com/?ref

=footer     

- business-

relevant 

content 
- professional 

courses   

Measure  
learning engagement 
 
Get valuable insights to user behavior and 

learning patterns 

https://business.

udemy.com/?ref

=footer     

understand 

user behavior 

and learning 

patterns   
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Scale your  
company's learning 
 
Build your own training content in a customized 

learning portal 

https://business.

udemy.com/?ref

=footer     

customize 

training 

content   

Learn from real-world experts on the topics they 

know best 
400+ leading practitioners, consultants, and 

luminaries at your fingertips 

https://business.

udemy.com/?ref

=footer     

real-world 

experts as 

instructors   

Century 21 selected the Udemy for Business 

platform to launch two new proprietary courses 

to educate its brokers, managers and agents. 

Udemy was the only platform that allowed 

Century 21 to create its own content to integrate 

into its current learning program. 

https://business.

udemy.com/our-

customers/centu

ry21/ 

allow 

companies to 

create its own 

content       

Start Learning Today! Choose From Two Udemy 

for Business Plans 

https://business.

udemy.com/pric

ing/  

team (5-20 

Users) :5$ 

per user per 

month 
Enterprise: 

negotiated 

price      

Activate your own customized Learning Portal 
 
Add your organization's logo and choose your 

own background 
Select a unique URL for your company 
Customize user groups for easier organization 

and tracking 
Enable users to customize their individual 

profiles with pictures and bios 

https://business.

udemy.com/ente

rprise/     

cutomize 

learning portal   

 

Toursbylocals 

Texts Source 

Value 

Proposition(for 

the firm) 

Revenue 

Stream (for 

the firm) 

Provider 

revenue 

Provider 

value 

proposition 

Customer 

Value 

propositio

n 

Risk 

reduct

ion 

provi

der 

Risk 

reduction 

user 

Connecting travelers with local guides worldwide, 

since 2008. 
ToursByLocals provides private tours for travelers 

through our carefully selected network of local tour 

guides, each of whom is keen to share their 

knowledge, experience and expertise. 

https://www.toursb

ylocals.com/ 

- connect 

travelers with 

local guides    

- provide 

private 

tours for 

travelers   

Become a ToursByLocals Tour Guide 
 
At ToursByLocals, our job is to market your tours 

to travelers searching for guides in your part of the 

world. We have a straightforward online booking 

system that helps you handle traveler requests, and 

we manage all tour payments so you can spend your 

https://www.toursb

ylocals.com/TBL/

WebObjects/Tours

ByLocals.woa/1/wo

/6sDQ4qBohrSJJX

44iV3thM/0.39    

- market your 

tours to 

travellers 
- online 

booking 

system 
- Manage all 

tour payment    
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time focusing on guiding, rather than 

administration. 

ToursByLocals customers are travelers who 

appreciate the flexible nature of a private, 

customized tour. They want to see new places in the 

company of a local expert who can offer more 

personal attention and the type of unique, local 

experiences that they won’t find with a large group 

tour. So be creative and offer a tour that reflects 

your passions and your interests! 

https://www.toursb

ylocals.com/TBL/

WebObjects/Tours

ByLocals.woa/1/wo

/6sDQ4qBohrSJJX

44iV3thM/0.39     

- private 

customize

d tour 
- local 

experienc

es   

In return, ToursByLocals provides: 
Tools and training: All the tools you need to create a 

professional web presence along with training from 

our guide support team to help you design quality 

tour offerings. 
Easy admin: We promptly handle all customer 

payments to you through our credit card processing 

system. Our sophisticated calendar system lets you 

control your work availability. 
Marketing: Through our multiple online marketing 

channels (social, paid advertising and editorial), we 

make it easy for travelers to find your tours. 
Security: Our customer cancellation policy means 

you are protected in the case of late-notice 

cancellations or ‘no-show’ customers. 
Support: Attentive and responsive customer and 

guide support services, including our 24-hour 

emergency hotline. 

https://www.toursb

ylocals.com/TBL/

WebObjects/Tours

ByLocals.woa/1/wo

/6sDQ4qBohrSJJX

44iV3thM/0.39 

24/7 emergency 

hotline   

easy admin, 

marketing, 

web tools, 

security( 

customer 

cancellation 

policy),     

ToursByLocals charges no upfront or ongoing fees - 

only a percentage of actual tour bookings. 
 
In order to compensate ToursByLocals for its 

services, ToursByLocals charges a percentage of the 

cost of the tour. This percentage is set when your 

application is accepted. ToursByLocals may reduce 

this fee at any time, either permanently or for a 

limited period. It may be increased only upon 60 

days notice to You. 

https://www.toursb

ylocals.com/TBL/

WebObjects/Tours

ByLocals.woa/1/wo

/6sDQ4qBohrSJJX

44iV3thM/0.39  

percentage of 

tour 

bookings ( 

unspecified)      

Refunds 
Cancellation 60 days or more before departure: 

Amount paid less upfront costs. These upfront costs 

are disclosed to you when you use the Site to 

complete the transaction and may represent out of 

pocket expenses of the Tour Guide for tickets, 

transportation deposits and other ancillary expenses. 
Cancellation 59 to 31 days before departure: deposit 

paid or 80% of tour price if paid in full. 
Cancellation less than 30 days before departure: no 

refund 

https://www.toursb

ylocals.com/terms    

refund policy 

to protect 

guides from 

cancellations    

Before we establish a partnership with the tour 

guide, we first conduct the following: 
 
- In-depth interview by video, phone and/or in-

person. 
- Thorough reference and background checks. We 

subscribe to the ThomsonReuters World-Check 

https://www.toursb

ylocals.com/TBL/

WebObjects/Tours

ByLocals.woa/1/wo

/6sDQ4qBohrSJJX

44iV3thM/13.33.1.

1.1     

thorough 

checks on 

the 

guides   
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service and all applicants are screened through their 

database. Every 6 months, we re-screen all guides. 
 
In addition to the aforementioned, we also provide 

on-going coaching after we have established the 

partnership with the guide. 

We require each tour guide to undergo a training 

program so that they understand their role and 

responsibilities. As well, training on problem 

solving, tour development and management is 

required. 
 
While the tour guide is responsible for the actual 

tour development, we provide templates so that no 

details are forgotten. Each tour is vetted by 

ToursByLocals before being posted. 
 
The best way of course, is to read the ratings and 

uncensored comments by travelers who have taken 

the guide's tours, posted on the relevant tour page. 
 
We hope you'll try out tour guides who don't yet 

have any ratings (and then rate them yourself). They 

have a unique story tell - otherwise they wouldn't be 

part of the ToursByLocals system. 

https://www.toursb

ylocals.com/TBL/

WebObjects/Tours

ByLocals.woa/1/wo

/6sDQ4qBohrSJJX

44iV3thM/15.33.1.

3.1 

customer 

comments and 

ratings by 

travellers    

each tour 

is vetted 

before 

published   

Before becoming a ToursByLocals guide, each 

applicant undergoes a rigorous selection process: 
 
Ongoing quality measures: 
unedited reviews of tours from ToursByLocals 

travelers 
ongoing support from ToursByLocals' Guide 

Support team 
removal from the ToursByLocals system for failure 

to abide by our business principles 

https://www.toursb

ylocals.com/tour_g

uides 

rigorous guide 

selection process 
- ongoing quality 

measures       

If ToursByLocals collects the entire amount paid for 

the services You provide, we will pay You, for all 

funds actually received by us, less our booking fee, 

subject to any deductions for amounts withheld 

pursuant to section 10 above. 
 
Any upfront costs specified by You on your tour 

description page will be paid on a weekly basis. The 

amount collected for your services, less our booking 

fee will be paid once the tour has been delivered, on 

a weekly basis. 
 
In the rare case where ToursByLocals collects only 

the booking fee, then no further payment is due to 

You. 
 

https://www.toursb

ylocals.com/tour_g

uides   

- charge fees 

for tours 
- receive 

payment on a 

weekly basis 
- no further 

cost other 

than booking 

fee     
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Payments are made according to a variety of 

methods, determined when your account is 

approved. At any time, You may request a change 

in payment method, from those currently available. 

In order to maintain the integrity of the 

ToursByLocals community of Tour Guides and to 

ensure that our mutual customers have consistently 

great experiences, Tour Guides adhere to the 

following Business Principles. By doing so, we all 

achieve our goals. 

https://www.toursb

ylocals.com/TBL/

WebObjects/Tours

ByLocals.woa/1/wa

/textPopup?c=16&t

=Tour+Guide+Busi

ness+Principles&s1

=&wosid=YqTnzT

3N90UqiXoGCOZ

Ch0&s2=     

the 

company 

aims at 

ensuring 

great 

experienc

es for the 

customers

, 

requiring 

guides to 

follow 

Tour 

Guide 

business 

principles   

Easy admin: We promptly handle all customer 

payments to you through our credit card processing 

system. Our sophisticated calendar system lets you 

control your work availability. 

https://www.toursb

ylocals.com/TBL/

WebObjects/Tours

ByLocals.woa/1/wo

/YqTnzT3N90Uqi

XoGCOZCh0/0.29    

guides 

determine 

their work 

availiability    

This is Paul from ToursByLocals. On 

ToursByLocals the guides set up their prices, not 

ToursByLocals. In this case the guide had typed in 

her price as if it was Roubles instead of dollars! A 

simple mistake on her part. The pricing has been 

fixed. Thank you for bringing this to our attention. 

https://www.tripadv

isor.com/ShowTopi

c-g298507-i707-

k3707297-

Tours_by_Locals-

St_Petersburg_Nort

hwestern_District.h

tml    

Guides set 

the price    

The ToursByLocals website offers many tours that 

can be purchased 'off the shelf', however each can 

be customized to fit a traveler's specific needs. We 

showcase the personality and skill of each guide 

while providing for consistent elements between 

tour offerings - pricing is per tour, not per person, 

payment in advance and other standardized policies. 

We have a team of 'Customer Experience 

Specialists' in Vancouver, London and Delhi who 

are on hand 24/7 to help, in case problems arise. 

https://www.toursb

ylocals.com/TBL/

WebObjects/Tours

ByLocals.woa/1/wo

/YqTnzT3N90Uqi

XoGCOZCh0/32.3

3.1.1 

24/7 customer 

support   

guides can 

publish pre-

defined tours 

all tours 

can be 

customize

d by 

travelers   

Tours by Locals doesn’t charge guides any upfront 

or subscription fees. They take a percentage of your 

tour fees, and although they don’t specify how 

much on their website, one source says it’s 20%. In 

exchange, they offer tools, training and $3 million 

in liability insurance. 

https://www.thepen

nyhoarder.com/jobs

-making-

money/side-

gigs/become-a-

local-tour-guide/  

20% of the 

tour fees ( 

unconfirmed 

source)      

There are a handful of local guide sites on the 

Internet, but many are awkward to navigate and 

have poor-quality photographs, as well as spelling 

errors. Frankly, most of them seem like something 

your kid brother set up on a lark. An exception is 

Tours by Locals, which has guides that offer private 

https://www.nytime

s.com/2016/03/20/t

ravel/traveling-

solo-how-to-find-a-

local-guide.html    

allow guides 

offer private 

at-your-own-

pace tours 

get plenty 

of 

informati

on about 

the tour 

and   
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at-your-own-pace tours in more than 130 countries. 

The site is a bit cluttered, but click on the “find a 

guide” link to select a place and you’ll be able to 

select a region, then a city, and then see a list of 

guides in the area. You can read about their 

background, view headshots, check out reviews 

from previous customers and communicate before 

you book a tour — a nice option that many 

competitors don’t allow. A recent search for a guide 

in London found a two-hour private walking tour 

around major sites in Westminster for $153. 

guide, 

read 

reviews, 

and 

communi

cate with 

the guide 

before 

booking 

Toursbylocals.com has been around since 2008 and 

says its guides undergo reference and background 

checks through Thomson Reuters World-Check. 

That offers peace of mind, and is yet another thing 

that many other sites don’t offer.      

conduct 

reference 

and 

backgrou

nd checks 

on the 

guides   

However when it comes to onward product 

distribution only ToursByLocals are taking 

sufficient % off the local individual to run a 

successful revenue share partnership model and 

retain sufficient margin to run the central business, 

as far as I can work out from the public numbers 

available. 

https://www.tnooz.

com/article/ultimat

e-guide-to-the-

specialist-tour-and-

in-destination-

activity-market/  

% off the 

tour fee ( 

called here a 

"revenue 

share 

partnership 

model")      

ToursbyLocals is a tour guide-finding service, 

brokering adventures between thrill-seeking 

“customers” with experienced, local guides. It’s the 

straw that stirs the adventure-drink. It’s a match-

maker, like eHarmony without the regret, sadistic 

in-laws, and canceled wedding (the mariachi band 

was bummed.) From a thrill-seeking customer 

perspective, it’s simple: register as a traveler to get 

access to all these smart locals, find your tour guide, 

and off you go. And for tour guides, it’s super-cool: 

make money giving tours of the places you know 

best. There’s also a nifty free-market twist: Tours 

are priced per tour, not per person, and travelers are 

encouraged to rate their tour and tour guide at the 

conclusion of the tour. So let’s take a…tour (of the 

site)…eh? 
http://slapstart.com/

2010/06/toursbyloc

als/ 

brokering 

adventures 

between 

customers and 

local guides  

make money 

giving tours 

of the places 

you know 
tours are 

priced per 

tour, not per 

person  

travelers 

are 

encourga

ed to rate 

the tour 

and guide   

But hiring a private guide is a different story: a local 

guide can offer a customized tour to suit any 

schedule or travel interest, and pick up or drop off at 

the most convenient locations – like hotels, 

conference centres or airports – so that you can 

make the most of your down time. ToursByLocals 

has over 700 guides in 85 countries around the 

world, so whether you’re conducting business in 

New York, Beijing or Mombasa, you’ll find a 

friendly guide waiting to offer you a unique travel 

experience you won’t find watching TV in your 

hotel room! 

http://www.prweb.c

om/releases/2010/la

yover/prweb43367

34.htm     

- make 

the most 

of your 

down 

time 
- 

cutomize

d tour to 

suit any 

schedule 

or travel 

interest 
- unique 

travel 

experienc

e   
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Kickstarter 

 

Texts Source 

Value 

Propositio

n (firm) 

Revenue 

Stream 

(for the 

firm) 

Provider(backe

rs) revenue 

Provider 

value 

propositio

n 

Customer ( 

creators/team

s) Value 

proposition 

Risk 

reduction 

provider 

Risk 

reductio

n user 

Kickstarter helps artists, musicians, filmmakers, 

designers, and other creators find the resources 

and support they need to make their ideas a 

reality. To date, tens of thousands of creative 

projects — big and small — have come to life 

with the support of the Kickstarter community. 

https://www.kickstart

er.com/about?ref=na

v     

Help creators 

with 

ressources, 

support and 

promotion   

Kickstarter is an enormous global community 

built around creativity and creative projects. Over 

10 million people, from every continent on earth, 

have backed a Kickstarter project. 

https://www.kickstart

er.com/about?ref=na

v     

Over 10 

milion backers 

worldwide   

Every artist, filmmaker, designer, developer, and 

creator on Kickstarter has complete creative 

control over their work — and the opportunity to 

share it with a vibrant community of backers. 

https://www.kickstart

er.com/about?ref=na

v     

Complete 

project control    

We measure our success as a company by how 

well we achieve that mission, not by the size of 

our profits. That’s why, in 2015, we became a 

Benefit Corporation. Benefit Corporations are 

for-profit companies that are obligated to 

consider the impact of their decisions on society, 

not only shareholders. Radically, positive impact 

on society becomes part of a Benefit 

Corporation’s legally defined goals. 

https://www.kickstart

er.com/about?ref=na

v 

positive 

impact on 

society       

Backers that support a project on Kickstarter get 

an inside look at the creative process, and help 

that project come to life. They also get to choose 

from a variety of unique rewards offered by the 

project creator. Rewards vary from project to 

project, but often include a copy of what is being 

produced (CD, DVD, book, etc.) or an experience 

unique to the project. 

https://www.kickstart

er.com/about?ref=na

v    

Insight to 

creative 

process & 

rewards 

from 

project 

creator.     

Project creators keep 100% ownership of their 

work, and Kickstarter cannot be used to offer 

equity, financial returns, or to solicit loans. 

https://www.kickstart

er.com/about?ref=na

v     

100% 

ownership   

If a project is successfully funded, Kickstarter 

applies a 5% fee to the funds collected for 

creators. Our payments processor will also apply 

payment processing fees (roughly 3-5%). The 

complete fee breakdowns are available here.If 

funding isn't successful, there are no fees. 

https://www.kickstart

er.com/help/faq/kicks

tarter+basics?ref=foo

ter  

- 5% fee to 

funds 

collected. 
- 3-5% 

payment 

processing 

fees.  
- No fees 

if funding 

is 

unsuccesf

ul      
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Launching a Kickstarter is a very public act, and 

creators put their reputations at risk when they 

do. 

https://www.kickstart

er.com/help/faq/kicks

tarter+basics?ref=foo

ter      

Public act, 

creators 

reputation 

at stake  

Backers should look for creators who share a 

clear plan for how their project will be 

completed, and who have a history of bringing 

their creative ventures and other projects to 

fruition. Creators are encouraged to share links 

and as much background information as possible 

so backers can make informed decisions about 

the projects they support. 

https://www.kickstart

er.com/help/faq/kicks

tarter+basics?ref=foo

ter      

Choose 

creators 

that share 

much 

informatio

n about 

the 

process  

When a project is successfully funded, the creator 

is responsible for completing the project and 

fulfilling each reward. Their fundamental 

obligation to backers is to finish all the work that 

was promised. Once a creator has done so, 

they’ve fulfilled their obligation to their backers. 

https://www.kickstart

er.com/help/faq/kicks

tarter+basics?ref=foo

ter      

Creator is 

responsibl

e for 

completin

g project  

No, Kickstarter doesn't issue refunds. 

Transactions are between backers and creators 

directly. Creators receive all funds (less fees) 

soon after their campaign ends. 

https://www.kickstart

er.com/help/faq/kicks

tarter+basics?ref=foo

ter     

No refunds, 

transaction 

between 

backers and 

creators 

directly   

We have a dedicated Integrity team that monitors 

the system for suspicious activity. This team 

screens reports that are sent to us by our 

community and they take action if they find 

something that does not align with our rules. 

https://www.kickstart

er.com/help/faq/kicks

tarter+basics?ref=foo

ter      

Monitorin

g activity 

for 

fraudulent 

purposes  

Payment processing fees. 3% + DKK 3.00 per 

pledge. Pledges under DKK 100 have a 

discounted micropledge fee of 5% + DKK 1.00 

per pledge 

https://www.kickstart

er.com/help/fees?ref

=faq-basics_fees  

3% + 3 

DKK per 

pledge. 

Pledges 

under 100 

DKK have 

micropled

ge of 5% 

+ 1 DKK 

per pledg      

If a project is successfully funded, Kickstarter 

applies a 5% fee to the funds collected. 

http://vator.tv/news/2

014-02-01-how-

does-kickstarter-

make-money  

5% of 

funds 

collected      

Kickstarter, however, does not hand over money 

to unsuccessful projects. If the project does not 

reach it's funding goal, then there are no fees 

collected. 

http://vator.tv/news/2

014-02-01-how-

does-kickstarter-

make-money      

Doesn't 

hand over 

money to 

unsuccesf

ul project  

In its entire history, the site has seen $962 million 

pledged, and $830 of that to projects that met 

their goal. Only $113 million went to 

unsuccessful projects, while the other $20 million 

has been pledged to live projects. 

http://vator.tv/news/2

014-02-01-how-

does-kickstarter-

make-money 

$830 

million 

pledged so 

far       

Some 5.5 million people have pledged money 

13.2 million times 

http://vator.tv/news/2

014-02-01-how-

5.5 milion 

people 

havde       
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does-kickstarter-

make-money 

pledges 

13.2 

million 

times 

In order to help reassure investors, Kickstarter 

has taken the time to lay out a clearly defined set 

of guidelines and user policies. 

https://www.forbes.c

om/sites/investopedia

/2012/11/07/is-

kickstarter-a-viable-

platform-for-

business-

startups/#670016ab6

b99      

Guideline

s and user 

policies  

Kickstarter remains a crowdfunding platform that 

is fraught with hidden perils and pitfalls. When 

you consider the fact that just a quarter of design- 

and technology-based Kickstarter projects deliver 

their goals on time, then it becomes clear that it 

may not be a viable platform for those who are in 

pursuit of reliable financial returns. 

https://www.inc.com/

guides/2010/04/using

-kickstarter-for-

business.html 

- 

crowdfudi

ng 

platform 
- not for 

backers 

who 

pursue 

reliable 

financial 

returns      

Pledgers 

are not 

going 

after 

reliable 

financial 

returns 

Once a project is approved, the project creator 

sets up a goal amount of money and a time 

period, say $2,000 over 30 days. If that amount is 

not reached in the time period, the project gets no 

donations and donors do not contribute. If the 

amount is reached or exceeded, it gets the 

funding and goes ahead. 

https://www.inc.com/

guides/2010/04/using

-kickstarter-for-

business.html      

If amount 

reached, 

company 

gets 

funding. If 

not, no 

funding.  

One other helpful way to meet both of the above 

criteria is to have a vibrant, diverse, and 

enthusiastic social network already backing you 

online. Whether it's just lots of Facebook friends 

or followers of a website related to the proposed 

project, Kickstarter will take that into account, 

knowing that friends will likely kick in a few 

dollars here and there - and big numbers really 

add up to strong support. Chen says projects 

succeed more often when they are a creative idea 

backed by strong network with existing gravitas. 

https://www.inc.com/

guides/2010/04/using

-kickstarter-for-

business.html 

Social 

media 

outreach 

helps a lot       

Just as you wouldn't start a business without a 

website, you should treat your Kickstarter pursuit 

seriously and build it a home online. Kickstarter 

itself helps with that, by giving your project a 

landing page (for description, donations, photos 

and video), a blog/updates page for periodic 

postings. 

https://www.inc.com/

guides/2010/04/using

-kickstarter-for-

business.html 

Help 

market 

your 

product 

with 

landing 

pages, 

photos, 

videos and 

updates       
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Texts Source 
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r the firm) 

Revenue 
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r 
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Risk 

reduction 
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Risk 

reduction 
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Sites claiming to be ‘100% Free’ will charge your 

donors up to 15% and you'll still need to pay 3% 

for processing. GoFundMe will never charge your 

donors anything. 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/pricing 

100% free of 

charge for 

donors       

2.9% + $0.30 payment processing 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/pricing  

2.9% + 

$0.30 

payment 

processing      

5% for GoFundMe Platform 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/pricing  

5% for 

platform      

7.9% + $0.30 per donation 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/pricing  

7.9% + 

$0.30 per 

donation      

We partner with PayPal Giving Fund to receive 

and deliver charity donations. They do not deduct 

a fee from these donations. 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/pricing 

Paypal 

processing free 

of charge       

Launched in 2010, GoFundMe is the world’s 

largest social fundraising platform, with over $3 

billion raised so far. With a community of more 

than 25 million donors, GoFundMe is changing 

the way the world gives. 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/pricing 

- social 

fundraising 

platform 
- 25 million 

donors, over $3 

billion raised so 

far       

Keep every donation you receive 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/pricing     keep donations   

No deadlines or goal requirements 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/pricing     

No deadlines 

or goals   

No penalties for missing goal 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/pricing     No penalties   

GoFundMe makes it incredibly easy to raise 

money online for the things that matter to you 

most. In less than a minute, you'll be able to 

personalize your fundraising campaign and share 

it with the people in your life. In fact, over $3 

Billion has been raised by GoFundMe users just 

like you. 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/questions     

- easy to raise 

money online 
- 

Personalization 

of fundraising 

page and 

sharing it   

With GoFundMe, the money you collect goes 

directly to you. There are no deadlines or limits - 

each donation you receive is yours to keep. 

Raising money for yourself or a loved one has 

never been easier. Plus, we're here to help. 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/questions     

- donations go 

directly to you 
- Fast customer 

support   
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GoFundMe will respond to your emails within 5 

minutes during the day. 

Most people use GoFundMe to raise money for 

themselves, a friend or loved one during life's 

important moments. This includes things like 

medical expenses, education costs, volunteer 

programs, youth sports, funerals & memorials - 

even animals & pets. 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/questions     

Raise money 

for important 

moments   

Your GoFundMe campaign features the very best 

in secure payment encryption technology. Not 

only are your donors' online payments safe, your 

money is stored securely until you're ready to 

request a withdrawal via electronic bank transfer. 

US accounts may also request a check. 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/questions       

Safe 

payment 

encryption 

technolog

y 

Once your fundraising campaign begins receiving 

online donations, you can easily request a 

withdrawal at any time. Don't worry, withdrawing 

money does not affect the progress meter that's 

displayed on your GoFundMe campaign. Simply 

click the 'Withdraw' button inside your 

GoFundMe account and follow the on-screen 

instructions. You can withdraw your balance 

directly to your bank account. US users may also 

request a check. 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/questions     

Withdraw 

money any 

time   

Most withdrawals take between 5 and 7 business 

days. You can choose between an electronic bank 

transfer or paper check delivery during the 

withdrawal process. 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/questions     

Withdrawals 

take between 

5-7 business 

days   

While it's free to create and share your online 

fundraising campaign, GoFundMe will deduct a 

5% fee from each donation that you receive. Since 

our fee is deducted automatically, you'll never 

need to worry about being billed or owing us any 

money. A small processing fee of about 3% will 

also be deducted from each donation. Please see 

Pricing & Fees for more info. 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/questions  

5% fee for 

each 

donation 

received. 

3% 

processing 

fee also 

deducted.      

No, never. Other sites might charge your donors 

without you knowing it, but we would never do 

that. Donors are charged only the amount they 

choose to donate to you and that's it. 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/questions    

Donors are 

not charged    

You'll receive an email notification each time a 

donation is made to your GoFundMe campaign. 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/questions     

Notification for 

each donation   

While you can choose to hide your campaign 

from appearing in GoFundMe's Public Search 

Directory, anyone who has your GoFundMe 

campaign link will be able to access your 

campaign. There's no way to keep your campaign 

100% private. 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/questions      

Campaigns 

cannot be 

100% 

private  

Yes, your GoFundMe campaign is able to accept 

donations from around the world. 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/questions 

Donations from 

around the 

world       

Unfortunately, we're unable to provide specific 

tax advice since everyone's situation is different. 

While this is by no means a guarantee, most 

donations on GoFundMe are simply considered to 

be 'personal gifts' which are not taxed as income 

https://www.gofun

dme.com/questions     

Donations are 

considered 

personal gifts ( 

tax advantage)   
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in the US. Additionally, only donations made to a 

legally registered non-profit or charity may be 

considered eligible for donors to claim as a tax 

deduction. Again, every situation is different so 

please consult with a tax professional in your 

area. 

GoFundMe, which has raised more than $900 

million from 10 million donors for various causes, 

takes a flat 5% cut of any money raised on its site. 

https://www.forbes

.com/sites/ryanmac

/2015/04/07/the-

politics-of-

crowdfunding-

how-gofundme-

profits-off-of-

controversy/#75db

25e5e2ec  

flat 5% 

fee.       

Unlike bigger crowdfunding sites like Kickstarter 

that only allow certain types of projects, 

GoFundMe allows people to raise money for any 

cause, like personal travel, a student’s tuition or 

medical expenses. 

https://www.forbes

.com/sites/ryanmac

/2015/04/07/the-

politics-of-

crowdfunding-

how-gofundme-

profits-off-of-

controversy/#75db

25e5e2ec 

Allows raising 

money for any 

cause.       

“Much like Facebook, Twitter, and many other 

websites, GoFundMe is an open social media 

platform where opposing ideas and viewpoints 

exist. If GoFundMe were to remove campaigns 

because they are unpopular, it would set a 

dangerous precedent moving forward for all 

users.” 

https://www.forbes

.com/sites/ryanmac

/2015/04/07/the-

politics-of-

crowdfunding-

how-gofundme-

profits-off-of-

controversy/#75db

25e5e2ec 

Liberal 

platform       

It can now bring in as much as $140 million a 

month in donations, and generated an estimated 

$100 million in 2016 revenue. (A for-profit 

enterprise, it levies a 5% fee on campaigns, in line 

with other crowdfunding sites.) 

https://www.fastco

mpany.com/30674

72/how-

crowdfunding-

platform-

gofundme-has-

created-a-3-billion-

digital        
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Our founders wanted to change this and knew 

that by matching borrowers and lenders directly, 

both would be better off. Their goal was, and still 

is, to make money simple and fair. 

https://www.zopa.co

m/about 

Matching 

borrowers and 

lenders directly       
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So far, we’ve helped 233,000 people buy new 

cars, improve their homes, or take control of their 

finances. 

https://www.zopa.co

m/about 

233,000 people 

helped so far       

Our investors have lent over £2.21 billion 

directly to UK consumers since 2005. 

https://www.zopa.co

m/about 

Investors have 

lent 2.21 billion       

Our APRs range from 3.2% to 34.9%. 

https://www.zopa.co

m/about  

APR 

3.2%-

34.9%      

No early repayment fees, no hidden charges 

https://www.zopa.co

m/about       

No hidden 

charges 

Simple online application – no paperwork 

through the post 

https://www.zopa.co

m/about     

Simple 

online 

application   

When you invest through Zopa, your money is 

lent out in chunks, starting at £10, to a range of 

borrowers. Meaning if you invest £1,000, no one 

person would have more than 1% of your overall 

investment. 

https://www.zopa.co

m/lending      

Investment 

is spread 

out  

You can withdraw your monthly repayments as 

they are paid back by borrowers or access a lump 

sum by selling your outstanding loans to other 

investors. 

https://www.zopa.co

m/lending    

Withdraw 

monthly 

repayments. 

Sell 

outstanding 

loans    

Returns ranging from 2.9%-6.1%* 

https://www.zopa.co

m/lending   

Returns 

2.9%-

6.1%     

We directly match borrowers looking for a low 

rate loan with investors looking for a higher rate 

of return. 

https://www.zopa.co

m/lending 

Low rate loan 

with high rate of 

return       

For investors in our Classic and Plus products, 

we charge a 1% fee when selling loans. It’s free 

to withdraw money in other ways. 

https://www.zopa.co

m/lending  

1% fee for 

selling 

loans ( 

Classic 

and Plus 

products)      

Lenders do not pay fees at Zopa. Instead a Loan 

Servicing Fee, payable by borrowers, is deducted 

directly from each repayment before the principal 

and interest is passed on to lenders. 

https://www.zopa.co

m/lending  

charge 

loan 

servicing 

fee  

Lenders 

don't pay 

fees    

Across all products your money is lent in loans 

up to 5 years. Today we disburse more 5 year 

loans than any other loan term. Zopa will give 

you the market blend of different loan terms 

based on the current demand. 

https://www.zopa.co

m/lending    

Loans up to 

5 years 
offer market 

blend of 

different 

load terms    

Should you ever need access to your money 

before it is due to be repaid, we also offer a tool 

to Sell your loans, which helps you to sell your 

loans to other lenders in the market, depending 

on the product there may be a fee associated with 

this service. 

https://www.zopa.co

m/lending  

fee for 

selling the 

loads  

possbility to 

sell your 

loans    

Zopa has many years’ experience in credit-

checking borrowers and through careful 

monitoring of loans has a higher repayment rate 

https://www.zopa.co

m/lending      

Credit 

checking 

borrowers  
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than the banks. This means Zopa can predict very 

accurately the level of non-payers, and very 

accurately monitor the Safeguard fund to check it 

contains enough money to cover you for these 

borrowers, with an additional buffer. 

and 

monitoring 

of loans 

We diversify your money by splitting it into 

smaller amounts – micro loans – which are lent 

across a range of borrowers. We do this to ensure 

that only a small amount of your money is lent to 

an individual borrower, so if one borrower cannot 

repay their loan, this will only impact one micro 

loan in your portfolio. This reduces your risk and 

provides you with much more stable returns. 

https://www.zopa.co

m/lending      

Loan 

splitted 

into 

smaller 

amounts 

(Micro 

loans) 
- reduce 

risk & 

more 

stable 

returns  

If a borrower does miss a payment and goes into 

arrears you don't need to do anything: we'll 

investigate and take the necessary action. If a 

borrower misses four consecutive payments, the 

loan is defaulted. 

https://www.zopa.co

m/lending      

Zopa takes 

care of 

missed 

payments  

Zopa is for people who are looking for a better 

rate of return. Zopa's interest rates aren't 

squeezed by middlemen (the banks) because 

there are no middlemen - that's the Zopa idea. 

http://wiki.p2pfoundat

ion.net/Zopa    

Better rate 

of return    

Zopa is for creditworthy people who earn money 

in new ways, in ways that banks don't always 

recognise. People who are self employed, people 

who have peaks and troughs to their income, 

people who would be invisible to a bank's credit 

rating system but are seen and validated by 

Zopa's. 

http://wiki.p2pfoundat

ion.net/Zopa     

For credit 

worthy 

people who 

earn money 

in new ways   

People can borrow from £1000 to £15000 under 

contracts of £10 each, in multiples of £100. 

Borrowers must submit to being credit-checked 

by Equifax, and to having the results made 

publicly available on their profile. On the basis of 

this and other information collected during 

registration, they are assigned to one of four 

different markets (A*, A, B and C). 

http://wiki.p2pfoundat

ion.net/Zopa      

Borrowers 

must 

submit 

being 

credit-

checked by 

equifax  

In the less ‘credit-worthy’ markets, borrowers 

will pay significantly higher interest rates, to 

account for the statistically greater ‘bad debt’ 

rate. 

http://wiki.p2pfoundat

ion.net/Zopa    

Higher 

interest rates 

for less 

credit 

worthy 

people    

The funds are then reserved and after more 

checks with credit reference agencies the loan is 

approved by Zopa. The money is then paid 

directly into the borrower’s bank account, often 

within a few days. Any defaults or late payments 

will affect a borrower’s credit rating, as with a 

standard bank loan. 

http://wiki.p2pfoundat

ion.net/Zopa     

Money paid 

directly into 

account.    

Zopa lenders can lend any amount from £10 to 

upwards of £25,000. Offers are made in amounts 

http://wiki.p2pfoundat

ion.net/Zopa    

free to lend 

any amount  

To lend 

more than  
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of £10 to each borrower, although the highest 

number of contracts any one borrower can have 

with a single lender as a result of his or her 

successful bids is 20. To lend more than £25,000 

lenders need to first hold a Consumer Credit 

Licence. 

between 10 

- 25,000 

25,000 

lender 

needs a 

consumer 

credit 

license 

Lenders can choose their rates and loan lengths, 

and whether they want to lend in the A*, A, B or 

C markets. Zopa provide information - including 

market data and expected levels of bad debt - to 

help lenders choose their terms. Lenders will also 

earn 4.75% interest while they’re waiting for 

their money to be lent out. Zopa estimate that 

lenders should make a 6-7% return per year if all 

the money repaid is lent out again (an average 

bad debt of 4% is already taken into account). 

http://wiki.p2pfoundat

ion.net/Zopa   

4.75% 

rate 

while 

waiting 

for 

money to 

be lent 

out. 6-

7% 

return 

per year. 

Lenders 

choose rates 

and lengths 

of loan and 

select 

markets    

Members who have not lent or borrowed with 

each other are only identified on the site by their 

nicknames. If you have lent money, you will find 

out the real names (but not any of their contact 

details) of your borrowers on the quarterly 

statement. If you have borrowed money, you will 

see the real names (but not any of the contact 

details) of your lenders on your loan contract 

note 

http://wiki.p2pfoundat

ion.net/Zopa       

Only 

nicknames 

used if 

you 

haven't 

done 

business 

together 

There is not a great deal of engagement within 

Zopa on a community or social level, as the 

primary aim is to save lenders and borrowers 

money by ‘cutting out the middleman’, not to 

create a community of lenders and borrowers. 

http://wiki.p2pfoundat

ion.net/Zopa 

Cutting out 

middleman       

Zopa makes money by charging lenders and 

borrowers a fee. It charges borrowers 0.5% of 

their loan amount and lenders a 0.5% annual 

service fee. It also earns money through selling 

payment protection insurance to borrowers who 

want it (they have a commission based deal with 

Pinnacle Insurance), and through introducing 

people who can’t pass Zopa’s credit checking 

regime to other loan providers (again on 

commission through ‘preferred’ suppliers). 

http://wiki.p2pfoundat

ion.net/Zopa  

Charges 

lenders 

and 

borrowers 

a fee. 

Borrowers 

0.5% of 

loan 

amount, 

lenders a 

0.5% 

annual 

service 

fee. Sells 

insurance 

protection 

to 

borrowers.       

Lenders can expect to make 4.6% interest on 

their loans, after Zopa's fee is deducted, over five 

years. 

https://www.theguardi

an.com/business/2013

/aug/12/zopa-

business-lender-

online-broker   

4.6% 

interest 

on their 

loans.     
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NeighborGoods is a safe community where you can 

save money and resources by sharing stuff with your 

friends. Need a ladder? Borrow it from your 

neighbor. Have a bike collecting dust in your closet? 

Lend it out and make a new friend. 

http://neighbor

goods.net/abo

ut 

safe community 

helps you save 

money and 

resource    

Borrow 

things from 

friends and 

neighboors   

According to The Self Storage Association, there is 

over seven square feet of self-storage for every man, 

woman and child in America. That's a lot of unused 

stuff! NeighborGoods helps us get more use out of 

that stuff, which means less waste and less 

production of unnecessary items. 

http://neighbor

goods.net/abo

ut 

Less waste and 

production       

Not only does NeighborGoods provide a way to save 

money and resources - it also connects neighbors in 

meaningful ways making for happier, healthier 

neighborhoods. 

http://neighbor

goods.net/abo

ut 

Connect w. 

neighbors       

NeighborGoods is a safe and friendly environment 

for sharing items. When you add an item to the 

NeighborGoods inventory, you choose how to share 

it with the community. For example, you can allow 

your friends to borrow the item for free and charge 

others a rental fee. Or you can decide to make the 

item only available to friends. It's your stuff, so you 

set the rules. 

http://neighbor

goods.net/abo

ut sharing items  

Charge 

fee for 

rental 

Choose how 

to share 

item w. 

neighbors.     

NeighborGoods helps facilitate transactions with a 

reservation calendar, automated reminders, wishlist 

alerts, and private messaging between neighbors. 

NeighborGoods keeps track of all your stuff. 

http://neighbor

goods.net/abo

ut 

Reservation 

calendar, 

automated 

reminders, wishlist 

alerts and private 

messaging 

between 

neighbors.        

Neighbors can rate each other and even flag another 

member's account if something goes wrong. Through 

transparency and peer ratings, NeighborGoods 

provides members with all the tools they need to 

share safely and confidently. 

http://neighbor

goods.net/abo

ut       

Neighbors 

rate each 

other and 

flag 

accounts.  

Borrowing and lending items on NeighborGoods is 

free of charge. Members may charge a deposit or a 

rental fee for the use of their items but 

NeighborGoods does not charge transaction fees. 

http://neighbor

goods.net/abo

ut 

Platform is free of 

charge. No 

transaction fees.   

deposit 

or rental 

fee     

Helping others has been scientifically proven to 

reduce stress and increase happiness. Play nice. It 

feels good. 

http://neighbor

goods.net/shar

ing-guidelines    

Help others 

and reduce 

stress and 

increase 

happiness.     

You know what to do. If you get something dirty, 

clean it. If you break something, replace it. 

http://neighbor

goods.net/shar

ing-guidelines      

Clean if 

dirty, 

replace if 

broken.   

Start off with stuff that you don't use very often such 

as party supplies (folding chairs and tables), sporting 

http://neighbor

goods.net/faq    

Get more 

value out of    
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equipment, and power tools. You can also check out 

the wishlists of people near you and add things they 

are looking for! Once you start using the site more, 

you'll find that you can get more value out of all the 

stuff you own including clothing, books, and 

household appliances. 

unused 

stuff.  

Anyone can create a public or private group, free of 

charge, for their neighborhood, small town, small 

business, apartment building, sports team or religious 

organization. You can begin creating a group here. 

http://neighbor

goods.net/faq 

Everyone can 

create a local 

group       

We never share your home address with anyone. 

Items are placed on the map with approximate 

location by zip code only. You decide where to meet 

neighbors to share stuff. 

http://neighbor

goods.net/faq      

Home 

address is 

never 

shared.  

The PANIC button is our peer-to-peer conflict 

resolution system. If someone doesn't return an item 

on time, for instance, you can push the PANIC 

button. The PANIC button sends a message to the 

person (as well as to us) and marks his/her profile 

with a very visible public alert that can be seen by 

everyone on NeighborGoods: "This user is involved 

in an unresolved transaction problem!" The alert 

remains on the profile until the user resolves the issue 

with you and you remove it. If a member is 

repeatedly causing panics, we may decide to disable 

his/her account. 

http://neighbor

goods.net/faq 

peer-to-peer 

conflict resolution 

system     

Panic 

button if 

someone 

doesn't 

hold up 

their end 

of the 

deal.   

NeighborGoods acts as a connector only. The 

transactions happen off site between individual users. 

We give you all the tools you need to decide who to 

share with. Beyond that, it's just like if you lend 

something to a neighbor without using 

NeighborGoods. Since we are not directly involved 

in the transaction, we cannot set terms of the 

agreement between users. 

http://neighbor

goods.net/faq 

Transactions 

happen outside of 

platform(payment)

.        

If you've been just dying to try out a bedazzler but 

you can't find one near you, you can add it to your 

wishlist! Everyone nearby will see that you are 

looking for a bedazzler. When someone near you 

adds a bedazzler to their inventory, you will get an 

automatic alert message. 

http://neighbor

goods.net/faq     

Add stuff to 

wishlist so 

people 

nearby can 

see it.    

the sharing-service startup NeighborGoods promotes 

real sharing -- or rather, the sharing of real goods. 

NeighborGoods is an online network that facilitates 

local sharing. Members are interested in borrowing 

and renting, but not selling, their items to one 

another. 

http://www.jus

tmeans.com/bl

ogs/neighborg

oods-an-

online-

network-

promoting-

actual-sharing 

Facilitates local 

sharing       

When you add an item to the NeighborGoods 

inventory, you can allow your friends to borrow the 

item for free, for example, while charging others a 

rental fee to use it. Or you can decide to make the 

item only available to friends. "It's your stuff, so you 

set the rules." 

http://www.jus

tmeans.com/bl

ogs/neighborg

oods-an-

online-

network-

promoting-

actual-sharing    

You set the 

rules for 

your items    
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NeighborGoods has lots of features that make sharing 

easier: a reservation calendar, automated reminders, 

wishlist alerts, and private messaging between 

neighbors. 

http://www.jus

tmeans.com/bl

ogs/neighborg

oods-an-

online-

network-

promoting-

actual-sharing 

Calendars, 

reminders etc. for 

making it easier.        

Rather than charging a fee based on each transaction, 

posting, renting, and borrowing are all free. There's 

no charge to use the site. Instead, there is an optional 

$4.99 fee in order to verify your identity. "Our 

verification system builds more trust into the network 

and provides verified members with access to more 

items," says the NeighborGoods website. 

http://www.jus

tmeans.com/bl

ogs/neighborg

oods-an-

online-

network-

promoting-

actual-sharing  

Optional 

$4.99 fee for 

verifying 

identification

.      

The verification process, along with a transparent 

peer rating system, helps to promote a safe and 

secure environment in which people can feel 

comfortable sharing and borrowing goods. As the 

name of the company suggests, the service aims to 

help build a stronger community and to "connect 

neighbors in meaningful ways making for happier, 

healthier neighborhoods." 

http://www.jus

tmeans.com/bl

ogs/neighborg

oods-an-

online-

network-

promoting-

actual-sharing 

-verification 

process 
- peer rating 

system 
Build stronger 

communities       

The NeighborGoods service also helps people save 

money and resources, by encouraging us all to store 

less and share more. 

http://www.jus

tmeans.com/bl

ogs/neighborg

oods-an-

online-

network-

promoting-

actual-sharing 

Helps people save 

money and 

resources       

So how does NeighborGoods make money? Well, the 

obvious idea would be to put fees on top of what 

users who rent things out charge — but they’re not 

doing that. Instead, they’ve baked a small fee ($4.99) 

into the verification process. 

https://techcru

nch.com/2010/

06/30/neighbo

rgoods-

national/  

$4.99 fee for 

verification      
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reduction 
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Risk 

reduction 

user 

Put your gear to work while you're not using it. Meet 

local pre-verified pro's and make extra cash renting 

your gear to them. Soon, your gear will pay for itself! 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#?    

Make money 

off of idle 

gear    

We require each renter to purchase or present coverage 

for 100% of the replacement value of your equipment. 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#?      

100% 

replacement 

value of 

equipment  
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Every member under goes multiple identity checks. 

Two-step phone verification, state issued ID upload 

and bank level identity verification backed with a 

passport or social security number. 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#? 

Member 

undergoes id 

checks, 

phone 

verification 

and bank 

level ID 

verification       

Earn on Avg $1000 per month 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#?   

Earn avg 

$1000 

per 

month     

Listing your items on ShareGrid is free. Once you are 

approved, we even offer a free concierge service to list 

your items on the community for you, all you have to 

do is review. If your item is rented, ShareGrid charges 

a 12% marketplace fee from your profits, as well as a 

3% credit card processing fee. You keep 85% of rental 

charges which are directly deposited to your bank 

account. 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#?  

ShareGrid 

charges 12% 

marketplace 

fee from 

profits, 3% 

credit card 

processing 

fee.  

85% of 

rental 

charges 

for 

provider 

-free listing 

and 

concierge 

service    

Your gear is protected by ShareGrid's proprietary 

verification system. Each ShareGrid member is 

verified multiple ways, including state ID, mobile 

phone verification, insurance verification, credit card 

& bank verification, and professional profile review. 

Additional trust indicators such as public reviews, 

social links, check sheets, profile photos and more help 

you stay safe and secure. In the 0.2% chance there is a 

claim, we help both parties through the claim process 

with our friendly and fair customer service. 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#?    

Friendly and 

fair 

customer 

service  

- Multiple 

user 

verifications.  
- 0.2% 

chance of a 

claim 
- turst 

indicators, 

such as 

reviews, 

social links, 

check sheets, 

pohotos..  

You are always in control, you are free to deny rental 

requests prior to the start date, set dates that your gear 

is unavailable so it can't be booked, or cancel last 

minute if plans change. 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#?    

Full control 

of rental ( 

set dates, 

denial, 

cancel)    

Feel free to set your own meeting place. If you’re not 

comfortable meeting at one of your residences, we 

recommend public places such as cafes 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#?    

Set own 

meeting 

place, public 

places etc.    

All gear is expected to be returned by 12 noon on the 

designated return day. You should strive to return your 

rentals on time. If you expect to return a rental late, 

contact the owner immediately. As a renter, you will 

build your reputation in the ShareGrid community and 

a late return may be reflected in your profile reviews. 

If you receive negative reviews, owners may be 

hesitant to rent to you in the future and your account 

may be suspended or terminated. 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#? 

review 

system       

Furthermore, we can charge a late fee per the owner’s 

request if you do not return the gear on time. This is on 

a per day basis. So if you return the gear at 5pm when 

it was expected by 12 noon, you will be charged a full 

additional day. 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#?      

Late fee on 

late returns  
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If you damage the equipment during the rental, please 

fill out the Claim Form. Then you must contact your 

insurance provider and the owner to move forward 

with making a claim. 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#?       

Fill out 

claim form 

and contact 

insurance 

provider if 

equipment 

is damaged 

If this damage prohibits you from using the equipment, 

you can search on ShareGrid for a replacement or we 

will be happy to help you find a replacement on 

ShareGrid or elsewhere. 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#?     

Search on 

ShareGrid if 

damage 

prohibits 

use.    

You may contact the owner and request to extend your 

rental. If approved by the owner, contact 

usimmediately and we will help you with extending 

your insurance policy terms or damage waiver terms, if 

applicable. Once the insurance has been successfully 

extended, you’ll need to book any additional dates 

online as a new rental with that owner and select “I 

have insurance” and upload the new insurance 

document (if applicable) that reflects the new dates. 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#?     

Request 

extended 

rental if 

necessary by 

the owner.   

The overall price of short-term insurance is determined 

by the coverage amount and the duration of the policy. 

As you select your options, your premium will update 

live in the lower right-hand corner of the screen. 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#?       

Insurance 

amount 

defined by 

coverage 

amount 

and 

duration 

Funds may show as “Pending” on renter’s card as they 

are held by the bank. If the authorization fails at any 

point, renter is able to update the payment method and 

try again. It’s important to update payment right away 

to avoid the rental being cancelled due to non-

payment. If the authorization is successful you will see 

a “Payment successfully authorized” message from the 

owner to the renter in the rental message thread. 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#?      

Funds held at 

renters 

account.   

Once the rental is complete, the authorization is turned 

into a charge and the final amount is charged on the 

renter’s card and deposited into the owner’s account 

within 2-3 business days by the banks. 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#?      

When rental 

complete, 

authorization 

is turned into 

a charge. 

Deposited 

within 2-3 

business days 

by bank.   

In all of our communities, ShareGrid retains a 15% 

commission on every transaction from the owner’s 

proceeds (3% of that goes to credit card fees). We also 

charge a 5% Processing Fee to the renter per 

transaction. We only take our cut once the transaction 

has been completed. 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c

om/founding

?#?  

15% 

comission 

on every 

transaction. 

5% 

processing 

fee to renter 

per 

transaction.       

Pro and Elite Badges indicate members who are 

reputable ShareGrid members. These members have a 

proven track record for providing smooth transactions, 

http://welcom

e.sharegrid.c       

Reputation 

system for 
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great communication, and are well reviewed within the 

ShareGrid community. 

om/founding

?#? 

reliable 

members 

ShareGrid is a peer-to-peer camera rental website 

where indie filmmakers can earn extra income by 

renting out their gear to other local filmmakers. Of 

course, filmmakers can rent out their own equipment 

outside of such a service, but ShareGrid makes sure 

that every rental is insured and every renter is verified. 

http://www.i

ndiewire.com

/2015/10/here

s-how-

sharegrid-

plans-to-be-

the-airbnb-

of-

production-

equipment-

57085/ 

peer-to-peer 

camera 

rental 

website   

Earn extra 

income by 

renting out 

gear.    

the company now has over 2100 members and has 

already listed over $23 million dollars worth of 

inventory (with prices generally around 40-50% lower 

than rental houses), with the average top user making 

as much as $850/month renting gear on the web site. 

http://www.i

ndiewire.com

/2015/10/here

s-how-

sharegrid-

plans-to-be-

the-airbnb-

of-

production-

equipment-

57085/ 

Over 2100 

members 

and $23 

million 

dollars worth 

equipment.   

Users 

making 

avg. 

$850 a 

month     

The membership and service is free! 

http://www.i

ndiewire.com

/2015/10/here

s-how-

sharegrid-

plans-to-be-

the-airbnb-

of-

production-

equipment-

57085/ 

Membership 

and service 

is free       

We do, however, take a 12% commission of every 

transaction, which is some of the lowest in our 

industry. 

http://www.i

ndiewire.com

/2015/10/here

s-how-

sharegrid-

plans-to-be-

the-airbnb-

of-

production-

equipment-

57085/  

12% 

comission 

on every 

transaction      

Once you find the item you need, you can send a 

message to the owner and request the item(s) for a 

specific period of time by using our interactive 

calendar tool. And based on the cost of replacement, 

you can either purchase our own Damage Waiver 

coverage or insurance through our exclusive insurance 

partner, Athos Insurance. We’ve built a live insurance 

platform where you can purchase short-term or annual 

insurance on the spot within the ShareGrid 

marketplace. 

http://www.i

ndiewire.com

/2015/10/here

s-how-

sharegrid-

plans-to-be-

the-airbnb-

of-

production-

equipment-

57085/     

Buy 

insurance for 

rental and 

contact 

owner for 

requesting 

item.    
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The other obvious strength worth noting is that our 

prices have consistently been 30-50% lower than what 

rental houses list. 

http://www.i

ndiewire.com

/2015/10/here

s-how-

sharegrid-

plans-to-be-

the-airbnb-

of-

production-

equipment-

57085/     

Prices 30-

50% lower 

than rental 

houses   

The main selling point is similar to other sharing 

economy startups: Equipment owners see better 

utilization of their gear and are able to make some 

money in the process, while renters benefit from lower 

prices compared to the alternatives. 

https://techcr

unch.com/20

16/07/13/shar

egrid/    

Make money 

on idle 

equipment 

Lower prices 

for renters.   

Along with the investment, ShareGrid is announcing it 

is launching ShareGrid Hubs, a number of central 

locations to meet and drop off/pick up equipment 

https://techcr

unch.com/20

16/07/13/shar

egrid/ 

ShareGrid 

Hubs for 

meetup 

places.        
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Texts ( translated by Google Translate from Spanish) Source 
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Revenu

e 
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(for the 
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er 
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e 
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r Value 

propositi

on 

Risk 

reducti

on 
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r 

Risk 

reducti

on user 

RENT YOUR LOOK DEBUTS AT EVERY PARTY! 
You're invited to a wedding and you have nothing to wear? 

www.lamasmona.com is your solution. Hire a web party dresses and all 

kinds of accessories for you to be the perfect guest at your events. The 

best way to brand new outfit on each party not break the bank trying! https://www.lama

smona.com/ 

Rent outfit 

for occasion       

You can choose your look from a catalog of more than 1,000 dresses of 

all shapes and styles as well as sets of two parts: skirts, pants or 

coveralls. In addition, in the Mona attach great importance to details, 

so we also have an extensive catalog of accessories: more than 500 

headdresses as pamelas, plates, wreaths, canotiers, turbans ... We also 

have handbags, jewelry, gloves, belts , outerwear ... Everything you 

could possibly need to be the perfect guest. https://www.lama

smona.com/     

choose 

from 

dresses or 

accessori

es   

The cuter offers a second cabinet, so that a click you can go to your 

event spectacular and never repeat the same look. You can rent the 

entire styling or just accessories that will give that special touch to your 

look And the best? Everything in one place and with help of a stylist! 

Let yourself advice in person (in our showroom in Madrid or 

Barcelona), by phone or through our web chat. You can consult our 

team of stylists, all your doubts protocol, styling, trends and see what 

suits you best depending on the event you have. https://www.lama

smona.com/     

- rent the 

entire 

styling or 

just the 

accessori

es 
- styling 

advice in 

shop, by 

phone or   
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through 

web chat 

What is The Most Mona? 
It is an online dress rental store that offers you the opportunity to wear 

the dresses of the brands and designers you always wanted to wear. It's 

a closet full of cocktail and party dresses so you do not repeat model 

ever. 

https://www.lama

smona.com/como-

funciona 

online dress 

rental store       

How do I find the perfect style for me? 
- You can easily filter all our dresses and accessories by size, price, 

designer, color, occasion ...  
- See the detail of each dress or accessory, there you will find notes and 

tips of our stylists, detailed photos, all the measurements of the dress 

and Necessary technical information.  
- You can check our size guide (we measure all the dresses) to see what 

your perfect size would be  
- See the ratings of other clients who have rented the same model.  
If you need more help, you can directly contact our stylists by calling 

toll free 902 566 511 or through our online chat. 

https://www.lama

smona.com/como-

funciona 

- filters ( 

size, 

color,price...

etc) 
- size guide 
- rating from 

other clients       

How can I rent in La Mona? 
1. Select your ideal look: Choose the clothes you want to rent, the date 

of your event and your size (Our calendar will help you find the dresses 

we have available for the date of your event). If you click on the 

calendar of a product does not let you select the date 48h before your 

event (if your event is a Saturday must select the previous Thursday) is 

that it is not available those days. 
 
2. Shipment: Choose the date you want to receive your order, you can 

reserve it up to 6 months in advance to make sure no one takes it off! 

Or until 24h before if you go very fair of time. You will receive it the 

day you tell us by courier, at your home, office or hotel.  
 
* If the rent is made on the Friday of the same week of the wedding, 

we will contact you as soon as possible to confirm the delivery of the 

order. 
 
3. Return: Put the dress inside the box in which you received your 

order, packed in the plastic bags that you will find inside, without the 

carrier (it is a gift!). A courier will pick you up at the delivery address 

or wherever you tell us. 

https://www.lama

smona.com/como-

funciona 

easy return: 

in the same 

box it was 

shipped in       

How long can I rent it? 
The rental period is 4 days by default, counting from the day you 

receive your order. Usually, the events are usually a Friday or a 

Saturday, we almost always deliver the order on a Thursday, the return 

being Monday. 
Can I rent it any longer? 
Yes, as long as your products are available for the dates you want. Call 

us and check availability. There is an extra cost for each day, it is 35% 

of the rental price. 

https://www.lama

smona.com/como-

funciona 

default rental 

is 4 days, but 

customer can 

choose to 

prolong it. 

35% 

extra 

for 

prolong

ed 

rental      

How does the payment process work? 
At the moment of making your online reservation we will charge the 

total amount of the rent plus the deposit or insurance (the option you 

have chosen). If you opt for the insurance - you do not have to pay it at 

the time of making the rent, you can do it the same week of your event. 

If you choose to deposit - When we receive your suit back and verify 

https://www.lama

smona.com/como-

funciona  

- rent of 

the 

cloth 
- 

deposit 
- 

optinal      
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that everything is correct, we will make the deposit of the same in the 

same method in which you paid. 

insuran

ce 

What advantages does the insurance have to pay? 
Paying accident insurance (which only costs 20% of the price of your 

rent) you will be ensuring your fun before any accident you may have 

with the dress or touched! We do not want you to be uncomfortable all 

night worried about the dress. We want you to just worry about 

enjoying! 

https://www.lama

smona.com/como-

funciona  

offer 

insuran

ce that 

is 20% 

of the 

rent      

If you can not get closer to our stores, you can request a test at home. 

We will send you up to 4 dresses or headdresses so you can try them 

wherever you want. The cost is simply the shipping cost: € 10. The 

home test is ordered online within each dress there is a button that says 

"I want to try it at home". When you order online we will call you to 

see when it is good for you to send them to us. 
https://www.lama

smona.com/como-

funciona 

try on at 

home: send 4 

dress to try 

shippin

g cost 

10 

Euros 

for 

trying      

What is the Vintage Club? 
The Vintage Club is a service that we give to our clients to help them 

to make their wardrobes more profitable, by renting those garments 

they no longer use and making money every time they are rented.  
If you have clothes that you think fit in our catalog (we do not accept 

"quick fashion", products that do not fit our style criteria or products 

whose fabrics are too fragile for rent) you can send us a photo of them 

through our App, and if they are accepted we will pay you 35% of each 

rental they have. 

https://www.lama

smona.com/como-

funciona   

Owner 

receive 

35% of 

each 

rental 

of their 

garmen

ts 

- renting 

garment 

no longer 

needed 

and make 

money 
- send the 

photos 

through 

App    

Why only 35%? Do you take 65%? 
We take care of everything for you, and we cover all the expenses of 

the operation: we keep the dress, we send it for tests, we clean it in 

special dry cleaning after each rent, boxes and covers of the shipments, 

stylists ... After all these Expenses our profitability remains at 30%, 

and we also have to pay the photo of the catalog (30 €), so a vintage 

dress usually do not start to monetize the second rental, while you do it 

from the first since You do not run with any of these expenses. 

https://www.lama

smona.com/como-

funciona  

the 

compan

y takes 

65% of 

the 

rental to 

cover 

operatio

n      

What if I want to use them someday? 
You can use it whenever you want. You will have to pay € 15 for 

cleaning costs after use or if you prefer you can take it to the dry 

cleaner and bring it clean again. You can come to pick it up at our 

showroom in Madrid or we will send it to you wherever you tell us (in 

this case you would have to pay € 10 of shipping costs) 

https://www.lama

smona.com/como-

funciona   

the 

owner 

can 

still the 

garmen

t at the 

time 

they 

want     

What if I want to sell it? 
We can put them on sale in our Outlet. If we sell our commission will 

be 20% on the final price. 

https://www.lama

smona.com/como-

funciona  

takes 

20% off 

the sale 

price 

Owner 

can 

choose 

to sell 

the 

garmen

t and 

get 

80% of 

the 

price     
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The Most Mona is the Airbnb of fashion , a place where any woman 

can wear the latest dresses and accessories from the best designers 

from just € 40, and also monetize her wardrobe by putting her own 

dresses and accessories for rent. Since its launch in late 2012, its 

database has grown to almost 100,000 registered users, far surpassing 

its catalog and generating more than 40% stock breakages in some 

months. For that reason, The More Mona has launched a round of 

crowdfunding to finance purchases of stock, improved its website and 

internal management systems and marketing. In just a few days the 

campaign has already reached a third of its target of € 150,000 . 

http://cincodias.el

pais.com/cincodia

s/2015/02/12/tecn

ologia/142374963

3_848001.html 

- "Airbnb of 

fashion"   

- monitize 

the 

wardrobe 

by renting 

- wear the 

latest 

dresses 

and 

accrssorie

s at lower 

price   

The customers of La Mona can not only rent the latest of the best 

designers, but they can also make money by renting those party dresses 

and accessories that they no longer use. According to Polo Villaamil, 

this is the best way to get some money from clothing and accessories 

that are pre-owned: "There are other platforms where you can sell these 

products, but it usually takes more than 4 months to sell the most 

expensive products, A discount of 80% We think that it is much better 

to rent them 6 times for 15% their PVP and to be able to continue using 

them when you want, and that is what we offer in our Vintage Club, 

where the owner of each product takes the 50 % Of each rental in cash 

at the end of each month ". 

http://cincodias.el

pais.com/cincodia

s/2015/02/12/tecn

ologia/142374963

3_848001.html    

make 

money by 

renting 

out their 

dresses 

and 

accessori

es    

Wayra , Telefónica's startups accelerator, has selected it because of the 

disruption of its offer and its business model: rent designer clothing for 

special events (weddings and more or less solemn ceremonies) and for 

less formal events, such as Dinner or a night out a bit special. They are 

in Madrid. In short they will also be in Barcelona. Polo Villaamil had 

the idea and is taking it forward. 

http://www.contu

negocio.es/experie

ncias-de-

pymes/la-mas-

mona-alquilar-

ropa-de-diseno-

es-la-ultima-

tendencia-en-

moda/ 

rent designer 

clothing for 

special 

events       

What is the Most Mona Vintage Club ?  
 
It is the proposal so that our clients can make their own wardrobe 

profitable, those clothes that they liked and used only once. 

Lamasmona.com will half-share the rental income with them. That is, 

you can wear clothes that interest you and give in rent that you no 

longer use, but that other girls would like to rent. 

http://www.contu

negocio.es/experie

ncias-de-

pymes/la-mas-

mona-alquilar-

ropa-de-diseno-

es-la-ultima-

tendencia-en-

moda/   

Vintag

e club: 

rent out 

your 

own 

cloth     

What is the business model? 
 
The customer experience is key. Women want to feel good, spectacular 

... and at the same time have the closet crammed with garments they 

have worn only once or twice. They feel bad about it. We give you the 

option of wearing attractive clothing by renting designer clothes, latest 

trend clothing or consecrated designers; We deliver it at the time you 

want, we collect it without cost. We say, "Put what you want, 

whenever you want, and see spectacular anywhere you need." We also 

give you advice and styling by phone, online or in our showrooms . 

http://www.contu

negocio.es/experie

ncias-de-

pymes/la-mas-

mona-alquilar-

ropa-de-diseno-

es-la-ultima-

tendencia-en-

moda/ 

focus on 

customer 

experience       

Lamasmona.com, online portal that allows you to rent "Total looks" 

from the best designers at affordable prices, has recently moved its 

showroom to the capital of Madrid (Calle Génova 11). With an 

unbeatable advice service and the latest collections of the best firms, 

La Mona opens a gap as a reference in the world of fashion. 

http://www.larazo

n.es/lifestyle/mod

a/la-mas-mona-

vestir-de-lujo-a-

precios-low-cost-

NA10107912 

rent from 

best 

designers at 

affordable 

price       
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The More Mona offers the client a team of stylists to advise her and 

help her find the perfect look. You can let you advise both in the 

showroom, as well as by phone or chat and find what suits you the 

most. 

http://www.larazo

n.es/lifestyle/mod

a/la-mas-mona-

vestir-de-lujo-a-

precios-low-cost-

NA10107912     

Team of 

stylist to 

advice the 

client   

RESERVE your dress or complement: The rental system is very 

simple, La Mona has a website www.lamasmona.com precise and 

intuitive where the customer will register and you will be able to 

navigate among the numerous dresses and accessories, rent and let the 

look reserved You want for the date of your event. 

http://www.larazo

n.es/lifestyle/mod

a/la-mas-mona-

vestir-de-lujo-a-

precios-low-cost-

NA10107912     

reserve 

the cloth 

for the 

date you 

need   

INSURANCE: The cuter given the option to hire a rental insurance 

(which costs 20% of the rental price and covers any accident) to enjoy 

the party without any hassles. If this insurance is not contracted and the 

dress is damaged, it would have to pay half the PVP of the suit 

(subtracting the rent and bond that had already paid). 

http://www.larazo

n.es/lifestyle/mod

a/la-mas-mona-

vestir-de-lujo-a-

precios-low-cost-

NA10107912  

Insuran

ce ( 

20% of 

the 

rental 

price)   

Optional 

Insurance   

THE BEST DESIGNERS 
More Mona has the best designers to dress their clients like Amaya 

Arzuaga, Sayan, Double Ikkat, Panambi, Hoss Intropia. In addition, as 

we have already anticipated, new brands such as Barea Barcelona, 

Esther Noriega, Nana Golmar and Jewels Casilda Finat, among others. 

http://www.larazo

n.es/lifestyle/mod

a/la-mas-mona-

vestir-de-lujo-a-

precios-low-cost-

NA10107912     

corporate 

with best 

designers   

 

MsParis 

 

Texts ( translated from Chinese) Source 

Value Proposition(for 

the firm) 

Revenue 

Stream (for 

the firm) 

Customer 

Value 

proposition 

Risk 

reduction 

provider 

Risk 

reduction 

user 

我们是一个提供礼服包包短租的时尚平台 
爱靓衫美包 但更关键 是拥有一颗永远要靓的心 
我们致力用最令你满意的支出 
为你提供最适合你的靓衫美包 

http://www.msp

aris.com/aboutu

s/ 

- fashion platform 

offering dress and purse 

rental 
- affordable price 
- designer dress/purse 

-rental price of 

the garment    

月卡： 
每次 3件无限换，押金 500，880/月 
每次 1件无限换， 押金 300，380/yue 

http://www.msp

aris.com/gift-

card  

Monthly 

subscription: 
 
up to 3 dresses 

simutaneously, 

unlimited 

switching, 

880/month 

with 500 

deposit 
1 dress 

simutaneously, 

unlimited 

switching, 

380/month 

with 300 

deposit    
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专业造型指导发送 personal stylist至微信客服，我们的造型师将给你

个性化的场合穿衣建议 

http://www.msp

aris.com/gift-

card 

Professional styling 

advice from our stylist     

Q：初来驾到，如何租赁？ 
1. 注册、登陆，选择心仪的货品、租赁时间、尺寸，加入购物车，

下单，支付。 
2. 租借货品需要支付押金；押金在下单时，随租金、运费一并收取

，通过支付宝或银联在线等方式在线支付。租赁物品归还后退回押

金。 
http://www.msp

aris.com/faqs/ 

- easy process to 

browse, select, order 

and pay 
- deposit is required. 

when the dress is 

returned, deposit is 

released     

Q：商品使用好了如何归还？ 
在商品租赁期到期的前一天，MSPARIS女神派会联系您，商议第二

天的取货时间。同时，请女神们协助MSPARIS女神派： 
1. 收到货物时，请温柔地保留货物的纸箱和内部的礼盒。 
2. 归还依然使用顺丰快递，返还的运费由女神派承担。 
3. 归还时，将使用完的货品，放入我们寄送时的包装盒和纸盒内。 
4. 为了节省时间，女神派随货品附已填好快递单。 

http://www.msp

aris.com/faqs/ 

- return using the same 

box that is sent to you 
- return shipping cost is 

covered in the rent     

Universal woman's truth: a closet full of clothes and nothing to wear. 

Things get even more heated when you've got that black-tie event 

looming on the calendar. Instead of splurging on a dress you'll wear only 

once, turn to Ms Paris. The online dress rental company is stocked with 

designer frocks (think Vera Wang, Marchesa and BCBG Max Azria, to 

name a few) you can rent for a fraction of the retail price for four to eight 

days. Lest your dress make your clutch look shabby, Ms Paris also offers 

designer handbags (and shoes and jewelry) to complete the look. After 

the big event, simply return your items — you don't even need to wash 

them first.  

http://www.savo

teur.com/china/s

hanghai/en/onli

ne/style/ms-

paris 

- online dress rental 
- stocked with designer 

frocks 
- rent for 4 - 8 days 
- designer handbags     

虽然之前没仔细说过，但这家去年三月正式上线的初创公司也算是

行业里的老选手了。“女神派”定位高消费人群，以 B2C 模式做高端

礼服租赁，现可供选择的包括 Vera Wang、Kate Spade、Valentino、

Lanvin、Ralph Lauren 等海外一线品牌。后端供应链上，公司采取

了先买断后上架的方式，商品来自国内外品牌代理商，海外渠道占

绝大部分，创始团队和这些代理商前期有十多年的商务合作关系。 
http://36kr.com/

p/5045530.html 

B2C rental of designer 

dress     

通过礼服租赁积累下一批种子用户后，近日“女神派”新上线了常服

租赁及订阅服务，用户支付会费后就可以在规定期限内无限次租赁

服装。 
 

 
“上线新功能主要是想把那些在平台上租过礼服的消费者转化为长期

用户，进一步提升公司现金流。”Paris 说，“购买订阅服务后，用户

就可以任意选择礼服+常服的搭配，满足自己不同的穿衣需求。”在

她看来，由于前期依靠礼服在消费者心中形成了高端的品牌印象，

现在“从上至下”转向常服市场用户的接受度会更高。 http://36kr.com/

p/5045530.html 

besides designer dress, 

introducing rental of 

daily clothing 

subscription 

fee + rental 

fee  

daily 

clothing 

can be 

changed 

unlimited 

by 

subscription 

customers   

Following in the footsteps of sharing economy giants such as Airbnb and 

Uber is Xu Baizi, an entrepreneur who runs Ms Paris, an online fashion 

rental platform that allows women to pick from a staggering selection of 

more than 10,000 designer dresses. 

http://europe.chi

nadaily.com.cn/

epaper/2016-

10/21/content_2

7126619.htm 

online fashion rental 

platform  

allow 

women to 

pick from a 

stagging 

selection of 

designer 

dresses   
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Appendix B – Co-creation & Control 
 

 

Uber 

Co-creation (High) 

Given the nature of transportation service, driver is always present during the entire 

consumption process whether it’s the regular Uber or Uber Ridesharing. The rider 

cannot experience an Uber ride without a driver. The driver’s skills, attitude and 

experience will have a great impact on the overall experience of a ride. Hence the driver 

must always be considered as a value co-creator, according to the definition in Chapter 

2 and both Uber services are always co-created by the driver and rider. Since Uber is 

reliant on a third party driving the car and offering the services, co-creation scores are 

high.  

 

Control 

Availability (0) 

Both Uber Regular and Uber Ridesharing drivers can choose to drive fulltime or part-

time and at any time they want to drive. They arrange their own schedules and have 

full control on their availabilities.  

 

Price (10) 

In contrary, trip fare is completely determined by Uber. Neither the driver nor the 

rider can decide or even negotiate on the price. Activation of surge pricing is also 

determined by Uber, based on algorithms from the backend. In both types of services, 

price setting is fully controlled by Uber, which is why it is scored a 10 for price 

control. 

 

Quality (6) 

“Uber Regular” has implemented some measures to improve the overall quality of the 

rides. Drivers must go through a screening process before they can starting taking rides 

and riders are encouraged to always rate their rides and experiences. Furthermore, Uber 
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provides courses for drivers before they are accepted as a driver for Uber. However, 

Uber seems to lack means to control the quality of each ride since it very much depends 

on the driver and in some occasions condition of the vehicle. Therefore, control on 

quality is considered to be on its overall service quality.  

 

GoMore Car rental 

Co-creation (Low) 

When individuals rent cars from the owner, they drive the car on their own. The owner 

only provides the vehicle but not driving. Hence the core value creation process is 

considered to be carried out by the driver, or the renter. In a normal rental experience, 

the renter wouldn’t need to contact the owner unless he gets into unexpected situations. 

In such cases, the renter is the only value creator and the owner is only a value facilitator. 

Because of this, the co-creation level is low.  

 

Control 

Availability (0) 

It’s completely up to the owner to decide on whether their vehicle is available for 

rental and when. The owner can also decide whether or not to accept a particular 

rental request. Control from the platform on availability is very low.  

 

Price (0) 

Gomore rental prices are determined by the owners of the cars. They are responsible 

for listing their cars with descriptions and pictures in order to attract customers. 

Gomore works only as the platform that connects these two parties together and 

handle any issues in case anything should happen. The control for price by the 

platform is thus low. 

 

Quality (8) 

The users of cars will leave feedback to their experience and the same will be done by 

the car owners, in order to review how well managed the rental of the car was. 

GoMore uses this to ensure that high quality is maintained and all parties will have a 

pleasant experience with renting and renting out private cars. Furthermore, insurance 
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costs will cover any damages done by users in the time the car is rented, which gives 

Gomore rental a high score on quality control. 

 

GoMore ridesharing 

Co-creation (High) 

Similar to Uber Ridesharing, GoMore ridesharing also offers a transportation service, 

which involves a driver at all times. Customer experience is greatly affected by the 

driver, making him a value co-creator. Therefore, GoMore ridesharing scores high on 

co-creation.  

 

Control 

Availability (0) 

The drivers of cars can offer rides based on their own availability and set their 

schedule for departure and arrival themselves. They decide where to pick up the 

people that want to engage in ridesharing and which destination to drop them off. 

Customers can request alternative routes to being picked up or dropped off, which 

needs to be approved by the provider. The availability control of Gomore ridesharing 

is low based on this.  

 

Price (0) 

Gomore does not control prices for ridesharing among individuals. The price is set by 

the provider of the route, who determines how many seats are available and how 

much should be charged per seat for the ones that want to join the ride. 

 

Quality (4) 

Quality control is measured by the two-way reviewing system where passengers will 

review the driver of the car and the driver will review the people that were ridesharing. 

Compared with GoMore car rental, passengers cannot perform a vehicle check on every 

ride sharing tour, hence the control of GoMore ridesharing on quality is lower than car 

rental, on a medium level.  
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DriveNow 

Co-creation (Low) 

DriveNow resembles traditional car rental in many ways, since it is centralized from a 

company in cooperation with the municipal of Copenhagen. The only difference is the 

way the value proposition and pricing strategy is set up, which introduces 

untraditional way of payment that is minute based. The renters can locate the cars 

through the app and unlock it if it’s available and start driving immediately from 

there. There is no involvement from the company itself besides approving the rental.  

 

Control 

Availability (10) 

Since all DriveNow vehicles are provided by the company, availability is fully 

controlled by DriveNow. The company decides the city they operate in and how many 

vehicles they provide in a particular city. Customers cannot by any means increase the 

availability of vehicles in a certain area. Hence control of availability from DriveNow 

is considered extremely high.  

 

Price (10) 

Similar to availability, price is set by the company alone. Customers must accept the 

price if they wish to use the service. The cost of the rental is automatically charged 

from the customer’s account through the app. Control on price is also high. 

 

Quality (7) 

Since what DriveNow offers is essentially a car rental service, quality of the service 

mainly depends on the condition of the vehicle. While reserving a car on the app, 

customer can see the level of battery of the car and the distance it can drive, making 

sure the car can fit the requirement of the customer. Furthermore, before the customer 

drives the car, he is recommended to inspect the car and compare with the damages 

recorded in the app. In case of unrecorded damages, it shall be reported to customer 

service. Overall speaking, control on quality by DriveNow is high. 
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Airbnb 

Co-creation (Medium) 

The level of co-creation depends on the level of involvement from the company and 

the provider’s side. Since there are various options when renting a flat through 

Airbnb, the involvement level also varies based on what solution the renter prefers. 

As mentioned earlier, there are options where a flat has a host or a co-host when 

someone else steps in to help with the experience. However, there are also options 

where one solely rents the apartment and does not receive any hosting. In these cases, 

the level of co-creation would be low. If there would be a host or co-host, the co-

creation level would be high, because of the consistent involvement from someone 

that represents the provider and offers services. Co-creation would also be high in 

regards to people that rent shared apartments, where the owner is present during the 

stay.  

 

Control 

Availability (0) 

Airbnb offers a flexible date range, where providers are the sole determiners of when 

they want to rent out property, which also gives Airbnb a low level of control 

concerning time availability. If Airbnb were the ones to provide dates and determine 

renting periods, they would have had a higher control of time availability. 

Price (4) 

It is solely up to the provider regarding the price setting. They are the ones to determine 

how high or low the price should be set. Meanwhile, Airbnb can suggest price 

recommendations which are expected to influence the host’s decision of price, which 

is why this gives the company a medium level of control regarding price setting. If there 

would have been a minimum and/or maximum price setting determined by Airbnb and 

the prices would automatically adjust during peak seasons, the level of control would 

thus also be high. 

 

Quality (4) 

After a rental, the host and renter can rate each other to provide feedback to 

improvements for the future or just in general comment on their experiences. This will 
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automatically lead to a higher level of quality over a long period of time. But Airbnb 

has no direct control on each individual hosting as it’s jointly determined by the 

condition of the housing and the host. Due to this, Airbnb has a medium level of quality 

control. If they were to directly contact providers with poor reviews in order to improve 

or potentially shutting down the place, they would have had a high level of quality 

control. 

 

Couchsurfing 

Co-creation (High) 

Travelers live at local people’s homes, which is the concept behind Couchsurfing. The 

travelers are in constant contact with the hosts while living there and can have a more 

local experience based on this. Since the host is always present and a part of the 

accommodation experience, co-creation remains high. 

Control 

Availability (0) 

The host determines the availability of when they want people to stay at their place. 

Whenever they feel like it, they can mark their calendar as available on couchsurfing, 

in order to have travelers come by for a stay. There availability control is low for 

Couchsurfing.  

 

Price (10) 

The concept of couchsurfing is that travelers should be able to stay for free, which 

eliminates the possibility for hosts to charge the guests. One can argue that there is no 

control on price setting since there is no price at all, but we prefer to view it as complete 

control from the platform since essentially all prices are set to be zero. So price control 

on Couchsurfing is high. 

 

Quality (2) 

Quality control is only made through the two-way rating system, where the host is rated 

and also the travelers. Travelers and hosts will automatically prefer users with higher 

ratings and sort out the ones with bad reviews. Similar to Airbnb, this means that quality 
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control is medium, since couchsurfing does not forbid any users with poor reviews and 

have no direct control on each hosting activity. 

 

Fiverr 

Co-creation (Low) 

Fiverr brings a typical example of co-production/co-design, where the buyers have to 

participate throughout the design phase and request the designer to revise the work until 

it is finally accepted. However, once the order is completed and the buyer has accepted 

the work, neither the producer nor the platform gets involved in the consumption 

phase.  No matter where and how the customer chooses to use the work, he is doing it 

without participation from the provider and is the sole creator of value. Hence co-

creation is considered as low on Fiverr although co-production is high.  

 

Control 

Availability (4) 

The freelance service providers can determine their own availability to when they want 

to take freelance requests. Once they have accepted a request from the customer, they 

are bound to deliver the agreed upon service within the time restriction. The availability 

is thus strict in some aspects, which is why it would be classified as low-medium. 

 

Price (5) 

The providers can set the price within a specific price range which starts from $5. This 

is determined by Fiverr, due to the initial concept which was $5 services that could be 

bought from the website. Since Fiverr provides the framework for the price setting, the 

level of control is medium.  

 

Quality (8) 

The freelancer’s work must be reviewed and accepted by the customer before the order 

is completed and the freelancer is paid. Although Fiverr doesn’t directly control the 

quality of every piece of work, it’s done by the customer. Furthermore, Fiverr has also 

deployed rating system so that freelancers are encouraged to provide work of better 
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quality to accumulate their ratings and reputation. Together, these measures have 

brought Fiverr’s quality control to be high. 

Udemy 

Co-creation (Low-Medium) 

The customers on Udemy’s site have the ability to choose the courses they want for 

private or professional self-development. After the customers buy a course they will 

have access to several videos that are part of the learning period. There is not a live 

interaction going on when the customers are being taught, but there is a possibility of 

asking questions to the teacher as you move along. The level of co-creation is low-

medium because of this. If there would be live sessions where teacher and student 

would be in constant interaction, the co-creation level would be higher.  

 

Control 

Availability (1) 

The instructors can choose whether they want to publish a course on Udemy, when to 

prepare the course materials and when to publish the course. Once the course is 

published, the instructor is not required to be present when the students take the course. 

Furthermore, anyone can choose to teach any topic on Udemy; there is no restriction 

on the scope of the courses. Hence control on availability is low on Udemy. 

 

Price (0) 

Udemy hasn’t put any restriction on the price of the courses. On Udemy, courses from 

free to 200 Euros can be found. Instructors can fully decide the price of the course 

based on the topic, content and length of the course. Control on price is also 

considered to be low.  

 

Quality (8) 

The people that choose a specific course, will have the possibility of rating the course 

after it’s finished. Courses with higher ratings will also receive more customers, 

which will automatically filter out the ones with poor reviews. Furthermore, Udemy 

provides a course quality checklist and does a quality check on various aspects of the 

courses before they are published in order to check if it meets the description and 
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labelled learning requirements. The quality control level is high based on their way of 

conducting business. 

Toursbylocals 

 

Co-creation (High) 

Co-creation for ToursByLocals is high because of the constant interaction between 

the customers and the tour guides when purchasing a tour plan through the website. 

The services offered by the guides is the product in this case and ends when the tour is 

finished.  

 

Control 

Availability (2) 

As explained on its official website, guides can determine their own availability. 

Guides can manage the availability of the tours through the calendar feature on the 

website, result in a low control from the platform. 

 

Price (1) 

Guides decide on the price of each tour on their own. Other than the guidance that “price 

should be on tours, not on number of travelers”, the platform doesn’t impose any other 

restrictions on price of the tours. Control on price is also considered low. 

 

Quality (7) 

Toursbylocals will not deposit money into the tour guides account before the trip is 

finished and a confirmation has been received by the customer. Furthermore, they will 

follow up with any matters with the tour guides, if they would operate outside of the 

framework they’re given. The guides must go through a selection process upon 

joining the platform and each tour is vetted before it’s published, as part of the quality 

control measures of Toursbylocals. However, the quality of each individual tour 

cannot be directly controlled by the platform but is rather in the hands of the guide. 

Overall speaking, control on quality is medium-high on Toursbylocals. 

Kickstarter 

Co-creation (Medium) 
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Once a project has reached its goal, the fundraising is considered successful and the 

creator will receive the money they have raised to start fulfilling the projects. During 

the fulfillment process, the creator need to constantly communicate with the backers 

and update them with the process. Once the project is completed, the creator must get 

the agreed rewards to the backers as set during the fundraising. Due to the continuous 

interaction between the creator and backers, value is believed to be co-created between 

the two parties. However, the creators have a more active role than the backers hence 

the value co-creation level is medium. 

Control 

Availability (1) 

Once the funding starts, the project has a deadline where it needs to meet its goal for 

funding. If the goal is not met, the project will not be funded and all backers will be 

lost. It is up to the company that is being funded to keep updates going for their backers, 

which give Kickstarter low control on availability. 

 

Price (1) 

The creator team sets the amount they are raising and the reward for the backers. The 

platform doesn’t involve in price setting in any way, other than restricting certain types 

of rewards such as equity, revenue sharing and investment opportunities. Therefore, 

price control on Kickstarter is low. 

 

Quality (4) 

Quality of the projects is to a large extent dependent on the creator. Except for charity, 

Kickstarter allows fundraising for almost any creative projects. However, Kickstarter 

requires that each project must have a fundraising goal and the project must create 

something to be shared with the backers. Also if the project involves manufacturing of 

physical goods, creators are required to present a prototype along with the project. 

Control on quality is therefore considered by us to be medium on Kickstarter. 

 

GoFundMe 

Co-creation (Low) 
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Once the campaign is created and donation is transferred to the owner of the 

campaign, the money is used without involvement from the donors. The receiver can 

post updates on their dashboard about how the money is spent and the personal 

situation but it is not mandatory. There is no practical way for donors to track and 

impact how the money is spent. Hence value creation is mainly carried out by the 

receiver, leading to a low value co-creation.  

 

Control 

Availability (0) 

People using Gofundme can use it for all kind of purposes. It is claimed as a liberal 

platform that gives room for all kind of causes. Everyone can set up a Gofundme page 

and after that just share it with social circles and hope for some funding. There is no 

goal for the funding nor is there a deadline. This implies that Gofundme has low 

control on availability. 

 

Price (0) 

The receiver sets their own fundraising amount. Gofundme doesn’t restrict how much 

the campaign is aiming for. Therefore, control for price is low. 

 

Quality (1) 

There is no control of funding campaign and investigations to where funds go. The 

platform is for anyone that feel like they need money. The level of quality control for 

Gofundme is low. Remove a funding campaign  

 

Zopa 

Co-creation (Low) 

Once the borrower has taken a loan, he is free to use the money to fulfill the purpose 

and obligated to pay back the loan and interest at the agreed time. Other than that, there 

is no other involvement from the platform nor the lender, the borrower is creating the 

value on his own.  

From a lender’s perspective, his investment is spread out and splitted into smaller 

amount by Zopa to reduce risk, which represents co-production phase. After that, the 
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lender shall receive paid back interest on a regular basis, without having to interact with 

the platform or the borrower. 

In both situations, value is created alone by the user. Hence value co-creation is 

considered low on Zopa. 

 

Control 

Availability (2) 

The lender can choose how much money that should be lent out through Zopa. They 

are free to invest any amount between £10-25,000 and only need to provide license if 

the amount exceeds £25,000. The loan can be for maximum 5 years and the lender has 

the possibility of selling the loan before time to someone else if wanted. Control on the 

lender side is actually very low. 

Meanwhile, the borrowers can only choose from the loan plan offered by Zopa based 

on their needs. They can still decide on the amount they want to load but the term of 

the loan is predefined by Zopa. hence the control on availability on the borrower side 

is higher. 

Considering both sides, the general control on availability is low, with a score of 2.  

 

Price (7) 

For lenders, they decide the rate of return and length of their investment and are free to 

invest any amount between £10-25,000. However, the borrowers can only select from 

established load plans which has fixed term and interest rate. If we consider interest 

rate or rate of return as the price for loans, it appears that Zopa has a very high control 

on the borrower's price and lower control on lenders, resulting in a medium-high overall 

control on price of 7. 

 

Quality (9) 

By spreading out the lender’s money to a number of loans, the risk of losing the 

investment is minimized. Also, Zopa handles the payment from the lender to the 

borrower and the other way around when it’s time to pay the loan back. Zopa will take 

care of missed payments from the borrower and try to collect all lent money plus the 

interest rates to the lender. Even though the company cannot completely eliminate the 
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investment, the above mentioned mechanisms have lifted the to quality control level 

for Zopa to a high score of 9. 

 

NeighborGoods 

Co-creation (Low) 

Similar to on other peer-to-peer rental platform, renters take the equipment and use 

them to complete the tasks. During the consumption phase - usage of the tool, there is 

no direct involvement from either the platform or the owner of the tool. Value is created 

by the renter and co-creation level is low.  

 

Control 

Availability (0) 

Neighbors can choose when they want to lend or rent out their equipment and when 

they need it back. The platform works as an intermediary that provides features like 

calendar, messaging and other things related to renting out the equipment. People can 

form their own local communities in the platform and put things on the wish list if they 

need something. The availability control is low for Neighborgoods, since it’s all 

determined by the owner and the score is 0. 

 

Price (0) 

The person that has the item, determines if the item should be lent out for free or if there 

should be charged an amount. This gives the person with the item full flexibility in 

terms of price. Furthermore, the platform doesn’t have a payment system hence all 

transactions will happen outside of control of the platform. Therefore, the price control 

is also low at 0. 

 

Quality (6) 

Neighborgoods.com has adopted multiple measures to improve quality of the service, 

including ID verification system, rating system and conflict resolution system. 

Furthermore, renters will need to pay a deposit upon request of the owner, which would 

remind them to be more careful with the tools during usage. Therefore, quality control 

on Neighborgoods is considered medium to high with a score of 6. 
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ShareGrid 

Co-creation (Low) 

ShareGrid combines providers that possess camera gear with customers that are 

seeking to make a short term rental instead of buying all the gear. Once the gear is 

handed over to the customer, the insurance covers any damages that should occur. 

There is no interaction between the provider and customer besides the initial 

transaction itself, which is why the level of co-creation is low.  

 

Control 

Availability (0) 

Owner of the gear has full control of the rental: they decide when the gear would be 

available, deny the rental request or even cancel the rental when they need that piece 

of gear. Users can also set meeting places that are more convenient and safe for them. 

The platform has no control on availability, reason why it gets a score of 0 on this. 

 

Price (1) 

The owner of the gear determines the rental price for the gear. There is no lower or 

upper limit for the rental of the gear and the insurance price is determined based on 

the replacement value of the gear. The only requirement from the platform is that 

renters must either purchase or present coverage for the rented item, raising level of 

price control to 1 for ShareGrid. 

 

Quality (5) 

ShareGrid has adopted verification system of different levels and review systems for 

users to rate each other, in order to improve the overall quality. However, ShareGrid 

lacks measures to directly inspect and control the quality of every transaction, other 

than requiring renters to purchase insurance. The individual experience mainly depends 

on the owner of the gear and the condition of the gear. Therefore, we rate ShareGrid as 

medium control at 5. 
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Lamasmona 

Co-creation （Low) 

Essentially, Lamas Mona’s business is rental of dress owned by the company to its 

customers. Additionally, the platform also allows individuals with clothes they don’t 

wear that often to rent those out. In both cases, the provider of the dress doesn’t get 

involved in the consumption phase in which the customer wears the dress and attends 

the event. The renter is therefore the sole value creator and value co-creation for Lamas 

Mona is at a very low level. 

 

Control 

Availability（3） 

The owner of the dress determines when the item is available for rental. In the other 

case which the company owns the dresses and rent it to customers, the company fully 

decides the availability of the dresses on the platform. Furthermore, the company has 

set a default rental period of minimum 4 days, but with the possibility of being 

prolonged. Considering both type of business, the overall availability control is medium 

with a score of 3.  

 

Price (8) 

The price for rental and sale is determined by the platform, both for its own dresses and 

for dresses owned by the individuals. In the latter case, Lamas Mona determines the 

price based on the initial value of the garment and its current condition 

( https://www.lamasmona.com/como-funciona).  Furthermore, Lamas Mona charges 

65% of the rental price for their service and insurance coverage. If the owner of the 

garment chooses to sell the dress through their catalog, the company will take a 20% 

cut off the sales price. In the case that renters directly rent from Lamas Mona’s own 

collection of dresses, the price is also fully determined by the company. Based on their 

pricing strategy, Lamas Mona has high control score of 8 over the price. 

 

Quality (10) 

Lamas Mona takes care of all the cleaning and damages on the dresses. The provider 

and renter will be covered for any damages by the 65% of the rental price. The 
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company makes sure that all dresses are rented out in good condition under the same 

standard, which is why there is a high level of quality control with a score of 10.  

 

MsParis 

Co-creation (Low) 

MsParis rents out dresses and accessories to customers through their platform. It is a 

B2C business that does not include any providers. The customer selects an item from 

the website and receive it sometime after, uses it and delivers it back after where the 

company will take care of the cleaning. There is no interaction in between the 

company and user while renting the items, which is why there is no co-creation going 

on.  

 

Control 

Availability (10) 

Ms Paris is the sole provider of the dresses available for rent and it cooperates with 

designers and selects dresses to be listed on the platform. No individuals are allowed 

to list their own dresses on the platform. The platform therefore has scored 10 on 

control on the availability. 

 

Price (10) 

The company determines the price for the rental. The users can either choose to rent a 

single dress or have a monthly subscription fee where they are able to rent up to 3 

dresses per month. The user should furthermore deposit 300 in case any issues should 

occur. Both rental price and subscription price are completely determined by the 

company, leading to a score of 10 on price control. 

 

Quality (10) 

Once the users have finished the rental period, they will deliver the item back to 

MsParis and the company will take care of all cleaning and maintenance of the items. 

When the clothing is shipped out to next customer, it’s carefully prepared and packed 

in a standard package. The aim is to ensure that all customers receive the same quality 
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standard when they choose to rent from MsParis. This gives MsParis a quality control 

level of 10. 
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Appendix C – Template Analysis 
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Appendix D – Number of search result 
 
Firm Number of search results 

  

Uber 425,000,000 

Gomore 8,310,000 

DriveNow 1,830,000 

Airbnb 81,900,000 

couchsurfing 15,800,000 

Fiverr 8,200,000 

Udemy 11,300,000 

ToursByLocals 171,000 

Kickstarter 53,400,000 

Gofundme 16,200,000 

Zopa 1,660,000 

Neighborgoods 242,000 

ShareGrid 55,800 

LamasMona 448,000 

MsParis 705,000 
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